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Pack 
Dog
Scent Work

bcosw does 
performance!

ARI : GCh DC Jadaka’s Independent Spirit SC SGRC4 SORC4 LCM TCP CGC VB
sire GCh DC Jerlin’s Our Zuri Pupin MC LCX SGRC2 SORC LCM VLCM3 VB
dam Kibushi Jadaka’s Sonata

RACING CAREER HIGHLIGHTS
2013 #1 Basenji in LGRA & NOTRA

2013 OB NOTRA & LGRA National Race Meet Winner

2012 #1 OB NOTRA Sighthound & #1 Basenji 

2012 #1 LGRA Basenji 

2012 OB NOTRA & LGRA National Race Meet Winner

2011 BCOA National LGRA Race Meet Winner

Top 5 NOTRA Lifetime Achievement OB Sighthound, since 2011

Top 2 NOTRA Lifetime Achievement Basenji, since 2011

Top 5 LGRA Lifetime Achievement Basenji, since 2012

As Ari approached his first birthday, I 

hoped he would enjoy oval and staight-

line racing as much as my other 

Basenjis did. 

At his first race meet, Ari lacked the 

confidence to pass or to take the lead.  

With each meet his confidence grew 

until he was both passing and leading 

the pack in the high point races.  

Ari loves the chase (especially with 

a squawker or fur!) and running with 

other hounds. I am excited to see what 

the future holds for my #1 racer.

bred by Jan Kahl & Jon Curby
owned & loved by  
Terry Colbert & Bob Robinette 
terryacolbert@yahoo.com 
618 465 9901 

# 1 

NOTRA OB 

LIFETIME 

ACHIEVEMENT 

HOUND

4-13-14

JADA
Kiroja Loving Every Minute RN, MX, AXJ, TCP, SRGC, SORC3, PD

Jada’s accomplishments in 2013 include her TCP (Title of Coursing Proficiency-ASFA Single’s 
title); her PD (Pack Dog Title-Dog Scouts of America); and her MX (Master Agility title). 
 In 2014 she will continue to work toward her MXJ (Master Jumpers with Weaves title), her PDX 
(Pack Dog Excellent title), and she will continue working toward her TD, Tracking Dog title.

RUSTY
Vinaka’s XIV Karat Goldn Boy OA, NAJ, FCh, SGRC, SORC, PD

In 2013 Rusty earned his PD (Pack Dog Title-Dog Scouts of America); and he passed his Birch 
ORT (Odor Recognition Test-National Association of Canine Scent Work). The ORT test 
certifies the dog to enter a Level 1 Nose Work trial.  
In 2014 he will be working toward his NW1 title (Level 1 Nose Work).

Owners: Jan Cook and Andy Hayek,  
New Berlin, Wisconsin
Members of the  
Basenji Club of Southeastern Wisconsin, Inc.

Pack Dog
Coursing
Tracking

Agility
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photography : susan cook

AUBREY 
DC Rafikis Twilights Last Gleaming 
BN RE SC CL1 OA OAJ ORC GRC FCh 
LCM V-FCh ORT CGC MVB
DOB 12-02-01
For her 12th birthday, Aubrey earned  
BN, CL1, & ORT’s in Birch and Anise

Aubrey, Arrow, 
& Susan Cook 
enjoying agility in  
Manitowoc, WI

ARROW 
DC Tammen’s Can’t Touch This  
BN RE SC CL1 OA OAJ ORC 
GRC ORT CGC VBX
DOB 8-17-06
At his first Nose Work 1 trial, 
Arrow passed three out of four elements.

“Performance issue? 
I’m all over that!” 

Champion Arendahls Carnival Night JC, RA, OA, OAJ, NF, NW 1 and— 
BCOA Versatile Basenji
Ch Rafikis Three Ring Circus x Ch Arendahls Sometime Soon JC, FCh, OAP, AJP
Born Dec. 18, 2003

In 2013 Miranda finished her AKC Open Jumper and Novice FAST agility titles and on 
March 30th, 2014 she earned her Level 1 Nosework title from the National Association 
of Canine Scent Work (NACSW) with a 3rd place overall out of 36 qualifiers. 
Miranda is the third Basenji to earn this title.

BCOSW does performance! 
Thanks for the hours of fun in agility, rally, nosework,  
and hiking Susan and Jan!

ARENDAHL BASENJIS
Lisa Marshall : lisam1918@gmail.com
Amy Rust : amyrust06@gmail.com
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BCOA BULLE T IN
APR MAY JUN 2014Soaking up 

the last 
Autumn rays
BCOSW members 
Jan Cook, Lisa Marshall, 
and Susan Cook 
are working on  
pack dog titles.
Our first Dog Scouts of America Pack Dog  
goal is 50 miles!

PACK DOG: 
Fun for you, fun for your Basenji—
just plain fun!

Looking for an activity you can do  

with your dog that:

• is good for both of you?

• doesn’t require going to class or extra training?

• gets you outside enjoying the great outdoors 

with your dog?

• let’s you choose a goal and work toward it at 

your and your dog’s own pace?

• earns a title for your efforts?

• is recognized by the BCOA Versatility program?

Then find a pack, load it with the required 

items, and hit the trails with your Basenji!

Standard Pack Dog Utility Titles and criteria:

• Pack Dog (PD) 

50 miles, including one 5-mile day hike

• Pack Dog  Excellent (PDX)  

100 miles, including one 10-mile day hike

• Utility Pack (UP) 

200 miles, including two 10-mile day hikes 

Your pack must contain the following for 

attaining titles on all breeds (and mixes) through 

Dog Scouts of America:

First aid kit, water, bowl, spare collar and leash, 

matches, knife, at least three baggies (for clean- 

up), compass, flashlight, owner’s I.D. , a signal 

device (mirror, whistle or cell phone) and map 

of the area (if needed).

The dog owner keeps a log of each hike with 

date, location, distance hiked, and the signature 

of a buddy hiker.  

For each title level, the long hike (5- or 10-mile 

day hikes) must be signed by an official such 

as a county, state, or national park ranger to 

complete the requirements.

Left to right, Jan Cook with Jada, Susan Cook holding 

Aubrey, Arrow, and Lisa Marshall, holding Flora

Dog Scouts of America  www.dogscouts.org

— by Lisa Marshall

I didn’t know a thing about Dog 

Scouts of America, but after reading 

their mission statement I liked what 

the organization stands for: 

Improve the lives of dogs and 

owners in a positive way. They stand 

for responsibility to our dogs, 

communities and each other. In Dog 

Scouts, people help dogs and dogs 

help people. Sounds good.

Dog Scouts of America envision a 

future where dogs remain in happy 

lifelong homes with responsible owners. 

A future where dogs are seen as family 

members. A future where people take 

responsibility for socializing, training 

and caring for their dogs.  Sounds real 

good.

— Susan Cook
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Naziki and I cheer on her children and 
grandchildren across the USA, UK, and Europe—
and give our heartfelt support to the 
BCOA Native Stock Project. 

FC AVONGARA NAZIKI SC
First full-Avongara field champion!

Katie Campbell
Seattle, Washington

TAJI@ktcampbell.com
www.TajiBasenjis.com 
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BCOA AFFILIATE CLUBS

AUSTIN BASENJI CLUB
Diane Laue
512-288-3513
mlgraves2@gmail.com

BASENJI CLUB OF CINCINNATI
Carol Ann Worsham
614-456-0497
cworsham@ctcn.net

BASENJI CLUB OF  
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
Eunice Ockerman
408-368-8040
euniceockerman@gmail.com

BASENJI CLUB OF  
SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN
Karla Schreiber
847-670-7949
newworldBasenjis@sbcglobal.net

BASENJI FANCIERS OF  
GREATER PHOENIX
Michelle Voyek
623-444-2760
evoyek@aol.com

DALLAS/FORT WORTH  
BASENJI CLUB
Fran Medley
972-495-5457
k9medley@verizon.net

EVERGREEN BASENJI CLUB
Katie Campbell
206-914-5798
taji@ktcampbell.com

GREATER CHICAGOLAND BASENJI CLUB
Sue Joyner
815-485-8592
ms_joyner@comcast.net

HIGH COUNTRY BASENJI CLUB
Pat Bird
303-981-2891
patbird27@gmail.com

HOOSIER BASENJI CLUB 
Gail Fralick
765-649-1306
fffralick@comcast.net

INDIAN NATIONS BASENJI CLUB
Kathryn Boyd
918-749-5108
kasendo@aol.com

MID-ATLANTIC BASENJI CLUB
Karen Hutchinson
717-468-6194
karenskarnak@aol.com

RIP VAN WRINKLE BASENJI CLUB
Susan Marsicano
845-679-8893
sueapu@apuBasenjis.com

ROUTE 66 BASENJI CLUB
Jessica Ryno
314-606-0205
batcaveBasenjis@yahoo.com

SHOW ME BASENJI CLUB
Jan Kahl
314-713-5884
jkahl@sbpis.com

SOUTH COAST BASENJI FANICERS
Holly Benton-Lumanauw
909-437-4720
soleilBasenjis@msn.com

WILLAMETTE VALLEY BASENJI CLUB
Kathy Britton
503-839-0208
bennyburnerbono@aol.com

BULLETIN ARCHIVE

DONNA DEFLORIO

Are you willing to donate past issues of 
the Bulletin to the club? We’re looking to 
complete the BCOA archives. 

Each issue is a snapshot in the timeline of 
the club and the breed. We’d appreciate 
it if you are willing to donate them as a 
permanent record in the Club’s archive. 
Please help us fill the gaps in the timeline!

MISSING ISSUES

1950 through 1964—all issues

1965 Jan-Feb, Mar-Apr, May-Jun

1966 Jan-Feb, Sept-Oct

1967 May-Jun

Want to keep your originals?  
Mail us your Bulletin and we will scan it and 
return it to you in good order.

Or, contact us for scanning requirements  
and send the electronic copies to us.

CAN YOU HELP?

Please contact 

Donna DeFlorio, sarabi96@aol.com

Janet Ketz, jlketz@aol.com
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It’s never too late to celebrate your wins. 
Let the world know you’re proud of your
hound with an ad in the Bulletin. 
Best value around.
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SPECIALTY DATES : CORRESPONDING BID YEAR 

WEST

2016 : 2013

2019 : 2016

2022 : 2019

2025 : 2022

CENTRAL

2014 : 2011

2017 : 2014

2020 : 2017

2023 : 2020

EAST

2015 : 2012

2018 : 2015

2021 : 2018

2024 : 2021

PERPETUAL  
NATIONAL SPECIALTY  
CALENDAR

NATIONAL SPECIALTY

Held between July 1 and November 30 each year, the 

National runs at least five consecutive days and utilizes 

a full weekend to offer competitive events that include 

Agility, AKC and/or ASFA Lure Coursing, Obedience, 

Puppy & Veteran Sweepstakes, African Stock Exhibition, 

Junior Showmanship, regular and non-regular confor-

mation classes and the all important Best of Breed. In 

addition, an auction, banquet, educational seminars, 

and the club annual meeting is held. Other activities 

included have been rally obedience, straight-line racing, 

oval track racing, seminars, Canine Good Citizenship, 

eye clinics and fun classes. In all, it’s a full week that 

gathers hundreds of Basenjis and their owners together 

in one setting. 

2014 Sept 22 – 27 | Gray Summit, MO

Chair Jon Curby — jcurby@offa.org

Judges 

Regular Classes Dr. Donald Sturz, Jr.

Sweepstakes Tad Brooks

African Exhibition Dr. Stanley Carter

Stay current by visiting:

www.Basenji.org/ 

httpdocs/nationalspecialty/2014/index.html

www.facebook.com/Bcoa2014NationalSpecialty

2015 Oct 26 – Nov 1 | Gettysburg, PA

Chair Lisa Auerbach — itzyuBasenjis@gmail.com

Judges

Regular Classes Michael Work

Sweepstakes Julie Jones

2016 August 10-14 | Longview, WA

Chair: Donna Lubbe — karosel@gotsky.com

Judges: Regular Classes — William Shelton

Sweepstakes — TBD

SUPPORTED ENTRIES 

BCOA supports entries at AKC shows to increase the attendance & partici-

pation at these shows. Supported entries are hosted either by a BCOA affil-

iated club or by five BCOA members in good standing. Supported entries 

are limited to 7 per region with exceptions granted on a case by case basis. 

These may be supported at regional Basenji specialty shows or the Basenji 

classes at an all-breed AKC dog show. 

JUDGES

Subject to AKC Approval

DR. DONALD STURZ, JR.

Regular Classes &  

Junior Showmanship

TAD BROOKS

Puppy & Veteran  

Sweepstakes

DR. STANLEY CARTER

African Exhibition

TROPHY SPONSORSHIP

Pat Marshall 

Berimo@aol.com 

409-489-3117

SHOW ME THE FUTURE
2014 BCOA NATIONAL SPECIALTY
SEPTEMBER  22-27 
PURINA FARMS • GRAY SUMMIT, MISSOURI • WWW.PURINAFARMS.COM
HOST HOTEL • HOLIDAY INN SIX FLAGS • 1-866-257-5990

W W W. B C O A 2 0 1 4 . O R G
www.facebook.com/

bcoa2014NationalSpecialty

CALENDAR

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 21

LGRA racing

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 22

ASFA lure coursing, followed by

AKC lure coursing

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 23

Agility, followed by

Obedience

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24

NOTRA racing

Seminars and clinics

Welcome cookout Greenfelder Park

Fun Night

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 25

Sweepstakes

African Match

Annual meeting

Top Twenty Five

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 26

Dogs & Puppy bitches

Banquet & auction

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 27

Jr Showmanship

Bitch class continued 

Best of Breed and non regular classes

SPECIAL EVENTS

K-9 REPRODUCTION SERVICES

KCK9Reproduction@aol.com

913-634-8141

MEASURING STATION

More information to come.

COOKOUT!

Who doesn’t like a family cookout? 

FUN NIGHT!

You won’t want to miss it!

SEMINARS

TOP 25

BANQUET & AUCTION

Annual BCOA Formal Banquet at Purina Farms

Have something to donate?

Contact Robert Gooderl 

bgfw12@gmail.com
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ABOUT THIS ISSUE

This is our second performance 
issue. In it are rankings for the 
top performance dogs of 2013 

and a look at some non-typical perfor-
mance activities—at least for Basenjis. 

Basenjis appear to be a natural fit for  
the new Barn Hunt competition. Jane 
Johnson explains the rules of the com-
petion and Lynn Garel shares her first 
time experience searching for the rat. 

An unexpected activity for Basenjis 
is drafting. Renee Meriaux’s account of 
her trials with Oakley had me cheering 
them along on their long weekend. 

In addition to our hounds who run, 
jump, weave, retrieve, sit, stay, heel, 
hunt, and haul with enthusiam, our 
club members also have Basenjis who 
perform therapy work. Fran Harder let’s 
us in on a big secret—it’s therapeutic for 
all involved.

Lure coursing enthusiasts will 
appreciate the article Holly Hamilton 
and the accompany tips from Doug 
Bright. Holding a lure trial takes the 
combined efforts of many, and the more 
congenial the group the better. Two 
days in weather (be it miserably hot, 
bone chilling wet, and even perfect) is 
tiring. Knowing how and when to help 
can make the weekend a success.

 

I recall an email (can’t find it in my 
in-box or archives) observing that there 
was a dearth of club news in the Bulletin. 
I concur. The bulk of BCOA news is 
relayed via the Bulletin Board. However, 
in this issue we hear from Katie Camp-
bell, our BCOA AKC delegate and Sue 
Campeau who attended the AKC  CHF 
National Parent Club Canine Health 
Conference.

The National Owner Handler Series 
(NOHS) may be coming to a ring near 
you.  According to the AKC, the 
impetus is to “recognize and showcase 
the quality dogs being exhibited by 
owner/handlers … .” The AKC points 
out that “more than 80% of show dogs 
are handled by their owners.”

The NOHS is relatively new and is 
still gaining traction—and generating 
many questions. A summary from the 
AKC website is included in this issue. In 
the next issue we will look at some of 
the questions/discussion surrounding 
the nohs. 

There were only two players in the 
Basenji Name Game (see page at left). 
Barb Kunze and Paule Dedek submitted 
their answers and our winner is Barb 
Kunze. She has won her choice of one 
full-page ad and one half-page ad or 
three half-page ads in the Bulletin.

I appreciate our advertisers who pro-
vide finished art work for their adver-
tisements. If you prepare an ad, or hire 
or enlist the services of a professional 
graphic designer to prepare your ads 
your/their work will be recognized. The 
Bulletin does require finished artwork 
be press ready: Images must be CMYK, 
and ads that are to extend off the page 
need to include an extra 1/8 inch of 
image called a “bleed.” 

In the end, it is often easier for me to 
work with the original images as hiRez 
jpgs, copy in a separate Word doc, and 
a concept (which I apparently cannot 
promise to follow faithfully). 

Look forward to hearing from you,

Eunice Ockerman
Editor
bulletineditor@Basenji.org

    

 JATO
1 Old French version of “chateau”
2 Rocketry term for Jet Assisted Take-Off
3 Jumbled from usual travel day breakfast:  

Orange Juice And Toast
4 Stands for Just Ask To Own

 ARENDAHL
1 Parts of a nearby exit sign for Arena  

and Dahlia Ave.
2 Slight change to spelling of a Norwegian  

seaside village
3 In tribute to the movie star Arlene Dahl  

and our first Basenji
4 Jumbled letters for how we referred to two  

dear friends: Her and Al

  TAMSALA
1 Swahili for “quiet hunter”
2 Combination platter: Tamales and Salsa
3 Combination of parts of three other kennel names
4 Our friend Tamara worked with Single Adults Legal Assistance

  AMUN
1 Short-hand for the phrase “Am I Understood?”
2 Arabic for “swiftness”
3 Backwards rendering of NUMA  

(Non-Uniform Memory Access)
4 Patron deity of Thebes in Ancient Egypt

 DALJI
1 Swahili for “steals our food”
2 Texas influence (Dallas + Basenji)
3 Combination of 2 breed names: Dalmation + Basenji
4 A Persian wild dog breed

 KAZOR
1 Notation meaning “a grand” (K = 1,000)  

combined with “Azores” (my honeymoon trip)
2 The “K”replaced a first draft “C”to appear more African
3 Variation of “Prozac” (which our Basenjis  

almost drove us to think of using)
4 Comic book inspired combination  

of “Ka-boom” and “Zorro”

 KUWAGA
1 Swahili for “divide, or share”
2 What U.S. Army paratroopers shout  

as they pull the rip-cord
3 Backwards spelling of breeder’s birth place: Agawuk, North Dakota
4 Swahili for “better not step there”

 ELDORADO
1 Because Basenjis are the Cadlllacs of dog-dom
2  Spanish for “quick red dog”
3 Our first Basenji loved this brand of tortilla chips
4  Inspired by the title of a John Wayne western movie

THE KENNEL NAME GAME 
WINNER IS BARB KUNZE!
Barb was 7 for 8 and wins three half page ads in the Bulletin! The correct answer are in bold below.  
Thank you runner-up Paule Dedek for playing!

What Basenji wouldn’t prefer to sniff out a rat 
rather than a birch scented q-tip?

—Lynne Garel pg 52
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CONTRIBUTORS  

Doug Bright page 56 
Doug is a forester by training and has spent over 40 years using 
aerial photos. His focus for any lure trial is course design, setup, 
and running the lure.  He uses Google Earth technology to design 
the courses from which he produces an aerial photograph showing 
the course with the length of each leg of the course shown on the 
photo. On the day of the trial using a GPS unit and the aerial photo 
he lays out the course on the ground sometimes making adjust-
ments as needed.  His philosophy in running the lure is to favor the 
dog running true as verse the cheating dog. 

Katie Campbell page 29 
Katie Campbell has been breeding under the TAJI prefix since 
1992. She has produced many specialty, group, BIF and BIS winners 
almost exclusively owner-handled both domestically and abroad. 
Over the years Katie has been a dedicated board member of several 
local, regional and national dog clubs and currently serves the BCOA 
as our AKC Delegate.  She and her beloved pack reside in Seattle, 
Washington.

Sue Campeau page 26 
Sue’s 30 years with Basenjis have been spent snuggling on the sofa, 
out on the coursing field and in the show ring.  In her non-Basenji 
life, she lives in central North Carolina and teaches all subjects of  
high school science. She is a primary care chiropractic physician, 
providing both biomechanical treatment and functional medicine 
She has a BS in Animal Science, BS in Human Biology, DC and 
teacher certification.

Lynn Garel page 52 
Lynn got her first Basenji, Dakota, in 1991. Next came Cheyenne, 
who is still a much-loved pet.  With Apache (CH Astarte’s Apache 
River with Pips) she got involved in showing and with the local 
Basenji community.  The youngest,  Zuni (Astarte’s Zuni Breeze 
at SunRiver CGC, SGRC, JOR) has taught her more than she ever 
expected and opened up her world to more than just the show ring.  
She and her husband, David, are retired from the motion picture 
industry and live in Southern California with their Vizsla and the 
Basenjis.  Lynn is the treasurer for South Coast Basenji Fanciers 
and editor of the club newsletter, The Baroogle. She loves learning 
more each day about our magnificent breed.

Holly Hamilton page 54  
Holly has been the Field Trial Chairman or Field Trial Secretary 
for the Ibizan Hound Club of the US National for nine years, Field 
Trial Secretary for the Basenji Club of America National in Lexing-
ton, Kentucky, and is slated as Field Trial Secretary for the BCOA 
2014 National in Missouri.

Fran Harder page 36 
Fran Harder was born in Vancouver, British Columbia and still 
resides in the Vancouver suburbs. She considers herself to be an 
‘extroverted introvert’ who believes in living each moment as fully 
as possible. A former business analyst, Fran retired early and now 
enjoys more time with Darrel, her husband of 25 years, and four 
wonderful animals—one Basenji and three parrots. Her favorite 
hobbies are her volunteer work, gardening and photography.

Jane Johnson page 48 
Jane bought her first pair of half-African Basenjis from Susan Coe 
in 2003.  Siblings Rhubarb & Darla are happily retired after earning 
multiple AKC titles between them.  Jane currently competes 
with four Basenjis in conformation, agility, rally, obedience, lure 
coursing, racing and barn hunt.  She is also an active member of the 
Mid-Atlantic Basenji Club and the Garden State Akita Club.  

Carole Kirk page 40
Carole has been owned by Basenjis since May 1990.  She breeds/
shows under the Possum Creek Basenjis moniker and has e xported 
dogs or bred dogs in Argentina, Australia, Denmark, Germany 
and most recently the Czech Republic.  Her dogs have competed 
in conformation, lure coursing and agility events.  She has breeder/
owner handled and owner handled her brindles to a group win and 
group placements.  She has been active with her local kennel club 
and BCOA for many years. 

Renee Meriaux page 46
Renee started showing Basenjis in conformation at 12 as a junior 
showman and upon suggestions from Bob Mankey she got her first 

“real” show dog at 16. She bred and showed Basenjis for 20 plus years. 
One memorable moment was winning BOB at the BCOA National 
Specialty in Houston from the Bred By class. She now shows in per-
formance events with Basenjis and Bernese Mountain Dogs. Her 
events include agility, drafting, herding, lure coursing, obedience 
and rally. Teaching and trialing keep her very busy. 

Linda Siekert page 43 
Linda has successfully piloted seven Basenjis to over 100 AKC titles, 
including the only MACH, PACH and AKC Triple Champion; her 
dogs have won multiple BIF, BOB, High in Trial and High Com-
bined.  Her first Basenji Tre, was 100% domestic, the other six have 
ranged between 31% - 65% new African (Avongara).She is one half 
of the BCOA African Stock Project (ASP), responsible for the main-
tenance of the ASP database featuring photos, pedigrees and health 
information of native African stock. She has written numerous 
articles featured in various Basenji publications throughout the US 
and abroad.
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CORRECTIONS

Dear Editor,
I was looking at the Bulletin (Jan,Feb,Mar) in the PRA Basenji night 
blindness on page 62 and saw that my dog was incorrectly listed as a 
carrier.  He is clear according to my certificate and the OFA website. 
His name is Zindikas Sly Anubie. I’m not sure if anything can be 
done but you at least have accurate info now. Thanks for your time 
and have a wonderful day.
Susan A Howard, Sulou Basenjis

Dear Editor,
I was just looking through the OFA results in the Jan/Feb/Mar 
Bulletin and notice that Bushwacker Cherry Bomb is listed as being 
PRA Affected. In fact she is PRA Normal, like her two littermates 
who do appear in the Normal column. I understand that mistakes 
happen, and that anyone who wants to check can just go to the OFA 
website and look, but how many people will take this at face value?
I would appreciate it if this error could be corrected in the next  
Bulletin. Thanks,
Chris Frost, Bushwackers Basenji

A number of readers wrote that Basenjis were incorrectly identified as 
pra affected. Unfortunately, a photo obscured the header (Thyroid 
Normal) under which these Basenjis fell. (See box below.) I apologize 
for the confusion and for misidentifying Zindikas Sly Anubie (PRA 
normal) as PRA carrier. Going forward, rather than attempt to sort 
by test results (which introduces more opportunity for human error), 
health results will be divided by test only. 
  —Editor

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

THYROID : NORMAL
Akuaba N Eldorado Bungle In The Jungle

Avongara Ojo

Baraka Over The River

Bushwacker Cherry Bomb

Dagoba’s Hunk Of Burnin’ Love At 

Eldorado

Eldorado’s Akuaba One More Time

Eldorado’s Intrigue

Kibushi The Oracle

Laurel Aswan Doing It My Way

Salish Sea’s Balaka

Salish Sea’s Supernatural  

Superserious Man

PERMISSIONS 

Dear Editor,
Congratulations once again on an excellent issue of the BCOA 
Bulletin! You have an article in it by Andrea Stone on Socialization. 
It is very good and very easy to read. Would it be possible to use 
that article in our B-Mail magazine please? It would be very 
relevant for our membership.
Jan Robert, Tamsala Basenji, Australia

Jan, so glad you are enjoying the Bulletin! I checked with Andrea Stone 
and she is happy to have her article reprinted in Australia! The general 
policy is that permission to reprint for non-profit use will be granted for 
written material in the newsletter provided credit is given to the author 
and to the BCOA Bulletin. However articles, photographs, original 
artwork bearing the copyright symbol may only be reprinted with the 
author/photographer/artist’s written permission.
  —Editor

JUNIOR EYE VIEW

Dear Editor,
I love [the Juniors’ Eye View] page!
Jerry Ockerman

Jerry,  Our juniors are back at it in this issue. See page  22.
  —Editor
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Basenji Club 
of Southeastern  
 Wisconsin
 19TH ANNUAL  
 Independent Sweeps & Specialty 
 Friday, July 25, 2014
 entries close 6pm cst, wednesday, July 9, 2014
 Enter Online at www.bcosw.org,  
 Click on Online Shopping. 
 AKC Event #2014415201 (approved)

 Western Waukesha County Dog Training Club
 1314 Cedar Drive, Ixonia, WI 53036

 Indoors—Air Conditioned

 Show Chair & Secretary
 Lisa Marshall
 lisam1918@gmail.com
 414-333-0156 (mobile) 

 SWEEPS & SPECIALTY JUDGES
 Lynda Birmantas Beam, IL 
 Puppy & Veteran Sweepstakes 

 Dr. Robert Indeglia, RI 
 Regular & Non-regular Conformation Classes

 BEST BRED BY EXHIBITOR

 AKC NATIONAL  
 OWNER-HANDLED SERIES

 Followed by four days of 
 Wonderful Wisconsin Shows
 Waukesha Kennel Club  
 Waukesha County Exposition Center
 Saturday, July 26, 2014—John Bink : Basenji judge 
 Sunday, July 27, 2014—Charles L. Olvis : Basenji judge 

 Burlington Wisconsin Kennel Club (pending) 
 Walworth County Fairgrounds
 Monday, July 28 and Tuesday, July 29 

 Superintendent
Roy Jones Dog Shows, Inc. 
PO Box 828 
Auburn, IN 46706-0828 
260-925-0525  
rjds@royjonesdogshows.com

 www.facebook.com/bcosw
 www.bcosw.org

GERALD THOMAS (TOM) CROSS 
Feb. 10, 1938 - March 14, 2014

By Wanda Pooley, Adventureland Basenjis

Tom Cross, TuTu Basenjis of Wagoner, Oklahoma, passed away 
suddenly on March 14, 2014. When Kathy Boyd called to tell 
me about Tom’s death, it literally took away my breath. Tom and 
his wife, Elda, were married for 56 years. These two people were 
inseparable; if you found Tom, Elda was usually standing right next 
to him. 

For those of you who may not have known Tom, in the Basenji 
World, he was best known for Tutu Basenjis. Tom and Elda Rae 

began their involvement in Basenjis 
back in 1965 when they purchased a 
bitch named Cambria’s Tamatake. 
One only needs to query Sally Wallis’ 
database to read the long list of 
Basenjis that are attributed to the 
success of Tutu Basenjis.

Tom was one of the founding 
members of the original Indian 
Nations Basenji Club and since 
those early beginnings was closely 
involved with that club serving in 

many capacities as either an officer or a board member. He was the 
current club president at his death. Tom, along with Elda, attended 
almost every BCOA national specialty. 

Tom was my “go to” guy for many things. If it wasn’t for Tom, 
a few times I would have been up the proverbial creek without a 
paddle while trying to set up my RV at a campsite. He could come 
up with just that missing fixture I would need for that odd hookup. 
Probably most of what I learned about motorhomes, I learned from 
Tom. Of course, that also meant I had to endure a lot of teasing if I 
did something dumb. Tom was my favorite guy to banter with. His 
stern sounding voice was always accompanied by a twinkle in his 
eye. We could tell each other the silliest stories in the most serious 
tones. I was blessed to have been counted as one of Tom’s good 
friends.

Tom is missed by his large, wonderful family, all of his friends, 
and the Basenji World has lost yet another good member who 
dedicated many, many years to the breed. 

DETERMINING EXHIBITOR ELIGIBILIT Y

The first step in judging the AKC National Owner-Handled Series 
is determining exhibitor eligibility. Follow these tips to properly 
make the eligibility determination:
• Exhibitors must declare their dog AKC National Owner-

Handled Series eligible at the time of entry using the check box 
on the entry form.

• The handler must be an owner of record according to the AKC’s 
records as of the date of the show. Dogs declared eligible will 
be identified by an asterisk or other representative mark in the 
steward’s book and in the show catalog.

• Professional handlers, household members and current 
assistants to professional handlers may not exhibit. A current 
assistant is defined as anyone employed by a professional 
handler on a full-time basis, or, assisting a professional handler 
at the show or any show during the cluster/weekend.

Dogs must be handled by an owner-handler eligible for the AKC 
National Owner-Handled Series throughout the breed level com-
petition for the regular show. This includes the class competition 
and subsequent competition in the breed ring. Additionally, dogs 
must be handled by an eligible owner- handler for all AKC National 
Owner-Handled Series competition.

The Owner-Handled Best of Breed will be selected from the 
eligible dogs that competed in the Best of Breed/Variety compe-
tition for the regular show. This includes Winners Dog, Winners 
Bitch, and the undefeated winners of the non-regular classes. This 
excludes all dogs defeated during class and winners competition for 
the regular show.

DETERMINING BEST OF BREED/VARIET Y

Breed judging for the AKC National Owner-Handled Series is 
conducted following Best of Breed judging in each breed ring. All 
dogs in the BOB competition (including WD & WB) will stay in the 
ring after the judge makes their placements in BOB competition. 
The ring steward will ask all professional handlers, household mem-
bers of and current assistants to a professional handler, and any 
exhibitor that did not indicate on their entry that they were eligible 
for the AKC National Owner-Handled Series to leave the ring and 
then the judge will then select the Owner-Handled Best of Breed.  
A dog being “cut” or otherwise “defeated” in the Best of Breed ring 
remains eligible to compete in the AKC National Owner-Handled 
Series. The Owner-Handled Best of Breed will be selected from the 
eligible exhibits based on the program guidelines and procedures.

Judging of the breed/variety for the regular show may determine 
the dog that is awarded Owner-Handled Best of Breed. Please 
follow these guidelines:
• If the Best of Breed/Variety winner of the regular show 

is eligible for the AKC National Owner-Handled Series 
competition, it will also be awarded Owner-Handled Best of 
Breed. In this case the dog will be eligible to compete in group 
competition for the regular show and group competition for the 
AKC National Owner-Handled Series.

• If the regular show Best of Breed/Variety winner is not eligible 
for AKC National Owner-Handled Series competition and the 
regular show Best of Opposite Sex to Best of Breed/Variety is 
eligible, the regular show Best of Opposite Sex to Best of Breed/
Variety will compete against the eligible exhibits of the other sex 
to determine Owner-Handled Best of Breed.

• If neither the Best of Breed nor the Best of Opposite Sex to Best 
of Breed/Variety from the regular show is eligible for the AKC 
National Owner-Handled Series competition and both the 
Select Dog and Select Bitch are eligible, the judge is to choose 
Owner-Handled Best of Breed from the Selects and any eligible 
Winners Dog or Winners Bitch.

• If one of the Selects from the regular show is eligible for AKC 
National Owner-Handled Series competition, excuse all eligible 
champions and non-regular class winners of the same sex and 
then choose Owner-Handled Best of Breed from the remaining 
eligible dogs of the opposite sex including the eligible Winners.

• If the regular show Best of Breed, Best of Opposite Sex to 
Best of Breed, Select Dog & Select Bitch are not eligible, the 
judge may choose any eligible dog who competed in Best of 
Breed including Winners Dog or Winners Bitch as the Owner-
Handled Best of Breed. 

• If no dog remaining in the ring is eligible for the AKC National 
Owner-Handled Series competition, Owner- Handled Best of 
Breed will not be awarded and the breed/variety will not be 
represented in group competition for the AKC National Owner-
Handled Series.

GROUP AND BEST IN SHOW COMPETITION

Some guidelines for judging Group and Best in Show competition 
for the AKC National Owner-Handled Series:
• Eligibility should be checked before each level of AKC National 

Owner-Handled Series competition. In th e Group and Best 
in Show competition, special attention must be paid to the 
requirement that dogs must be handled throughout the 
competition by an eligible owner.

• Group judging for the AKC National Owner-Handled Series 
may take place in separate rings from regular group judging. It 
is recommended that the group judging for the AKC National 
Owner-Handled Series begin at least thirty minutes prior to 
regular group judging. Judging may be adjusted to prevent any 
delays or interference with the regular group judging.

• Judging for the AKC National Owner-Handled Series Best in 
Show may take place prior to or after regular Best in Show 
judging. B

FROM THE AKC WEBSITE 
  The National Owner-Handled Series



Come One, 
Come All
South Coast Basenji Fanciers 
5th Annual Specialty

New date & new place 
July 12, 2014 
Valley Center, California

Judges
Sweeps: Patrick Garcia, Jr  
Regular classes: Laura Pond

In conjunction with Cabrillo Kennel Club
July 12-13, 2014

Judges
Satuday: Linda C. More;  Group, William Potter II
Sunday: William Potter II; Group, Linda C. More
Superintendent: Jack Bradshaw

For more infomormation contact: 
Denise Searcy, Starfyre Basenjis, Co-chair
DLStarfyre@aol.com or 
StarfyreBasenji@gmail.com 
951-928-1367
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SPARKIE REMEMBERED 

There are many stories about Basenjis in obedi-
ence; this one is about a red and white Basenji 
who has earned the highest AKC obedience title to 
date, the UDX2.  Her name was Sparkie, more 
formally known as Int’l. High In Trial Aljor’s Back 
To Sonbar UDX2, CGC, Canadian CDX, TDIEVA.
Sparkie was born December 22, 1996.  

At the age of 6 months, she was deemed too small for showing 
and breeding but just right for obedience and therapy work. She 
earned her Companion Dog (CD) title with scores in the 190’s 
(out of 200).  Her next title, Companion Dog Excellent (CDX) 
was earned with an average score of 193.3 over the course of three 
months.  Utility, our nemesis, was next.  Sparkie qualified for her 
Utility Dog (UD) degree in four trials with an average score of 191.

Sparkie took a short break from obedience to focus on im-
portant therapy work at Regions Gillette Children’s Specialty 
Healthcare in St. Paul, Minnesota, where Mary and Sparkie would 
go on to achieve the Therapy Dog International award of TDIEVA, 
for over 350 hospital visits; the highest number of visits at that 
time. Mary and Sparkie resumed obedience in 2005, entering the 
uncharted world of Utility Dog Excellent (UDX). 

To earn a UDX, a team must qualify in both Open B and Utility 
B on the same day, earning one UDX “leg.” The UDX title itself takes 
10 “legs.” Mary and Sparkie eventually earned 20 “legs” for their 

UDX2 title and were working 
on their UDX3 (had two legs 
under their belt) when Sparkie 
became sick with pancreatitis. 
When she started to feel better, 
they ventured to Canada to 
show but were unable to get 
any qualifying scores; Sparkie 
was done showing in obedi-
ence. What a career though. 
Sparkie will always be missed.

A NOTE  FROM MINNESOTA

by Gary Langula 

DO YOU HAVE A SHORT NOTE 
TO SHARE? 

We want to hear from you! 
Please send highlights of 
your life with Basenjis to 
bulletineditor@Basenji.org

BCOA Titles

VB Versatile Basenji

VBX  Versatile Basenji Excellent

MVB Master Versatile Basenji 

AKC Conformation

CH Champion

DC Dual Champion

GCH Grand Champion

MBIS Multiple Best in Show

MSBIS Multiple Specialty Best in Show

TC Triple Champion

AKC Obedience Titles

BN Beginner Novice

CD Companion Dog

CDX Companion Dog Excellent

GN Graduate Novice

GO Graduate Open

OM Obedience Master

OGM Obedience Grand Master

OTCH Obedience Trial Champion

NOC National Obedience Champion

PCDX Pre-Open

PUTD Pre-Utility

UD Utility Dog

UDX Utility Dog

AKC Rally Titles

RN Rally Novice

RA Rally Advanced

RE Rally Excellent

RAE Rally Advanced Excellent

RNC Rally National Champion

AKC Certifications

CGC Canine Good Citizen

CGCA Canine Good Citizen, Advanced

CAT Coursing Ability Test

CAA Coursing Ability Advanced

CAX Coursing Ability Excellent

AKC Agility Championships

Classes

S Standard

J Jumpers with Weaves

FAST Fifteen And Send Time

Levels

R Regular (standard jump heights)

P Preferred (lower heights, more time)

Suffix

A Agility

J Jumpers with Weaves

F FAST

N Novice

O Open 

M Master

X Excellent

P Preferred

C Century

B Bronze

S Silver

G Gold

Prefixes

MACH Masters Agility Champion

NAC National Agility Champion

PACH Preferred Agility Champion

PNAC Preferred National Agility Champion

AKC Draft Dog

NDD Novice Draft Dog

DD Draft Dog

DD-X Draft Dog of Excellence 

Search and Rescue

SAR-U Urban Search and Rescue

SAR-W  Wilderness Search And Rescue

HRD Human Remains Detection

MAS Missing Animal Search

Therapy Dogs International (TDI)

TDIA Therapy Dog Active

DSRD Disaster Stress Relief Dog

TWT Tail Waggin’ Tutor

AKC Lure Coursing

Suffix

JC Junior Courser

QC Qualified Courser

SC Senior Courser

MC Master Courser

Prefix

FC Field Champion

LCX Lure Courser Excellent (II, III, etc)

ASFA Lure Coursing

Suffix

FCh Field Champion

LCM Lure Courser of Merit (2, 3 etc)

VFCh Veteran Field Champion

V-LCM Verteran Lure Courser of Merit (2, 3, etc)

LGRA Straight Line/Sprint Racing

Suffix 

GRC Gazehound Racing Champion

SGRC Superior Gazehound Racing Champion

 (2, 3 etc) 

NOTRA Oval Track Racing

Suffix 

JOR  Junior Oval Racer

SOR  Senior Oval Racer

ORC Oval Racer Champion

SORC  Senior Oval Racer Champion (2, 3, etc)

NACSW Scent Work (nose work)

NW1 Proficiency in one target odor

NW2 Proficiency in two target odors  

 Increased difficulty

NW3 Proficiency in three target odors 

 Greatly increased difficulty  

Elite  Achieved by earning three NW3 titles

Barn Hunt

Suffix

RATI Instinct

RATN  Novice Barn Hunt

RATO  Open Barn Hunt

RATS  Senior Barn Hunt 

RATM  Master Barn Hunt

Prefix

RATCH  Barn Hunt Championship

PERFORMANCE
ABBREVIATIONS & TITLES
Alphabet soup expanded!

This is not an exhaustive list, nor does it 

explain what it takes to earn a title. That’s a 

story in itself!
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JUNIOR EYE VIEW

 Junior members describe what they tell newcomers about their dog

HER NA ME IS WHAT?!

When I walk up to a stranger, with my wonderful Basenji at my side, 
there are going to be a lot of things discussed. One of these things 
would probably take a long time. This would be what my little dog’s 
name is. It is quite a unique name.

My Basenji’s name is Topeka. When I say that, the stranger gets 
confused. Some questions come to mind. Why in world would 
you name your dog after the capitol of Kansas? Does that girl live 
in Kansas? Am I missing something? I named my dog neither for 
the state nor the city, but for the meaning of the name. Oh, and 
yes, I think you are missing something. “Topeka” is an Indian word 

meaning “A good place to crop potatoes.” Her nicknames include: 
Potato Head, Pumpkin Butt, Girly, Peeker, and Peekerpoo. Also 
they say if your dog’s name starts with a “T”, then they listen to you 
better. It looks like that was just a myth, because she doesn’t listen 
to me at all. I still love her, though. 

So, now you know why my dog’s name is Topeka. You also found 
out that it doesn’t help calling her, so I hope you like running. Her 
name is the first thing I say to a stranger about my Basenji.

by Cagney Ehlers, 12 years old. 
Watch for her in the ring and in obedience.

by Isaac Falkner, 8 years old. 
He knows how to treat a winner.

by Brooke Barker, 7 years old. 
She knows a thing or two about Basenjis

COMMITTEE REPORTS

2014 ASFA ANNUAL CONVENTION OF DELEGATES
RUSS JACOBS
The 2014 ACoD was held in Ft. Worth, Texas, March 20-21. This was 
one of the larger Conventions in recent years—57 Club Delegates 
(representing 40 clubs) attended the Convention.
The 2015 ACoD will be held in the Pittsburgh, PA area; date to be 
determined.

The 2015 International Invitational will be held May 16-17 in 
North Bend, Wash.

SILKEN WINDHOUNDS

After two years in provisional status, Silken Windhounds were 
approved for full recognition, with very few dissenting votes.  Full 
recognition took effect on April 1, 2014.  Appropriate changes were 
made in the Running Rules to recognize this change.

FINANCIAL AFFAIRS

CEO Jeff Lipps reported that entries continue to decline, with a 
resultant decline in income.  However, ASFA has been frugal, and 
income continues to match expenses, and several modest projects 
continue, especially a planned replacement of the records program. 
Cash reserves are more than adequate, and the ACoD approved a 
budget with a net deficit of $13,700.

OFFICER ELECTIONS / NEW ASFA OFFICERS

President: Ping Pirrung (PA)
First Vice President: Rich Whritenour (NY)
Second Vice President: Gary Roush (VA)
Recording Secretary: William Martin (AZ)
Corresponding Secretary: Bill Bowlus-Root (WA)
 Chief Financial Officer: Jeff Lipps (OH)

ASFA FACEBOOK PAGE

ASFA has a new Facebook page:  
www.facebook.com/AmericanSighthoundFieldAssociation

AWARDS

The ASFA #1 Basenji for 2013 was “Winter,” FC New World Baridi 
Ngano, LCM2,SC, owned by J.Brader
Long-time Region 7 courser and ASFA supporter Sherrie Ecksmith 
Johnson was elected to the ASFA Hall of Fame, as were the Borzoi  

“G’Kar,” the Rhodesian Ridgeback “Silhouette,” and the Pharaoh 
Hound “Luxor.”  Jill Bryson and Ann Chamberlain were both 
winners of the Garry Forrester Award. 

CONSTITUTIONAL REVISIONS 

Successful proposals to take effect January 1, 2015
Proposal 1, to modify the ACoD Site Selection procedures, passed.
Proposal 2, which establishes procedures for appointing an interim 
Regional Director, passed.
Proposal 3, clarifying who can vote in Regional Director elections, 
passed.
Proposal 4b, clarifying where officer nominations are to be 
published, passed.

RULES CHANGE PROPOSALS

Successful proposals to take effect January 1, 2015
Among the successful rule change proposals were:
Proposal 1a, to end the practice of providing free rulebooks to 
judges, as the official rulebook is now online.
Proposal 2, to make the International Silken Windhound Club a 
national club.
Proposal 4, to raise the age of Veteran Salukis to seven years.
The proposal to award championship points for BIF was rejected.  

OTHER ACTION AT THE CONVENTION;

The ACoD voted to require judges to receive training to judge Best 
in Field at some point in the licensing process. As always, if you 
have questions, or issues you wish to discuss, please call or email.
(785) 379-5430 — Russjacobs4@gmail.com
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BYLAWS COMMITTEE REPORT
BILL MCCANN

Our Constitution names the Club and the corporation. The Basenji 
Club of America is the Basenji sports club and parent breed club 
within the American Kennel Club.

Our BCOA Bylaws are for the most part defined by the American 
Kennel Club and cannot be amended without its approval.

The AKC was founded in 1880. Today it is the largest purebred 
dog club in the world. The AKC organizational structure is based 
on the English design developed in the era of Queen Victoria. As 
the premiere sports club of pure-bred dogs in the United States the 
AKC model has proven both effective and durable. There are now 
177 breeds represented in the AKC and all share essentially the same 
constitution and the same bylaws.

Each member breed club accepts the AKC Standard as the only 
standard by which its breed may be judged. Each breed club, local 
and parent, also accepts the AKC’s organizational design. These are 
the rules each club in the club of clubs acknowledges and affirms in 
their bylaws.

The BCOA, founded some seventy years ago, has flourished 
within the AKC since that time. The AKC structure unites parent 
clubs and a nation of local clubs that share common goals and join 
together to advance those goals and to speak with one powerful 
voice. These common goals and values may have been articulated 
in the nineteenth century but they are both ancient in origin and as 
alive and urgent as ever in the twenty-first century.

The Club’ s mission is to encourage and promote quality in the 
breeding of pure-bred Basenjis and to do all possible to bring their 
natural qualities to perfection. The Club commits to doing all in its 
power to protect and advance the best interests of Basenjis. From 
this commitment flow imperatives to health test, to support Basenji 
sports, rescue, breeder and companion education, judges education, 
and enrichment of the Basenji gene pool with native stock.

The Club urges members and breeders to accept the breed 
standard as approved by the American Kennel Club as the standard 
of excellence by which Basenjis shall be judged.

The Club sponsors and supports Basenji sporting events and 
the formation of local Basenji clubs; encourages sportsmanlike 
competition and celebrates excellence in all Basenji sports played in 
a spirit of fairness, self-control, courage, and persistence, maintain-
ing respect for both authority and opponents.

The Club works with, and through Club committees, individual 
members, other Basenji persons and clubs for the common good of 
Basenjis. The Constitution devotes its last two sections to embrac-
ing principles of equality, self-government and fair play. That’s how 
important they are. The Club cannot be conducted for profit and no 
part of any profits or remainder or residue from dues or donations 
to the Club can be diverted to benefit any individual member. It is 
Basenji Club members together who make changes to Club Bylaws. 
That’s what the Constitution says. B

Pure “Bliss” 
has arrived 
at Mtnside!
Signet Stolen Moment of Bliss

Breeders Brenda & Ciara Cassell 
 Signet Kennels
Owners Katherine Katayama 
 Mtnside Kennels,
 and Brenda Cassell

Photo Credit 
Special thank you to Lisa Stein for photos!

JUDGES EDUCATION COMMITTEE
MARIANNE KLINKOWSKI, CHAIRMAN
 
We’ve had an increased demand for our educational seminars and 
have several scheduled throughout the country in the coming 
months. Sally Wuornos and Diana McCarty will be presenting in 
Minnesota, AKC Executive Field Representative Sue Vroom will 
present our seminar in Oklahoma, Penny Inan will give the presen-
tation in Ohio and Susan Campeau will present in North Carolina.  
We’ll follow that up with seminars at the National in Missouri and 
at the AKC/Eukanuba National Championship in Florida.  
We have also presented internationally, with Jon Curby doing 
the presentation in Russia last year and Sue Vroom presenting in 
China. You may be asked to bring dogs to share with the enthusi-
astic student judges and we very much appreciate your continued 
help. 

As always, comments about judging techniques we can share 
with our judges are always welcome, as are photos representing 
aspects of breed type and character. B

BREEDERS EDUCATION COMMITTEE
SUSAN COE, LAURIE STARGELL, CO-CHAIRMEN

What is the Basenji Measurement Survey? 
The Basenji Measurement Survey is designed as a learning tool not 
only for the owners and fanciers of today but for those in the future 
as well. Results of measurements of height, weight, and length of 
dogs (with no names of owners or dogs) will be collated and pre-
sented as a Bulletin article so everyone can see the breed trends for 
themselves. Help us to find out the true state of the size of Basenjis 
in the USA!

This is the final year the Measurement Station will be set up at 
the National Specialty so do not miss your chance. Any Basenjis 
can be presented at the Measurement Station for inclusion in this 
survey. A certificate will be issued for each dog participating in the 
survey. Each certificate will include the dog’s pertinent information, 
the measurements taken of the dog, the date and who took part in 
measuring and recording the information. 

Participate in 2014 to finalize the third year, across the nation 
survey, collecting important information on the status of our breed. 
It is one of the few activities at the Nationals for your Basenji where 
just being “average” is a good thing! B

LOOK FOR THIS  BANNER AT THE 2014 NATIONAL! 
It will mark the Measuring Station location. Visit the Measuring Station to take part in the Basenji Measurement Survey  
 organized by the BCOA Education Committee.
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Canine Epilepsy:  
Where We Are and Where We Are Going
William B. Thomas, DVM, DACVIM 
Professor of Neurology and Neurosurgery,  
University of Tennessee 

Seizures occur with excessive and/or hypersynchroneous activity 
of the brain neurons. There are two main types of seizure. The 
first form of seizure is a primary generalized seizure that affects 
both hemispheres of the brain and results in loss of consciousness 
and autonomic control. The dog may urinate or defecate. These 
seizures are described as tonic/clonic. The dog may be tonic—rigid, 
for 30-60 seconds then, clonic with running, chewing and jerky 
movements. As the dog recovers, it may be blind and ataxic. These 
dogs frequently get “stuck” in corners of the room when recovering 
from a seizure. The second form of seizure discussed was a focal 
seizure that affects only a small portion of the brain. The example 
given was the Greater Swiss Mountain Dog. The GSMD’s seem to 
have a form of epilepsy in which they appear to be snapping at flies 
around their head. Dr. Thomas feels it may be a seizure in the visual 
cortex of the brain. It may cause the dog to believe it is seeing flies. 
Focal seizures may also occur in the autonomic region of the brain 
that controls the digestive system and manifest as abdominal pain, 
vomiting and other symptoms.

Seizures may be self-perpetuating and last five minutes or more. 
These seizures do not usually stop without medication. Clusters 
of seizures may be life-threatening when respiration becomes 
uncoordinated and the dog cannot pant. These serious episodes 
may cause cognitive destruction—60% of dogs with epilepsy suffer 
from clusters and series of seizures that decrease their lifespan from 
1.1 to 8 years. Seizures usually occur at night and are very hard on 
the owners. They usually end up having the dog euthanized. 

Epilepsy, defined as chronic recurrent seizures, occurs in 1-2% of 
dogs. (Dogs may suffer from seizures due to toxic exposure, recover 
and never have another seizure. This is not epilepsy.) The age at 
onset is 1-5 years and the dog is normal between seizures. Epilepsy 

may be caused by structural brain lesions, or a metabolic problem 
such has a liver shunt or adrenal cortical dysfunction. Seizures are 
diagnosed as idiopathic, and possibly inherited, if structural and 
metabolic causes are ruled out. Idiopathic epilepsy may have a ge-
netic cause, but it is not yet proven in all cases. In some breeds, the 
genes have been identified, but they are different in other breeds. 

Diagnosis of idiopathic epilepsy is made based on a detailed 
history and exam. MRI’s and blood work are used to exclude under-
lying causes. On a side note, the MRI’s have proven that dogs have 
strokes, something that has been debated in the past. Another con-
dition that has been confused with strokes or seizures is idiopathic 
or geriatric vestibular disease. (I have heard of this and experienced 
it with an elderly Basenji.) The dog develops a severe head-tilt, 
nystagmus (eyeballs twitching from side to side) and a staggering 
gait. They recover within a few weeks, with maybe a slight residual 
head-tilt. Dr. Thomas reported that nothing shows up on the MRI of 
these dogs, and they are not sure of the cause.

It is hoped that isolating the genes that cause canine epilepsy 
can lead to better, more specific treatments.

New Strategies to Prevent Canine  
Posterior Capsule Opacification
Heather Chandler, DVM, PhD, Ohio State University.

Cataracts are a progressive change in the lens of the eye, resulting 
in cloudiness and obstruction of vision. Cataracts are caused by 
age, ultra violet radiation, oxidative stress, metabolic disorders and 
genetics. Cataracts are the most common cause of blindness in 
humans and dogs. All species get cataracts, even frogs! There is no 
proven medical management for cataracts, only surgery to remove 
them is proven effective. Although cataract surgery is performed 
on dogs, some of the fibers are not removable. These fibers become 
fibrotic plaques that proliferate and migrate causing progressive 
blindness in 80-100% of the dogs that have the procedure, in as little 
as one month post-surgery. This is called Post-corrective Opacity, 
OPC. 

The doctor is now studying new techniques, since techniques 
used on humans do not work on dogs and are very expensive. The 
most current uses a special tip that “power washes” the capsule of 
the eye that contains the lens and the opacity. So far, this technique 
shows promise in slowing the progression of OPC.

Researchers are also looking for ways, possibly drugs, to prevent 
cataracts and OPC. It is slow-going, since many of the drugs being 
tested may also harm other layers of the capsule. Immunosuppres-
sive drugs can slow the progression of OPC, but have side effects. 

The Genius of Dogs
by Dr. Brian Hare, Duke University  
associate professor of evolutionary anthropology

 Dr. Hare founded the Duke Canine Cognition Center and recently 
published his bestseller, The Genius of Dogs with his wife, Vanessa 
Woods. Dr. Hare is also employing the new concepts of citizen 
science to add to his data banks on breed differences in canine 
cognition.

Cognition studies are not the same as behavioral studies. Cogni-
tion is the internal mental processes used to flexibly solve problems. 
Traditionally, intelligence has been viewed as a single continuum 
from sponges to humans. But there are different intelligences. Dr. 
Hare developed a cognitive profile of the strengths and weaknesses 
of intelligences necessary for survival. His study has shown that 
dogs outperform chimpanzees in cooperative learning (social 
communication). This may be a result of domestication, or the 
reason that dogs could be domesticated to begin with. Dogs are 
very willing to take their cues from humans. If the owner points to 
where the food is located, the dog will go to the food. If a handler 
points to the food for a chimp, the chimp does not take the hint. He 
also found that only dogs and humans can be inferential learners.

Dr. Hare has not, due to the number of breeds and time 
constraints, studied breed differences in dogs. He noted that there 
are huge differences within individuals of each breed. His opinion 
on Basenjis is that they are very good problem solvers, but have 
low inhibitory control when it comes to food! (He got that right!) 
His dog cognition test battery program, “Dognition” is an online 
program that owners can use to discover what is extraordinary in 
their dog. At the same time, the program will be collecting data 
for further research on dog cognition and breed differences. Go to 
www.dognition.com When you enroll, there is a fee. You will answer 
questions and be guided through some exercises with your dog. 
The results of the questions and the exercises will be tabulated, and 
you will receive a cognitive profile of your dog. The report will also 
show how your dog compares to other dogs, chimps and humans. 
It is hoped that Dognition will help individual owners to develop 
a deeper understanding of their own dogs, and also grow into the 
largest canine cognition project in the world. If you select a paid 
one year subscription to the program, you will receive customized 
monthly enrichment activities and professional dog training tips.

AKC  CHF National Parent Club 
Canine Health Conference
AUGUST 09-11 2013

By Susan Campeau, BS, BS, DC

This is a selection from Susan’s complete report (available on the BCOA website). More information on many of these 
topics, can be found on the CHF website, www.akcchf.org/

Infection and Immunity:  
The Good, the Bad and the Ugly
Adam Birkenheuer, DVM, DACVIM, PhD,  
North Carolina State University

Dr. Birkenheuer talked about the benefits and risks of vaccination 
as well as some immune-mediated diseases and the possible 
connection to vaccines.

Dr. Birkenheuer gave an overview of the history of vaccines and 
suggested www.historyofvaccines.com as a good resource for this 
information. 

Although rabies was one of the first vaccines developed and 
given to dogs and people starting in the early 1900’s, distemper 
vaccines only became efficacious around 1945. 

Parvovirus emerged in 1978, jumping from one host to another. 
Hygiene and supportive care was all that was available. But within 
2-3 years, a vaccine had been developed. Advanced techniques have 
resulted in the current availability of over 20 vaccines for your dog.

Dr. Birkenheuer recommends as core vaccines: distemper, 
parvovirus, CAV-2 (adenovirus 2) and rabies, with boosters every 
3 years. The following vaccines are his choices for “non-core”, and 
should be given based on regional risk of infection. They are parain-
fluenza, measles, B. bronchoseptica, the four leptovirus serotypes 
and Lymes disease vaccines with annual boosters. He does not 
recommend CAV-1, giardia or coronavirus vaccines.

Vaccine failure can result from multiple causes. (Dr. Birken-
heuer cited an article available at www.peteducation.com (a Foster 
and Smith website) as a source for this information.) Reasons for 
vaccine failure include breed disposition, genetics, the presence of 
maternal antibodies, mutation of the pathogen, and inappropriate 
handling of the vaccines or inappropriate administration. 

Maternal antibodies in a pup’s blood stream are at their lowest 
concentration between 6 and 9 weeks of age. During this period, 
the pup’s own antibodies begin to increase, making the pup most 
susceptible to infection during this period and for a short time 
longer. Dr. Birkenheuer suggests that the last vaccine be given at 
16 weeks or older to prevent vaccine failure due to the presence of 
maternal antibodies.

Parvovirus now has five variants, some of which are not well 
covered by vaccines. Scientific studies show some cross-protection, 
but there have been no long-term studies. 

Adverse reactions to vaccine or “vaccidents” are recognized. 
Hypersensitivities to the adenovirus 1 vaccine can cause “blue eye”. 
A study by George Moore discovered that lower body weight was 
associated with increased adverse vaccine reaction rates. He also 
found that the higher the number of vaccines, the higher the risk of 
adverse reactions. Moore also reported that reactions and reaction 
rates seemed in some cases to be breed-specific.

Studies have also found an association between immune-me-
diated hemolytic anemia and vaccines. Dogs that develop this 
condition are likely to have been vaccinated within the last month 
before their illness. Dr. Birkenheuer noted that this is a rare event. 
He urged the audience to always consider the “adverse effects” of 
not vaccinating.
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“Inherited Cardiomyopathies and Genetics-Understanding Unique 

Clinical and Genetics Aspects for Your Breed” 

Dr. Kathryn M. Meurs, DVM, PhD,  

North Carolina State University

“Investigation of Cranial Cruciate Ligament Deficiency and Associated 

Surgical Interventions Using Computer Simulation.”

Gina Bertocci, PhD, PE, University of Louisville. 

“Bloat and Multiple Organ Failure: What We Know  

and Where We Are Going”

Elizabeth Rozanski, DVM, DACVIM, DACVECC, Tufts University

“Canine Hemangiosarcoma:  How Much Do We Really Know and When 

Will We Find a Cure?” 

Jaime F. Modiano, VMD, PhD,  University of Minnesota

The Cytogenomic Landscape of Canine Cancer” 

Matthew Breen, PhD, C. Biology FSB,  

North Carolina State University

 “Cytokines and Canine Nutrition: The Immune System is all a Twitter” 

and “Emerging Paradigms in Immunonutrition” by Ebenezer Satyaraj, 

PhD, of Nestle Purina Research and applications in canines.

Deborah S. Greco, DVM, PhD, DACVIM, Nestle Purina Research

Regenerative Medicine for Soft Tissue Injuries in the Canine
Sherman O. Canapp, Jr., DVM, MS, CCRT, DACVSMR  
The Veterinary Orthopedic & Sports Medicine Group in Annapolis, MD

Soft tissue injuries are common conditions afflicting both active 
humans and dogs. They account for 45% of human musculoskeletal 
injuries each year. Ligaments and tendons exposed to repetitive 
stresses, repetitive microtrauma or major stress injuries are slow 
to heal due to the poor vascularity of these tissues compared to 
muscles and bone. Tendon ruptures or avulsions are typically 
treated with surgical repair, but this is not an option for core 
lesions (intratendonous disruptions). Core lesions typically heal by 
secondary intention or fibrosis rather than regeneration. Because of 
the loss of the underlying tissue matrix with these injuries, tendons 
and ligaments lose their elasticity and are predisposed to re-injury.

In equine literature, regenerative medicine has been shown to 
allow healing and regeneration of tendon core lesions following 
injury, but only one article notes a similar effect in dogs. Two 
regenerative therapies are being researched at this time—stem cell 
therapy and platelet rich plasma therapy. 

Veterinary medicine has focused on stem cell therapy with adult 
stem cells obtained directly from the intended recipient. This elimi-
nates the risk of disease transmission and rejection of the tissue. 
Both bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells (BM-MSC), 
and adipose derived mesenchymal stem cells (AD-MSC) have been 
tested. There is no definitive evidence that supports one of these 
tissues over the other for canine treatment. Adipose tissue may be 
preferred because it is easier to harvest with less pain and lower 
morbidity than bone marrow derived cells. Adipose tissue also con-
tains other regenerative bioactive cells that can be injected with the 
stem cells directly into the injured tissue or joint, or intravenously. 
They are capable of migrating to the sites where they are needed. 
The AD-MSC can also be isolated, cultured and expanded for a more 
homogeneous and concentrated stem cell therapy. There is no 
evidence that supports one procedure over the other at this time. 

Mesenchymal stem cell therapy works by initiating complex 
changes in the body. MSC’s decrease pro-inflammatory mediators. 
They also secrete bioactive levels of cytokines and growth factors 
that support angiogenesis (growth of blood vessels), tissue remod-
eling, differentiation, and anti-apoptotic events (modulating cell 
death and destruction). 

Platelet-rich plasma (PRP) is a regenerative medicine therapy 
that is thought to speed up healing of tissues when applied directly 
to the site of injury. It was introduced in 1987 where it was used to 
seal incisions in open-heart surgery.  Since then, it has been used 
safely in human oral surgery, periodontal surgery, neurosurgery, 
ophthalmology, wound healing, bone healing, joint replacements 
and sports medicine injuries. The latter is an area of increasing 
interest and intense research.  It is the growth factors within the 
platelets that are of significance for use in treatment of tissue 
injuries. Two of these factors are thought to be the most important 
in tissue healing, transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-β) and 
platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF). The process for obtaining 
platelet-rich plasma is relatively simple. The patient’s blood is mixed 

with an anticoagulant and processed in a centrifuge or through an 
automated system to separate the components. This processed frac-
tion of the blood, platelet-rich plasma, is then mixed with thrombin 
and calcium chloride to activate the platelets, and injected into the 
patient.

With a combination of ADPC and PRP therapy, it is possible to 
achieve the positive effects of both. It provides cells for regenera-
tion, growth factors, and scaffold for the body to use as a template 
for cell attachment in the healing process. It has been used by Dr. 
Canapp’s group for the last four years on canine tendon injuries 
of the supraspinatus, biceps, subscapularis, flexor carpi ulnaris, 
iliopsoas and Achilles. The injury is confirmed by MRI and/or 
diagnostic ultrasound. The adipose tissue and blood are collected, 
and submitted for processing. In 10-14 days, the patient returns for 
injection into the core lesion with ultrasound guidance. Following 
treatment, the injury must be supported by an adjustable brace and 
the patient must receive rehabilitation. 

Long-term follow-up includes diagnostic ultrasound and 
objective gait analysis. The treatment goal is the regeneration of 
normal proteins with longitudinal organization, maximization 
of parallel collagen fiber arrangement and crimp, all leading to 
normal biomechanics. “Normal” healing results in scar tissue that 
is weaker than healthy tissue without the correct biomechanics. Dr. 
Canapp emphasized that the patient must be thoroughly checked 
for neoplasms prior to treatment, since stem cell therapy will “turn 
on” the cells in the surrounding tissues. B  

AKC IS DEFINITELY MAKING GREAT EFFORTS to update methods and 
reach out to dog owners through social media, embracing new 
sports (like Barn Hunt), and updating policies. I am proud to 
represent our breed and the BCOA. I have made it a point to 
become acquainted with each member of the AKC-BOD and am now 
getting to know each of the committee heads and project leaders. 
Attending delegate meetings and networking with these people 
face-to-face is the only truly effective method to learn and work 
this democratic system to our advantage.  
 The following is a report of the highlights from recent AKC Del-
egate Committee meetings that I’ve attended and  highlights from 
the (closed) AKC-BOD meetings. 

THE CANINE HEALTH COMMITTEE is the AKC Delegate committee formed 
to address health issues. The Canine Health Foundation (CHF) is a 
separate entity as a 501-c3 non-profit organization. The CHF made a 
presentation to the AKC Canine Health Committee regarding the 
DNA Repository and OFA “blood bank archiving.” These resources 
help to identify markers for affected and non-affected canines.  The 
greater the samples in a breed available, the better the resulting 
research that is based on the samples.  Parent Clubs, particularly 
those with genetic issues and problems, are encouraged to raise 
funds and become engaged with this project.  Swabs are not rec-
ommended, blood draws are much more reliable when looking at 
DNA markers.  There are several breeds that have over 1000 samples 
stored—among them Dalmatians and Golden Retrievers, but not 
Basenjis. 

VETERINARY OUTREACH PROGRAM is a new project that is steered by AKC 
staff and assisted by members of the Delegate body and others in 
the fancy to present at different veterinary schools. It is an effective 
way to share the responsible breeder agenda with new veterinarians. 
When presentations are made to the vet schools, the information 
concerning donations from AKC Reunite and AKC-CHF to that 
particular school is made known to the students. AKC has recently 
been able to establish positions at UC-Davis, Penn and Auburn vet 
schools in response to this program. 

AKC-CHF PODCASTS are available online at no charge covering a 
range of canine health subjects. Most podcasts average 15 minutes 
in length. Some of the upcoming topics to be published in 2014 
include information on reproduction such as: brucellosis, preg-
nancy diagnosis, pyometra, infertility, breeding method choices, 
semen storage, and tips for fresh chilled semen breedings. They can 
be accessed through the CHF web site at www.akcCHF.org/podcasts. 

AKC ONLINE BREEDER-CLASSIFED ADS The AKC wants to offer an easy 
online method for the general public to find AKC breeders. How-
ever, delegates reported that the current system is flawed. Delegates 
observed that breeders who did not do any health testing were 
permitted to advertise on the AKC web site. Objections were raised 
as to how some breeders present themselves in the AKC online 
breeder-classified, as well as the inclusion of breeders who do not 
indicate participation in their parent or regional breed clubs. A 
revision to the online breeder-classified ads in the works.

DEWCLAWS  The Dock & Crop committee was founded by the parent 
clubs whose standards call for cropped ears and/or docked tails (e.g. 
Rottweilers and Doberman Pinschers). Breed Standards are com-
posed and steered by the parent clubs, not the AKC. In defense of 
excessive canine legislation, the AKC is developing and distributing 
materials defending dog ear cropping, tail docking, and debarking. 
Dewclaw removal has been bundled with cropping and docking. 
The article is available at https://images.AKC.org/pdf/canine_legisla-

tion/toolbox_crop_dock.pdf 
 If the Basenji fancy in the US (and affliated with the AKC)  
chooses to retain the option to keep or remove dewclaws, we may 
need to support cropping and docking in other breed standards.  
Cropped-eared dogs can no longer show in the UK. Dogs whose 
tails were docked prior to April 6, 2007 are still able to compete, all 
others are ineligible. The removal of dewclaws remains legal to date 
but many believe that will be challenged  within the next few years. 
More on the Kennel Club (England) position on dewclaws can be 
found here: www.thekennelclub.org.uk/our-resources/media-centre/

issue-statements/removal-of-dew-claws/   
 In Q2-2013, the BCOA Bulletin ran an article with comments from 
the Basenji fancy entitled “What to do about dewclaws?” Some 
breeders are choosing to leave dewclaws intact. More discussion of 
this topic amongst the Fancy is necessary so that we know where 
we want to stand. Please send letters to the BCOA Bulletin Editor, or 
email me as your AKC Delegate, or contact any one of the members 
of the BCOA Board of Directors. It’s a discussion that we need to 
continue. 

ALTERED VETERANS AT ALL BREED SHOWS The proposal of Altered 
Veterans competing for Best of Breed at all-breed shows has been 
rejected. In some breeds if an exhibit is spayed or neutered, they no 
longer experience seasonal coats and are thus competitive at more 
shows per year than their intact competitors. Parent clubs of molt-
ing breeds opposed to the notion, noting the intent of an AKC dog 
show is to evaluate breeding stock. AKC rules already allow altered 

AKC Delegate Report 
Katie Campbell—March 2014
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veterans to be shown at Specialties, and that notion is strongly 
supported. All-breed clubs can request a “special attraction” and/
or host an altered class (not just veterans) but winners cannot 
progress in all-breed shows. 

NATIONAL OWNER-HANDLED SERIES (NOHS) has proven to be the most 
effective “special attraction” at existing dog shows to increase 
entries for owner-handlers, that is embraced by the clubs, respected 
by the judges and supported by the superintendents. AKC staff col-
lected data that demonstrates that the NOHS does increase entries 
where it was offered, while there was no impact on entries when 
Best Puppy, and Best Bred-by-Exhibitor competition was available 
as a special attraction at a show. In the interest of raising pride for 
owner-handlers, the AKC-BOD and AKC Staff strongly encourages 
all parent clubs to make NOHS available at specialties.  The Board 
decided to make the NOHS the primary Special Attraction with 
Competition that a club may offer. If a club wishes to offer one Spe-
cial Attraction with competition it must offer the NOHS. If a club 
chooses to offer two Special Attractions with Competition then 
it may offer NOHS and choose one other (Best Bred-By Exhibitor, 
Best Veteran, Best Puppy). 

FOUR-SIX MONTH BEGINNER PUPPY is designed primarily to attract new 
exhibitors to conformation and to offer a “match”-like venue for 
established exhibitors to train their promising puppies. Statistics 
tell us that 50% of the 4-6 mo exhibitors are new to the sport and 
68% of the puppies entered continue on to the regular classes.

OBEDIENCE GROUP EXERCISES— 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO INCREASE SAFETY OF DOGS The Board Voted to 
approve eight changes to the Obedience Regulations which were 
recommended by the Obedience Group Exercise Task Force. These 
changes are meant to increase the safety of dogs participating in 
Obedience Group exercises with more specific instructions to both 
judges and handlers in such situations. One welcome addition is 
that a minimum of 4 feet between each exhibit is now required in 
group exercises. These changes are effecting May 1, 2014. Please 
refer to http://images.AKC.org/pdf/rulebooks/RO2999.pdf and scroll 
to the blue insert to review these new changes in detail.  

YOUNG HANDLERS A  proposal for a  PeeWee Class for Junior Show-
manship (under 9 years of age) has been discouraged by the AKC 
Staff due to liability issues. The suggested alternative is a Junior 
Clinic, which clubs will be welcomed to host as a special attraction. 

RESERVE BEST JUNIOR HANDLER award has been suggested to encour-
age talented, yet less seasoned competitors. BJH would likely be 
awarded first followed by RBJH from the remaining competitors 
in the ring. This topic is still in discussion, and is not “on the books” 
yet, but is gaining support. 

LOWER ENTRY FEES FOR JUNIORS IN HERDING, EARTHDOG AND LURE COURSING 

EVENTS At their discretion, clubs are allowed to provide lower entry 
fees for dogs handled by Juniors at these events. A Junior Han-
dler must be younger than 18 years of age. This change becomes 

effective immediately for events that have not yet published their 
premium. 

COURSING ABILITY TEST In February 2014 the AKC-BOD lowered the 
minimum age for dogs participating in the Coursing Aptitude 
Test (CAT) to six months from twelve months. The age-reduction 
action had been based upon a recommendation from the delegate 
representing the Herding, Earthdog, and Coursing Events (HEC) 
Committee. Upon receipt of many well-written comments and 
presence of delegates opposed to this, at its March 2014 meeting, 
the HEC Committee voted to recommend that the twelve-month 
age restriction be reinstated. It was then voted unanimously to 
adopt the new recommendation of the HEC committee (to return 
eligibility for entry to twelve months) effective immediately. 

CANINE GOOD CITIZEN (CGC) has spiked in popularity since it became 
an official AKC title that appears on pedigrees in January 2013. CGC 
tests can be offered at shows or as independent events. Owners 
can choose to purchase a certificate for an additional $8, or they 
can pay $20 to have the title posted to the dog’s record. In any 
event, the dog must have one of the following: 1) an AKC number, 
2) a PAL (formerly called an ILP), or 3) an AKC “Canine Partners” 
number—(which is an example of the new AKC method for mixed 
breed participation at AKC events.) Owners of previously awarded 
CGC dogs (even deceased dogs) can now retroactively post those 
titles to their pedigrees for the same $20 processing fee by down-
loading this form:  http://images.AKC.org/cgc/GK9TC6.pdf There are 
currently over 17,000 CGC titles posted, with over 1000 more added 
each month. The very new advanced CGC “Community Canine” 
has already generated over 1000 new titles adding about 300 more 
each month. 

DISASTER TRAILER PROJECT AKC Reunite, (the lost & found program 
offered at the time of AKC registration) working in conjunction 
with AKC clubs, is raising funds to help supply stocked mobile AKC 
Pet Disaster Relief trailers that deliver essential, nonperishable 
necessities for sheltering pets when and where needed to local 
emergency management. The trailers provide animal care services 
during the first critical hours following a disaster. BCOA-BOD has 
opted to fund other endeavors at this time as our Basenji popu-
lation is widely dispersed in relatively sparse quantity and this is 
currently interpreted as a local-centric project. The project does 
have strong support throughout the delegate body and from AKC. 
AKC Reunite is a 501(c)3 not for profit organization, thus donations 
to that organization are tax deductible. Learn more and donate 
online at www.akcreunite.org/donate/. 

PARENT CLUB OF EXCELLENCE is a program that has been in develop-
ment for the last two years to assist all parent clubs to strive to 
better serve their respective fancy. BCOA is not perfect, but our club 
is much more cooperative and progressive than most parent clubs. 
Soon with this tool, parent clubs will be able to evaluate themselves 
earnestly, and move forward effectively.

STRATEGIC PLANNING The AKC-BOD is considering a number of ini-
tiatives including a program to recognize and support all breeders 
who perform health testing recommended by the breed’s Parent 
Club and to help the American public find responsible breeders. 
This program would include making this health information avail-
able to everyone at no charge, along with recognizing those who 
complete a course developed by AKC. There was also a discussion 
on the development of new sports, either by AKC or by working 
with existing organizations involved in those activities. 

AKC POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE (AKC-PAC) The purpose of the AKC-PAC 
is to protect your rights as a breeder, dog owner, and fancier 
by helping elect candidates who share that commitment. Last 
year the PAC’s President’s Challenge raised over $40K. The goal 
for 2014 is $75K. This is a pittance when compared with HSUS 
spending $66 million last year to influence public opinion, and 
yet 96% of the candidates supported by AKC-PAC were elected. I 
have donated to AKC-PAC, and  encourage you to give what you 
can to—not only retain your right to breed dogs—but to retain 
the opportunity to choose from a pool of responsible breeders 
to select your own personal quality purebred companions. More 
information about AKC-PAC, as well as donation forms: www.akc.
org/pac  Contributions received by July 1st will help strengthen 
the PAC’s ability to influence the 2014 midterm elections and 
beyond. Due to IRS regulations, clubs cannot donate to PAC 
because the money is used as campaign contributions.

AKC CANINE LEGISLATIVE SUPPORT FUND (AKC-CLSF) BCOA can contribute 
again to the AKC Canine Legislative Support Fund as we did in 
2012. CLSF contributions are used to educate officials on a federal, 
state and local level to ensure that your rights as a responsible 
owner and breeder are protected.

AKC MARKETING AND PR The AKC-BOD has promoted Chris Walker to 
be the first Vice President of Marketing and Public Relations. He 
gave a spectacular multi-media presentation at the AKC Delegates 
meeting with highlights from 2013 including noting his depart-
ment’s achievement of nearly 20,000 media clips, and 22 billion 
social media impressions. Walker is targeting young families and 
empty nesters as the social groups that AKC is looking to attract. 
Walker repeated that the AKC Marketing and Public Relations 
department is open and available and wants to help and represent 
us in any way possible. 
 Plans are underway to have the AKC National Eukanuba Dog 
Show televised in December 2014 (it was not televised in 2013). This 
announcement received strong support from the Delegate body.

E-BALLOTING After the BCOA’s success in establishing new ruling that 
enables all AKC member clubs the opportunity to employ e-Ballot-
ing services, I am working on a sub-committee for the AKC Parent 
Club Committee as clubs trail blaze this new technology. (Note: 
BCOA-BOD has recently approved language to enable e-Balloting in 
our own By-Laws in addition to traditional paper ballots.) 

AKC FINANCIALS Net operating income was up over $9M in 2013 
from 2012. Revenues were up $3M primarily due to the increase in 
registration fee (now $30, plus $10 for each additional co-owner). 
While registrations are still down, they are stabilizing somewhat. 
The increase was primarily credited to  “Good Dog Helpline,” AKC 
Reunite, the exploding CGC program and the AKC’s partnership 
with Petco. Expenditures were down $6M primarily affected by 
lower IT and wage costs, a hiring restraint at AKC in an effort to cut 
costs, pension adjustment for AKC employees, and trimming of 
consultant expenses. 

LOCATION OF AKC The leases for the AKC locations both in New York 
and North Carolina facilities will expire in 2019. The AKC-BOD 
is establishing a Real Estate Operations Committee to consider 
all possible alternatives, including the options of one or multiple 
locations, and where such facility or facilities should be located.

NEW BREEDS COMING TO AN AKC RING NEAR YOU  

Working dogs 
KOOIKERONDJE Small working dog originally from Netherlands used 
to lure and drive ducks into nets.   
Herding Dogs 
AUSTRALIAN KELPIE A smooth coated, medium sized dog separated 
into two distinct varieties: the show or “bench” Kelpie and the 
working Kelpie  
SPANISH WATER DOG a medium sized multi-purpose herder sometimes 
used as a gundog as well as an assistant to fisherman.  
BERGAMSCO SHEEPDOG Originally from the Italian Alps, this herding 
sheepdog has a distinctive felted coat that somewhat resembles 
Komodorok.  
Hunting Hounds 
CIRNECO DELL’ETNA the smallest of the Mediterranean island hunting 
hounds (the others being the Pharaoh Hound and Ibizan Hound). 

As more breeds become eligible to compete in AKC conformation 
shows, current groups will continue to grow in numbers and will 
likely need to be split into smaller groups  The number of BOB 
competing in groups for BIS  will increase the  duration of shows, 
until/unless groups are run concurrently (opposed by handlers of 
multiple breeds).  
 The other Hound breed delegates would likely support a split 
of the Hound group: Sighthounds  and Scenthounds. Although 
the Basenji does hunt by both sight and scent, the Basenji Club of 
America supports the classification of the Basenji as a sighthound, 
and would oppose placement in a scenthound group, or a potential 
primitive or spitz group. B
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CLUB REPORTS

BASENJI FANCIERS OF GREATER PHOENIX
ARNIETA KURTZ
It seems like we just held our 11th specialty, but plans are going 
forward for number 12. The Southern California club is planning 
to hold their specialty during the summer this year, but summer is 

way to hot to consider here, even if the event 
is held indoors. So, we are going ahead with 
the date AKC gave us—November 2.  The 
judges have accepted, but we cannot release 
the names until AKC approves. We plan to 
once again use the Windemere Hotel and 
Conference Center. We believe that we can 

increase the size of the ring a bit this year, but everything else can 
stay the same. To go along with our Southwestern location, this 
year the trophies will be native Southwestern art. 

We held our usual Spring Event in March this year at the Apache 
Junction Rodeo Grounds. It is fully fenced so we can hold lure 
coursing practice runs. Quite a number of Basenjis and one bulldog 
had a great time chasing that “bunny.” My two girls ran twice and 
would have gone again, but my male decided there might be other 
things that were more interesting than a silly plastic bag. We again 
held the Easter Egg Hunt—for dogs only. The dogs have to find a 
plastic egg and open it on their own—spurred on by Flo Havens’ 
liver treats. Some lucky dogs also find a paper number in the egg. 
If they don’t wolf down the paper along with the treat (as my dog 
did one year) they also win a prize for the owner. This year’s big 
winners were two brand new members who just joined that day—
Bill Baldwin and Surprise, who caught on to that egg opening 
trick pretty quick!  We also held the Doggy Easter Bonnet Parade, 
followed by a great lunch. Everybody brings something to share.  
Our next event will be the Annual Awards Party. This is a nice 
get-together before the weather gets too hot and is our last meeting 
till the weather improves in September.  Once meetings resume it 
will be nearly time for the 12th specialty. Fall is a great time to visit 
Arizona. The weather is moderate. You can visit the Grand Canyon 
without the summer crowds and before it snows.  You will see a lot 
of beautiful Basenjis and visit with friendly folks! B

THE RIP VAN WRINKLE CLUB
SUSAN KAMEN MARSCIANO
Our fundraiser for 2014 is Basenji “stuffies,” donated to the club by 
member Kathe Romeo (thanks Kathe!) and originally produced by 
the Basenji Club of Northern California & their club member, 

Donna Troyna. There will be four 
winners!  The raffle will be drawn at the 
RVW Club Match/tailgate luncheon on 
June 20th, in New Paltz, NY.  All 
proceeds will go to the Basenji Health 
Endowment. Tickets are six for $10.The 

judge for our Match is Karen Christensen.  For more information 
contact Show Chair Susan Marsicano. B

DALLAS FORT WORTH BASENJI CLUB
JO ANN LINEBAUGH 
Movin’ and Shakin’ Our independent Specialty went off without a 
hitch on March 21st at the Will Rogers Complex in Ft. Worth Texas, 

as always in conjunction with their spring 
cluster shows. This year’s entry dropped off a 
bit, which did not surprise any of us. The 
numbers seems to be dropping at all the 
shows lately. But! We did manage to draw a 
major once again. Seems that the gas prices 
and room rates at motels are affecting all of us.

This year, we offered a Parade of Rescues. We were pleased and 
honored to have two entries from Mr. Rick Reinhold, our regional 
director for BRAT (Basenji Rescue and Transport). Our club, for 
many years ran its own rescue program but for the last several years 
we have worked with Rick to rescue and rehome needy Basenjis. As 
part of our celebration of the breed this year, we were pleased to 
present Mr. Reinhold with a Certificate of Appreciation, in recogni-
tion of his generous and unflagging devotion to our wonderful 
dogs. The parade was a huge success and the rescue dogs absolutely 
glowed in response to the applause. They each received a special 
Rosette and a toy.

Our Sweeps judge, Ms. Verjean Lunenschloss was a delight to 
have. Her kind hands and easy casual demeanor with the exhibitors 

put everyone at ease and her choices for 
winners were obviously approved by all 
present. 

Verjean’s Best in Puppy Sweeps was 
Taji Platinum Will.I.am, owned by Katie 
Campbell and Mary K. Quinett. Best of op-
posite Sex was Signet Knights Tale, owned 
by Brenda & Ciara Cassell, and Gary & 
Wendy Bell.

 Her choice for Best Veteran Dog was dc 
Stilwells ok Redbud of Zande, a lovely red 
and white boy owned by Linda and Richard 
Stilwell of Duncan, Oklahoma. Her BOS 
was dc Stilwell’s Tadita Runs With The 
Wind, mc. The old guys were terrific and 
very much appreciated by all. Ms. Lunen-
schloss loves the oldies too and was kind 
enough to announce and read the bios on 
all our rescue entries.

The judge for our regular classes was the 
most respected Mrs. Betty Stites, who in 
spite of back problems, did a great job for 
us. Betty is wonderful with all ages of dogs 
and has an amazing connection with all 
exhibitors. 

Betty found her Best of Breed dog in 
ch Akuaba N Eldorado Chariots of Fire, 
owned by Dianna Sanders of Tomball, Tex-
as. BOS went to ch Alfheim-Khani’s Shiny 
Happy People, owned by Dianna and Mark 
Sanders, Kathy Britton and A. McLeod of 
Tomball, Texas.

Best of Winners went to Signet ‘Tis-A 
Gone With The Wind, owned by Brenda & 
Ciara Cassell and Fred & Joyce Hughes of 
Ft Worth, Texas.

Best Veteran Dog was dc Stilwell’s ok 
Redbud Of Zande, mc, owned by Linda 
and Richard Stilwell of Duncan, Oklahoma. 
The Stilwells were also honored to own the 
Best Veteran Bitch, dc Stilwell’s Tadita 
Runs With The Wind, mc.

Awards of Merit were given to gch, ch 
Illusion’s Stairway To Heaven, owned by 
the Reeds of Houston, Texas and gch, ch 
Ahmahr Nahr’s Best of the Best, owned by 
Jennie Behles of Albuquerque, NM.

It was a great evening and I sure hope 
everyone enjoyed it as much as I did. The 
only sad note was the news that Richard 
Stilwell had passed away earlier that eve-
ning. Richard and Linda have been long 

Clockwise from top left:
1 Great Sweeps judge, Verjean Lunenschloss
2 Rick Reinhold w/ rescue
3  Best Op Veteran Bitch “DC Stilwell’s Tadita 

Runs with the Wind, MC
4 BOB, BOS, BW, AOM, and Select Dog

time club members and Richard was a dear 
friend and will be sadly missed by all of us.

The next evening, our between shows 
dinner was well attended and Mexican food 
was greatly enjoyed by all. And so it goes—
at least for another year. Now all we have to 
do is get started on the 2015 Specialty. B
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SOUTH COAST BASENJI FANCIERS
ALYCE SUMITA
PetExpo was a huge success. The event drew nearly 40,000 visitors 
and, while we can’t claim all of them visited our booth, they  did 

keep us busy for three days, 
from 10am to 6pm on Friday 
and Sunday, April 25 and 27 and 
from 10am to 6pm on Saturday 
April 26. Among the visitors 
were booth judges, posing as 
people curious about the breed. 
Based on the amount and depth 

of information, booth design, and communication , they awarded 
us first place in  breed booths. Visit us on Facebook— 
facebook.com/SoCalBasenjiFanciers. B

Spring is here and with the warmer weather come the 
rattlesnakes. Coming from Chicago, I never thought 
much of rattlers, and didn’t when I moved to Southern 
California either—initially. When my first Basenji 
was in the hospital at the end of his life there was a dog 
in the cage next to him that I thought was a Mastiff. 

We discovered it was actually a Boxer that had gotten bitten in the 
face by a rattler. It had been bitten once before and was allergic 
to the anti-venom so they were giving it saline and hoping for 
the best. I never did find out what happened to that dog and still 
wonder about him. But I was never concerned about my dogs and 
rattlesnakes because we lived in the city and that dog lived up by 
the hills. Since then we have moved out to a much more rural area 
and I do have to be concerned.

Not one to inoculate my dogs for everything under the sun, I 
decided to try Rattlesnake Avoidance Training. Zuni is the one that 
would stick her nose someplace it shouldn’t be, the one that goes 
out with me all the time and also the one that spends the most time 
outdoors at home, so she was the one that was going.

I found a class on the Bradshaw sight that was taking place close 
to my house and signed us up. I started  getting nervous a few days 
before because I wasn’t sure how Zuni was going to take to all this. 
She is not one to be overly fond of strangers and we continuously 
work on her manners. I certainly didn’t want this throwing all our 
hard work out the window. A friend had taken the class given by 
these same people and assured me they were very good with the 
dogs, so that put my mind at ease some.

The day came and we headed over to the class where I checked 
in and talked briefly with the trainer. I told her my concerns and 
she assured me that they do everything possible to make sure the 
dogs aren’t traumatized.

She said while some avoidance trainers take the dogs in alone, 
she wants the owner there walking the course, praising the dog. 
If the dog is going to blame anyone for the discomfort it would 
most likely be the owner and that is the person they have the most 
positive experiences with so there should be no ill effects.

I had a choice of a shock or spray collar. I opted for shock, set 
very low, as I wanted to get the point across. For any other kind of 
training I wouldn’t go near a shock collar but in this case, I felt it 
was warranted. I just don’t think a spray collar would have the same 
effect and we are talking about a short training session that could 
save the dogs life. The trainer has control of the shocking and of the 
dog. I was to walk along and constantly praise Zuni as she moved 
away from the snake.

They set the rattler out—who has a Hannibal Lector type 
faceplate on—to see what the dog does first. Zuni  went wide and 
did the neck stretch to get a closer look, got shocked and jumped 
away. Next it was on to the snake-shed set in some logs, where she 
went wide. Then, on to some plain logs so she doesn’t think all logs  
hold a snake. After that we walked on and heard a recording of a 
rattle. The trainer forgot to tell me about it and I almost jumped out 
of my skin. Zuni startled and went wide. Another live snake was 
next. This one was down wind and Zuni didn’t get the scent right 
away. The trainer moved her around until she caught the scent and 
once she got it, she wanted nothing to do with it. Another rattle 
recording, another shed in rocks, both of which Zuni went past fast 
and wide. Next on to plain rocks and then some fake baby rattlers 
(they want the dogs to know the snakes come in all sizes). Zuni was 
a little curious about those and went in at first but got shocked and 
moved away quickly. The last part was the biggest test as they are ei-
ther off leash or on a long line. We were in a securely fenced area, so 
I decided on off leash. I had to go about 20 feet away. The big rattler 
was put between Zuni and me and I had to call her to me. She came, 
stayed wide, and stared at the rattler the whole time. Good  girl! We 
made sure Zuni got a lot of praise, pets and some treats at the end so 
she left on a good note.

Hopefully we will never need the training but I’m glad we did it. 
It was amazing to watch Zuni and see that her instincts for danger 
are intact. These little dogs never cease to amaze me! B

Rattlesnake 
Avoidance
Training

By Lynn Garel



 Fran and Darrel Harder with Kipawa at GF 
Strong Rehabilitation Center in Vancouver, 
BC, Canada

A helping paw is always available

Kipawa relaxing with a patient
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Many of us are familiar with special guide 
and service dogs that help blind, deaf or 
physically challenged people. But did you 
know there are many dogs that provide 
great benefits to patients in hospitals, 
special residences or to anyone facing 

ongoing health problems? These dogs lay their kind faces on a 
patient’s lap, joyfully wag their tails, or just sit quietly and spread 
calmness over those they meet. With a lick on the nose, they can 
change how sick, elderly or challenged people feel about their lives. 
Welcome to the world of pet therapy. 

Pet therapy is not new. For years, medical research has indicated 
that individuals who are visited by a pet therapy animal experience 
lower blood pressure, less depression and an overall improved 
lifestyle. Regardless of the illness someone has, a pet therapy dog 
offers undivided attention, unconditional love and a short escape 
from an otherwise difficult part of life.  

I was introduced to pet therapy in the spring of 2004. My 
husband Darrel spent six months at the GF Strong Rehabilitation 
Center in Vancouver, Canada after a serious cycling accident. 
While undergoing rehab, Darrel and I met a gentleman who had 
a beautiful guide dog. Their relationship was filled with trust 
and caring. Each time we met them, we realized they both had a 
profound effect on us. When Darrel finally completed his program, 
we felt sad because we knew we would probably never see this man 
and his dog again. However, they left us with a gift—they helped us 
realize that at some point in our future, we would be involved with 
pet therapy.  

In early 2009 I began researching different dog breeds, with 
pet therapy in mind. I had always been a big fan of Basenjis, so I fo-
cused my attention on the breed and its characteristics. After much 
consideration, Darrel and I felt we could enrich the life of a Basenji 
as much as the dog would enhance our lives and the lives of others. 
That year, Sharron Hurlbut, a kind friend from the Seattle area ac-
tive in dog rescue, suggested it might be a good idea for me to meet 

Basenji breeders at the Seattle Kennel Club Dog Show. Once there, 
I spoke with a number of breeders who gave me a variety of things 
to think about. By the end of the event, I felt I had made a connec-
tion with a breeder who understood what I was hoping to accom-
plish with a new puppy. Once back home, I contacted Therese and 
Kevin Leimback of FoPaw’s Basenjis in Washington, USA to ask 
them if they would consider us for their next litter of puppies.

In the fall of 2010, Therese and Kevin’s Am/Can Ch FoPaw’s 
Designated Driver “Sober” and Ch Kazor’s Good Karma at FoPaw’s 

“Karma” had a litter of four puppies. Therese and Kevin suggested 
we visit them and the puppies in their home. Once there, it soon 
became obvious that instead of us selecting a puppy, one puppy was 
selecting us. While on the couch, the only male of the litter jumped 
onto my lap, tucked his head under my hair, rested his chin on 
my shoulder, and took in a deep breath. The room was silent until 
Therese said, “there’s your dog”.

At the age of one, I felt Kipawa knew his life would be special. 
He was very respectful of Darrel moving around the house in a 
wheelchair. His soulful gazes would make Darrel smile happily. It 
was at this point I decided it was time to begin our adventure into 
pet therapy. Once we established a good training foundation for 
Kipawa, I realized that on his own he was able to pick up a way of 
offering silent communication to people. While they were feeling 
his smooth coat or getting a special lick on their hand, he would 
immediately put them at ease. This, along with other achievements 
proved to me that we were making all the right decisions, together. 

When Kipawa and I offer pet therapy, I often don’t select who 
we visit with. I believe good pet therapy dogs have a keen sense that 
tells them who they need to spend time with.  

During a recent visit to GF Strong, Kipawa sat directly in front 
of a young man in a wheelchair. This had become Kipawa’s way of 
asking if he could enjoy someone’s lap. Once the man indicated 

Pet Therapy–
Is it for you and your Basenji?

by Fran Harder—Vancouver, Canada

it was fine, Kipawa jumped up and sat on his lap. In less than a 
minute, the two of them were rolling around the gymnasium floor 
while I watched. Every now and then they would stop briefly and 
give each other a hug. This was when I felt I had a special secret—I 
found myself getting as much pleasure out of the visit as Kipawa’s 
‘selected’ new friend was.  

Many people live in situations where they can’t own their own 
pets. However, that doesn’t mean they can’t enjoy all the benefits an 
animal can bring to their lives and their well-being. You and your 
trained, calm, kind dog can offer a joyful experience to someone 
whose life has ongoing daily challenges. 

So I ask again, “Pet Therapy— 
 Is it for you and your Basenji?”   

CHECKLIST: 10 things to consider when you decide 
you want to be involved in pet therapy

1. You do need a dog that is well socialized, well behaved and 
kind. You don’t need a special breed of dog to offer pet 
therapy.

2. Establish how your dog interacts with different people.  
Bring your dog to different homes and parks, anywhere you 
can both be around strangers. 

3. Be honest with yourself—do you fully trust your dog?

4. Determine if your dog requires certification. Some hospital 
and residence administrators allow non-certified dogs to visit 
clients once they have met your dog and interviewed you.

5. Be 100% responsible for your dog and its actions. Never 
leave your dog unattended during visits. Always be present. 
Ask each client if they would like to visit with your dog. 

6. Check in with the administrator before each visit. Ask if 
any areas of the facility are in ‘restricted access’ or if there 
are clients whose health may not allow them to visit with 
you and your dog. 

7. In large hospitals, always check in with the nursing station 
for the most up-to-date information on who might not be 
allowed to visit with you and your four-legged friend.

8. Contact schools and ask if they are interested in a visit with  
a pet therapy dog. You may be asked to be a special guest!

9. Consider children and adults with special educational 
needs. A sensitive therapy dog can often understand their 
uniqueness and may offer an additional level of tolerance.  

10. Have fun!  

B
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I have a dream. That was the response to my inquiry about one of our puppies. Good friend Denise 

Vertrees and I had bred our half-African bitch Akuma (Possum Creek’s Ngoma) to the 

half-African Ch. Kibushi The Oracle. We were very pleased with the pups and  

a little surprised at the attention the litter seemed to be getting. 

Someone in the Czech Republic was interested in one of our 
half-African pups. Cautious and concerned about finding 
the right home, I asked her why she wanted one of the pup-

pies. Mila Juricova’s response was that she had always dreamed 
of owning a Basenji with the new African blood. I understood as 
I had that dream myself. My first litter in 1991 was to half-African 
Kibushi Get Sirius. I liked what I got from that litter and, with 
one exception, every litter since then has been some percentage 
African. So I really understood.

Doing due diligence on a new home is difficult from thousands 
of miles away. Especially when neither of you speak the other’s 
language. Thank goodness for Google Translate. Questions to my 
friends in Europe assured me that the puppy would have a good 
home. After some discussion Denise and I decided to let one of our 
boys go to Mila. Ravanne, (Possum Creek’s Atumpan) our red boy 
with the black mask, would soon be heading for his new home in 
the Czech Republic. 

original flight was not going to leave on time for us to make our 
international connection in Detroit. They put us on an earlier flight 
to Minneapolis. 

When we landed in Minneapolis it was a rush through the 
airport to make our flight to Amsterdam. They had already started 
to board the plane when we arrived at the gate, so Ravanne and I 
got on the plane and were off for the long flight across the Atlantic. 
In Amsterdam we had a little bit of a break before our final flight to 
Prague. Through it all Ravanne was such a good little boy. My seat-
mates had no idea I was traveling with a puppy until I told them at 
the end of the flights. 

We arrived in Prague almost 24 hours after we had left home. 
After checking through Customs I walked through the door into 
the main terminal and started searching the crowd for Mila. And 
there they were—Mila, her sister Bozena, and friend (and Basenji 
owner) Jana Sikulova who had generously agreed to come so she 

could translate for us.  

I sat down on the floor right 
there, got Ravanne out of his 

carry bag and handed him 
to Mila. A rush of emotion 
came over me. I had gotten 
attached to the little guy 

and I was having difficulty to 
keep from crying. But the look 

on Mila’s face as she held him 
spoke volumes. Mila told me later 

that she fell in love with him at first sight.
We sat in a small café at the terminal and chatted with Jana 

translating. Then Mila, Bozena, Ravanne, and I boarded a train 
that would take us from Prague to the city of Olomouc. We arrived 
at Mila’s home just outside of Olomouc in the early evening. I 
was welcomed with a wonderful dinner made by Mila’s husband 
Franktisek. 

The following day, Wednesday, Mila, Bozena, and I traveled to 
Olomouc so I could see some of the city and its history. Along the 
way we picked up Mila’s granddaughter Petra at the train station. 
She had the day off from her studies and was coming along to trans-
late for us. Petra was able to convince me to climb the bell tower 
of the cathedral off of the city center so I could see an overview of 
Olomouc. I am not good with heights and the tower was quite steep 
but the view from the top of the tower was worth it. 

Thursday it was arranged I would travel to Prague by train where 
Jana would meet me and spend the afternoon with me sightseeing 
around Prague. When Jana met me I was surprised and pleased to 
find she had brought her Basenji, Frodo, with her. Adventures are 
so much more fun when you have a Basenji to share them with you. 

The weather was perfect —the sun was  shining and the views of 
the city breathtaking. We finally stopped for a bite to eat in the late 
afternoon. Frodo was welcomed into the restaurant with us and I 
spent the meal with him asleep either at my feet or with his head on 
my leg. I couldn’t have asked for a better day.
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Now came the fun part of trying to find a way for him to travel 
to Mila. She did not want him to travel via cargo so the search 
was on to try to find someone traveling between here and there 
that might take him inside the cabin with them for the trip. While 
I was relieved she did not want him to travel via cargo, the time 
was coming close that he would need to travel and we had not 
found someone. Then I get a message from her—would I consider 
bringing him over?

Wow! Not something I had really thought about. But my 
passport was current and I would feel more comfortable traveling 
to see his new home and getting to know his new family. Thanks 
to the generous offers of friends to take care of my dogs, I said yes 
and the rush was on to make sure all of the paperwork for Ravanne 
and travel arrangements were made so we could travel at the end of 
February.

Thankfully Ravanne and I had arrived at the airport in Cincin-
nati well in advance of our departure time. Due to weather, our 

Back at Mila’s that night I had a hard time sleeping as I knew I 
would be leaving there the next day for the next part of my adven-
ture. And that meant leaving my little Ravanne. I knew he would 
have a good home and we were looking forward to the time when 
he would be old enough to show and eventually participate in lure 
coursing. But it was still so difficult to leave him.

On Friday Mila and her husband took me into Olomouc where 
I caught a train to take me to Vienna, Austria, and what would be 
the final leg of my trip and adventure. As a small child I had always 
dreamed of one day traveling to Vienna to visit the Spanish Riding 
School and see a performance of the Lipizzaners. I remember 
sitting on the floor enraptured with the Disney movie The Flight of 
the White Stallions. It was one of those dreams you keep with you 
all of your life but never think will happen. The dream was about to 
happen for me.

I was met at the train station by Marlene Weiss, a friend I had 
made on Facebook and who lived just outside Vienna. Marlene 

The Trip of a Lifetime

by Carole Kirk

Carole in Prague with Frodo!
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helped me navigate the train system and get me to my hotel close 
to the center of the city and not far from the Spanish Riding School. 
She helped me settle into my hotel and then we walked across the 
street for a meal. Then back to the hotel where I tried to sleep but 
who could sleep?

Saturday finally came with another beautiful day for sightseeing. 
Marlene met me at the hotel and off we went. I had managed to get 
tickets for us for a performance of the Lipizzaners on Sunday but I 
so wanted to see the School. Off we went so I could get my first look. 
And there it was. I was so excited, I know I was grinning from ear 
to ear. We went inside and discovered we could take a tour of the 
stables—I didn’t have to wait until the next day to see the stallions. 
We saw the riding arena up close, at ground level. And we found our 
seats for the performance the next afternoon. I couldn’t believe I 
had managed to get such good seats!

We spent the rest of the day and Sunday sightseeing around 
Vienna. As with Olomouc and Prague, the sights were something I 
had only dreamed of seeing. I was getting to actually see places that 
I had only learned about and seen pictures of in school. Monday 
dawned very early with Marlene arriving to ensure I got to the 
airport on time. As I settled into my seat for the first leg of my trip 
home, I thought back over everything I had seen and the people I 
had met. The new friends I had made.

Friends and family had expressed concern at the beginning of 
the trip about my traveling to places where I did not speak the lan-
guages. Somehow I had the feeling that everything would be okay. I 
felt that my mom (who left us last year) was seeing that this trip was 
possible. I had guardian angels in Mila, her family and friends, as 
well as people I met along the way. 

When traveling from Olomouc to Vienna a young woman 
volunteered to help me change trains in a small town where not 
many people would speak English. She helped me get off at the 
right stop and stayed with me to ensure I caught the correct train 
to Vienna. It turned out she was a language major at the Universi-
ty in Olomouc. 

On the same leg of the trip into Vienna, I got to talking to a 
woman with whom I shared the train compartment. When she 
realized that I was to be met by someone I did not know, she stayed 
with me until Marlene arrived to make sure I would not be left 
alone. Marlene in turn, went out of her way to see that I had a good 

time in Vienna. As 
it turns out Marlene 
has a good friend here 
in the US who lives 
about 15 minutes from 
me. I’ve met Jody since 
my return and made 
another friend. 

This was such an 
adventure, it’s hard to 
find just the right words 
to describe the trip to 
people. The sights, the 
people I met. I hope to 

return some time in the future to see things and places I did not 
have the time to see on this trip. And to see how our Ravanne has 
grown up. B

BUILDING BLOCKS
LAYING THE FOUNDATION FOR PERFORMANCE

The most important job a breeder has is to provide new 
pups with a solid foundation. The owner’s job is to take 
that foundation and begin building towards future goals.

Klas Mellander’s quote was to encourage employee growth within 
the workplace but the concept easily applies to the early develop-
ment of the performance canine. 

In the human/animal relationship the process of training and 
learning becomes an effective means to communicate between 
species. A solid foundation for any dog, no matter the goal, has two 
parts: early exposure to various sights, sounds and surfaces; and 
positive introduction to the concept of learning. 

Specific behaviors learned early tend to be life long however 
these behaviors will have less overall impact on the pup’s perfor-
mance future when compared to the pup’s ability to fully under-
stand the notion of learning.

This point became clear to me when a dog I bred was returned 
when he was six-years old. Clay left the fold at four months. His 
owner did some sporadic training. Less than two months after his 
return he came within three seconds of qualifying in his first ever 
agility trial, after I worked with him for less than 10 minutes a day, 
maybe twice a week. The early foundation I provided stayed with 
him. He knew how to learn.

by Linda Daves Siekert, CVT 

“The purpose of training is to make learning  possible.”
—Klas Mellander

Above, the Butterfly House in Vienna. 
At right, the Spanish Riding School and Lipizzaners.

Ravenne, settling in at Mila’s
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M AK E LEAR NING POSSIBLE
Teaching the pups how to learn becomes a natural progression 
from their early clicker training. At first they are “worked” as a 
group with all “training” revolving around mealtime. Naturally 
the pups clamor or climb on the sides of their ex-pen, or my pant 
leg begging for their supper; when this occurs I try and stand tall, 
hold the food high and above/towards the back of their heads and 
quietly wait. Invariably, with their heads looking straight up vying 
for the food, their bums will rock back and hit the floor. Oddly, they 
all seem to do it at the same time and when they do, I immediately 
click and put the food down. I then sporadically click as they gorge 
themselves, reinforcing those positive click associations.

Pups are veritable sponges at this age and super quick to repeat 
what works, so when upon my approach with the food bowl they 
begin to offer the sit, I introduce a quasi-wait; I have them sit a little 
longer each time before offering the click and meal. Eventually 
little light bulbs start to flicker in their brains and they begin to 
learn that their action, such as sitting equals food; pay attention to 
the human and you might earn the food! 

As the pups leave the nest, and I am left with one or two, I begin 
more individual “training.” I introduce the dumbbell and retrieve, 
the send away and recall, and of course longer waits for supper—up 
to and including placing a bowl on the ground, a mere foot from a 
sitting 10-12 week old pup who hungrily, but patiently, awaits my 
release word of “OK!”

I have found the learning curve between mentally conditioned 
puppies versus adult dogs that lack any kind of foundation to be 
astronomical. Pups as young as five weeks are easily lured with 
food into sits, downs, stands, etc. while an adult dog will oftentimes 
paw at the food, stare and whine in frustration or give up complete-
ly; they have no clue how to make the “human food dispenser” pay 
off. And it’s not just the dogs that get frustrated. Owners often 
lose their patience with adult dogs (or non-conditioned puppies) 
and sometimes consider the dogs“dumb” when in truth they are 

just uneducated in the art of learning. With a little perseverance 
the light bulb slowly turns on, and the learning curve can become 
indistinguishable between the two age groups.

So owners: do not despair—old dogs can learn new tricks! But 
more importantly breeders do your puppies (and the owners) a 
favor—stimulate those young minds early and often; you might be 
surprised by what they can grow up to accomplish. B

SIGHTS, SOUNDS, A ND SUR FACES
Creating a solid foundation for your puppies’ future aspirations 
needn’t be cost prohibitive—money need never enter the picture. 
The real investment is time. Properly creating a solid foundation 
is time consuming; therefore the more litters a breeder has on the 
ground, the less foundation each pup may have. As a potential 
owner, I prefer breeders who have one, or at most, two litters at any 
one time. Or I make plans to bring my pup home as early as eight 
weeks, so I can begin to lay my own foundation.

From the moment my pups are born, I follow the suggestions 
outlined by Dr. Carmen Battaglia, PhD in his “Developing High 
Achievers” (Early Neurological Stimulation) article. Pups are 
handled daily in a multitude of ways, as per his recommenda-
tions, for the sole purposes of introducing mild amounts of stress.  
Research shows that animals challenged with minimal amounts of 
daily stress during the first weeks of life have better coping skills of 
everyday stressors as compared to non-stimulated brethren.

When their ears begin to open I introduce the sound of the 
clicker during nursing. The idea is to have positive subliminal 
associations to the click; there is nothing more positive to a hungry 
baby than feeding time. This early exposure makes for a smooth 
(and quick) transition to more classic click/treat sessions starting 
around five to six weeks of age. For me, the clicker is the first means 
of communication with my dogs and while I do not use it exactly 
as described by click/treat enthusiasts, I will use it sporadically 
throughout my dogs’ lives, especially when introducing any new 
behaviors.

With little money to spend on expensive puppy agility primers, I 
used my imagination to create some rather interesting substitutes; 
rough perhaps but effective for the purpose of early exposure to a 

variety of surfaces. For an “A-frame” I took a used 
tri-fold lawn lounger, folded it into an upright 

triangle, which allowed the pups to climb up 
the soft fabric, go over,and then slide down 
the other side. Running through the center 

of the triangle created a makeshift tunnel. To 
simulate the rickety movement of a teeter-tot-

ter I did two things; I fed the pups with a large flat 
pan atop of a small flat rock or piece of wood. Every time they 
climbed onto the pan, the pan would wobble. 

Later I used the round lid of a large rubber garbage can and laid 
it upside down atop a small plastic dish. I would then throw food 
bits into the center to encourage investigation. Once one brave pup 
climbed inside, the rest had to investigate. A game of “King of the 
Trash Lid” would often ensue with the lid rocking erratically to 
and fro. The rickety movement became a normal and fun sensation 
for all, certainly nothing to fear. For my second litter I had the 
added benefit of an actual teeter-totter. At first it was rigged so as 
not to sway from their weight. As they grew they seemed to enjoy, 
especially as a team, making it crash to the ground.

A raised dog walk may be the easiest to create—all one needs 
is a long piece of wood and two low bricks upon which to set the 

wood. The pups’ natural curiosity takes over and they will climb up, 
climb over, run atop of and oft-times fall off the make shift obstacle 
with no negative connotations. As they get bolder one can raise 
the elevation ever so slightly on one side so they learn about the 
structure from various heights, angles, etc. 

For a tunnel I “splurged”and bought a very cheap children’s 
tunnel at a local toy store. An alternative would be to convert a 
cardboard box by opening both ends and reinforcing the sides with 
tape to help keep their shape. A chute can be made by attaching 
an old sheet to one end of the box tunnel and allowing it to lay flat 
beyond the opening thereby encouraging pups to push through the 
sheet to escape.

Everything at this stage is done at the pups’ pace and initiative. 
Other than dispersing treats here and there to encourage investi-
gation, at no time do I force any pup to experience anything it does 
not want to try. Remember too all dogs are situational, puppies 
even more so. What they may embrace in one location inexplicably 
becomes something to fear in another,so I make sure to rotate the 
various obstacles throughout the house/yard to help shape future 
acceptance of all things new.

To view Dr.Battaglia’s article visit: 
http://breedingbetterdogs.com/pdfFiles/articles/early_neurologi-

cal_stimulation_en.pdf
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Saturday the weather was perfect low to mid seventies—great for a Basenji,  not so 
great for the Berners. We entered the ring and Oakley was perfect during her 
heeling and recall. She was working her way through the course and we stopped 

for the backup, I told her to back and she started right away. She is required to back up 
12 inches. She stopped at 10 inches. She just “checked out” and there was nothing I could 
do to get her to back up another two inches! They allow a minute to perform the back up 
and I kept working the entire time, which actually felt like 30 minutes, but Oakley just 
wouldn’t go back. The rest of the test went smoothly including the freight haul but we 
didn’t pass.

We worked the back up outside the ring until she was perfect.
Sunday was another beautiful day, maybe a few degrees warmer. Once again she worked 
beautifully until the back up. She improved over Saturday by backing up 11 inches! The 
judge felt so bad that when time was up he actually gave me a hug and said he was so sorry. 
We continued through the rest of the course and the freight haul, but the end result was 
again a fail.

Next possibility was a November test in 
Northern California but the weather that 
time of year is usually in the low fifties. I 
decided it was too risky and we set our 
sights on Arizona in January, 2014. Average 
temperature in Scottsdale : 68. 

I gave Oakley a month off  before 
we started training again. I would set a 
maneuvering course on Saturday and we 
would go on a freight haul on Sunday. As 
winter approached I had to work around 
cold weather (low 60’s for a Basenji) and the 
little rain we had in California. December 
we were only able to work two weekends. 

Oakley was having a problem again with 
the recall portion of the test. We practiced 
as much as we could.

The weather in Arizona was perfect: upper 
60’s to low 70’s. We arrived on Friday 
prior to the test and set up our RV next 
to the ring. The test is held in a housing 
tract and is located on a nice grassy area 
at the recreation center. The freight haul 
is very flat and on mostly walking paths of 
decomposed granite. The return to the ring 
is on a mild up hill climb but overall an easy 
freight haul. I walked Oakley through the 
neighborhood to let her get familiar with 
the terrain. Another great thing about this 
location: no squirrels or gophers, only an 
occasional dog being walked on leash.

Saturday dawned bright and cool. Oakley 
was the second to the last dog in the test so 
we had to wait all day!

I admit I was very nervous and I’m sure 
Oakley knew it. We started our heeling and 
she was great. I placed her on a sit before 
leaving her for her recall, told her to stay 
and left, she stayed, so far so good! I turned 
around and called her and she came—yes! 
Oops, celebrated too soon as she made a 
beeline past me. I called her back, which 
is allowed but she would not come close 
enough for me to touch her = fail. I reached 
for her and she play bowed, not good. I took 
a step for her and she got the zoomies, dou-
ble not good. I ran over to the cart hoping 
she would follow me, but she just stared at 
me. I took another step towards her and 
she zoomed all over the ring right out the 
entrance to the RV. Bigger fail! I retrieved 
her, took her over to the cart and harnessed 
her—at least we passed the harness and 
hitch. I told her to pull and she just stood 
there. After much begging and pleading she 
started to go. 

As we approached the end of the ring 
we were to make a left circle around a large 
stone bear. There were two photographers 
at the end of the ring. She headed straight 
towards them but at the last minute decided 
to sniff the bear and ran her cart right into 
it = fail. Got her around the bear into our 
slow—she was perfect! Pass! 

We continued through the course failing 
the load and unload because she moved and 
she hit the narrows. We did manage to pass 
the backup, so we did a little celebration! I 
had to practically drag her back to do the 

long stay before the fright haul, which she 
broke = fail, off to the freight haul which I 
had to help in spots = fail.

I was feeling so down Saturday night. 
Not only didn’t we pass, it was our worst 
performance ever. I hated making Oakley 
complete the course and the freight haul. I 
was sure she would just run out of the ring 
the next day and my hopes of getting a draft 
title on her were over. She wasn’t having fun 
and neither was I, and if we were not having 
fun then we should not be doing it.

Sunday dawned another beautiful day!  
We were much earlier in the day and maybe 
it would help. I was not feeling nervous at 
all, probably because I wasn’t expecting 
perfection from either of us.

Oakley’s performance from start to 
finish was perfection! We were thoroughly 
enjoying ourselves. We left the ring after 
the maneuvering course on cloud nine. 
Only thing left to pass was the group stay 
and freight haul. Now I got nervous! We 
went in for the group stay for the longest 
three minutes of my life! She held her stay 
and we started on the freight haul. The dog 
in front of us was moving slowly and we 
asked to pass. Oakley likes to move at a fast 
pace even when pulling twenty pounds. 
Everyone was cheering for us. They try to 
keep the group of dogs on the freight haul 
together and will ask the leading dogs to 
stop and wait for everyone to catch up. I 
asked that we be allowed to move forward. 
One of the judges went ahead with me, and 
the other, stayed back with the rest of the 
group. We started trotting all the way back. 

The steward who was guiding me back 
ran with us and so did the judge. Then the 
steward went past where we were supposed 
to turn and headed back to the ring. I 
figured she knew what she was doing and 
followed. When we were about five feet past 
the turn she stopped and said “Oh I passed 
the turn!”  We were on a sidewalk with not 
a lot of room, certainly not enough to turn 
around. The judge says “No problem, just 
back her up.” OMG five feet! Oakley had  
trouble backing up 12 inches! I told her to 
back up and she did the whole five feet with-
out stopping! Into the ring we went to wait 
for the rest of the group—we passed! B

BASENJI 
DRAFT 
ODYSSEY  
COMPLETED!

By Renee Meriaux

We left off the last article training for the August 2013 draft tests in Northern California.  

I entered the August tests and we made it in! Non-Bernese Mountain dogs have last priority.  

So we packed the car and traveled north to the Monterey area.

SIXTH TRY WAS 
THE CHARM!  
OAKLEY MAKES 
HISTORY!
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In a “barn-like” setting dogs demonstrate their vermin hunting ability by playing a 
game of finding and marking rats. Straw/hay bales are used to construct the tunnel (18 
x 22 inches) and climbing exercises. The competition tests: hunt drive, scenting ability, 
surefootedness, agility, speed as well as teamwork between dog and handler. This is a 
sporting event with levels of difficulty, titles and championships. Any breed of dog (or 
mixed breed) over the age of 6 months can participate. Trials can be held indoors in a 

variety of buildings, not necessarily in a barn or outside in a fenced area. 
Robin Nuttall founded Barn Hunt (BH) in early 2013. Although AKC and others have 

approached Robin, she continues to control how BH is evolving. Before entering a BH trial, dogs 
must be registered and obtain a BH number. Dogs are entered in a BH by pre-entry although 
some trials still do take day of entries if limits aren’t reached. There are three height divisions: 
Small, under 13 inches; Medium, 13.1-18 inches; and Large, over 18 inches. Placements are given 
in each division with time being the deciding factor for qualifying runs.  Upcoming trials can 
be found at www.BarnHunt.com under the events link along with rules and titles earned. When 
titles are earned a title certificate is e-mailed out to the owner. AKC recognizes Barn Hunt titles 
when the appropriate paperwork and fee is sent. 

GETTING STARTED
There is nothing wrong with going to a trial cold and just seeing 
how your dog does. Many people, especially those that don’t have 
access to a rat, do this. If your dog has the opportunity to “meet” 
the rat before competing the learning curve is significantly short-
ened. Barn Hunt classes are popping up all over—look for clubs 
that hold earth dog events. 

Trials are held in buildings or outside with secure fencing so 
don’t worry that your dog can get loose. Dogs run without collars 
so make sure to have a collar that is easy to remove. Dogs should 
be exercised thoroughly as any type of elimination on the course is 
a disqualification. This includes defecation, urination or vomiting. 
Bitches in season can participate wearing panties. They will run at 
the end of the entire class.

Rat Instinct Class (RATI) One passing leg is required. Three PVC 
tubes-one dry, one with litter and one with a rat are placed within 
plain site on the course. This is an optional instinct class provided 
as a warm up. Tunneling and climbing are not required to pass. 
Dogs will wait in a staging area until they are called up by the gate 
steward. Within one minute the handler must indicate the tube 
that contains the rat. Although the dog marks the rat, the handler 
must call the rat. The handler should clearly and unequivocally 
indicate the placement of the rat to the judge. Note—do not ask the 
judge “Is it here?” The course is the same for all Instinct classes. 

Handlers may carry their dogs in and out of the ring, but must 
not release their dog until the judge gives the command. Leashes/
collars are handed to the leash runner who will place the leash/col-
lar at the exit. At least two of the dog’s feet must be on the ground 
at the start with the handler holding the dog across the chest. No 
scruffing is allowed. Collar/leash must be on before dogs leave the 
ring. No food or toys are allowed in the ring and handlers may not 

JUST WHAT IS IT?  by Jane Johnson

use any type of timing device. Handlers can and should encourage 
their dogs to search with a sweeping gesture using a flat hand kept 
above their knees. Pointing is not permissible. While moving 
around the course handlers cannot touch or step on hay/straw 
bales.

If your dog finds the correct tube with the rat, it’s great. But even 
if the dog doesn’t find the rat, use this class as a learning tool. The 
judge will tell the handler which tube the rat is in. Bring your dog 
to the tube and let it smell in through the end with all the holes in it. 
Reinforce with the word “rat” and act happy. It doesn’t take long for 
the dogs to understand that finding the rat is the game. 

Novice Barn Hunt (RATN) Three qualifying legs are required for 
the title. You can enter the Instinct test and the Novice Class on 
the same day if you want to. Three PVC tubes will be hidden on the 
course, one empty, one with litter and one with a rat. Two minutes 
are allowed for the dog to 1) find the rat, 2) go through the tunnel 
and 3) climb on a hay/straw bale with all four  feet in succession. 
The course design will change from trial to trial. The start box will 
be directly in front of the official tunnel (there may be more than 
one tunnel on the course). Strategically it makes sense to start with 
the tunnel, but I’ve found with two of my dogs that they do better if 
I just let them start hunting first. 

Dogs are brought into the ring and set up in a start box which is 
a four foot square area designated by cones. The leash is removed 
while in the start box and handed to the leash runner. Let your dog 
settle at this point. The time does not start until your dog leaves the 
start box. No lead outs are allowed and a 20 second penalty will be 
assessed if the handler starts before the judge’s command. Minimal 
language should be used on the course as it is a distraction to the 
dog. Remember that dogs do best with one word commands. Of 
course the first few times handlers are nervous and generally end 
up talking to their dogs in short sentences like “Lets go over here” 
or “Is this it?” But the dog isn’t going to understand this. Handlers 
should be aware that the rat scent will rise in a cone shape over were 
the rat is. 

Give your dog plenty of room to work (8-10 feet if possible) and 
be careful not to stand in a position that blocks where the rat could 
be hidden. Note if your dog is lifting its head and sniffing. The rat 
can be hidden on the ground or up one level of hay/straw bales in 
this class. When the dog indicates a rat the handler should call “rat” 
in a clear loud voice. 

Handlers have the option of having the rat wrangler remove the 
tube with the rat in it or the handler can remove the tube and hand 
it to the rat wrangler. Inform the judge which option at the start 
box. Handlers contain their dog (at least two feet on the ground) 
while the rat is removed from the course. The time does not stop 
until all three parts of the exercise are completed. 

It can be tough to get your dog back to work after finding the 
rat—they will want to follow the rat wrangler or might continue to 
search where they initially found the rat. This is why some handlers 
like to get the tunnel and climb out of the way first. The Rat Instinct class is optional—

use it a  learning tool
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The Novice class is really where handler/dog teamwork begins. 
You as a handler need to recognize your dog’s indication signal and 
the dog needs to learn to perform the climb and tunnel on com-
mand. Many times in this class my dogs alerted on the bedding 
which is an NQ. 

It’s very important before you leave the ring to let your dog find 
the rat (the judge will tell you where it is if you haven’t qualified) 
and praise your dog while the dog is checking out the rat. Again, 
use just one word: “rat.” Your dog will learn that the live rat is the 
only thing you are interested in. 

Dogs are brought to the staging area in sets of five where they 
wait until it is their turn. Outside the ring spectators must remain 
quiet so as not to interfere with the dog on the course. A hushed 

“Oh he missed it” as a dog walks by the hidden rat is an unfair 
advantage to the handler in the ring. The tubes are changed every 
five dogs. It’s a bit tougher if you are near the end of a large class as 
the rat will have been moved many times. 

Open Barn Hunt (RATO) Three qualifying legs are required for this 
title. A total of 5 tubes are hidden on the course-one dry, two with 
litter and two with a rat. Two and a half minutes are allowed and 
time stops when the dog has completed the climb, tunnel and the 
handler has successfully marked the two rats. The challenging part 
of this class is to redirect your dog once it’s found the first rat to 
hunting for the second rat. By the time you earn a title in this class 
your dog knows to keep hunting—and my dogs seem to know how 
many rats are on the course. At least one rat must be hidden above 
ground level so that the dog will show climbing effort. The tunnel 
is longer in this course and has a bend in it so it appears dark as 
the dog enters it. A piece of plywood is used in the bend to 
support the bales above. The hay/straw bales are built three 
bales  high. If your dog only finds one rat the judge will 
show you where the second rat is so that your dog can find 
it and you can reward the dog with praise. 

Top: Velvet indicating the bedding 
with a shoulder roll and then with a 
direct nose thrust into the hay. 
Bottom: Jules always hunts from 
above. In these two photos she 
marked two rats in the Open class 
and earned her second leg.
Photography 
www.noseprintsandmore.com.

Grant finding the rat in his first Novice class. Mark shows Grant the rat and lets him examine it before handing it off to 
the rat wrangler. As Mark hands off the tube he controls Grant by holding him in front of his chest. 

Senior Barn Hunt (RATS). Three qualifying legs are required for 
this title. Eight tubes are hidden on the course-one dry, three with 
litter and four with live rats. The tunnel will now have two to three 
turns in it. The course itself is more complex with higher climbs. At 
least one rat can only be reached through a climbing effort. Three 
minutes and thirty seconds are allowed to locate and mark all four 
rats, climb and tunnel. It takes real teamwork to find all the rats. 

Master Barn Hunt (RATM) Five qualifying legs under at least two 
judges are required to earn this title. A total of 10 PVC tubes are hid-
den on the course and all will have litter in them. From one to five 
tubes can have a rat in them and the number will change at random. 
Handlers will search the course until they feel their dog has found 
all the rats. Time allotted is four minutes and thirty seconds. 

Here’s a bit of information about the rats used in this event. 
There are strict guidelines about rat care that the trial personnel 
must follow. The PVC tubes are 4 inches wide and 10 inches long 
with bedding in them. Many of the rats are pets and during the 
judge’s briefing handling instructions are given to everyone on 
how to remove the rat from the course safely. Rats are traded out 
throughout the day and given rest and water away from the ring. 
When the tubes are hidden loose hay/straw is used to cover them. 
Dogs are not allowed to carry or shake the tubes and handlers are 
to keep the tubes level when handing off to the rat wrangler. 

Some people have a preconceived notion that Barn Hunt is 
harmful to the rats. What I have observed at trials is that the people 

who own the rats and use them in trials really care for 
them. They are at the judge’s briefing and speak 

up telling the handlers the rat’s names and 
to be careful with them as they are pets. 
The rat wranglers check each rat every 
time it is moved during the trial and are 
very aware of the length of time the rat 
has been in the tube “working.” 

JA NE’S EXPER IENCE 

It all started with my Akita friend.  

Barn Hunt was a new titling event and we all had to try it.  

Liking to prepare for something new, I sought out an instructor who was holding 

Barn Hunt classes. My schedule on the weekends was full so I met up with her in 

the evening for private lessons. Each dog got a chance to “meet” the rat in a wire 

cage. During the session the dogs were allowed to sniff and paw at the cage while I 

held the cage and gently rocked it. I stroked the dogs back and said “rat” while this 

was going on. 

That was it. 

I got BH numbers for all the dogs I planned to enter. I printed 
out the rule book and read it thoroughly. Then I found a local 
trial and entered. The Basenjis weren’t impressed with the 

Instinct Test—they felt that there must be more to it. I managed 
to call three of four runs correctly. The Basenjis showed minimal 
indication and I just guessed which tube they showed the most 
interest in. 

On to Novice. Perfecting the indication was really key. Velvet 
rolls on the bedding tube but puts her nose into the loose hay/straw 
when she finds the rat. Domino freezes stock still and then her 
tightly curled tail starts to quiver when she finds a rat. If I let her 
continue she’ll start scratching the tube with her front paws. Jules 
always hunts from above. She climbs up on some hay/straw bales 
and scents down. She pushes her nose into the loose hay/straw and 
will use her front paws to grab the tube. I have learned to take my 
time. If I’m unsure if it’s bedding or a rat we move on; if my dog 
goes back to that place again I know it’s a rat. If I call the bedding 
then we’re done as it’s an NQ. My dogs are really disappointed when 
this happens, wondering why I am so stupid. 

It only took a run or two when we advanced to Open for my 
dogs to understand that we were searching for more than one rat. 
My mind is always on the clock  but I know both Velvet and Jules 
won’t do the tunnel until they have found the first rat. Domino has 
always just shot through the tunnel right out of the box. I have trust 
in each dog’s ability now and never try to direct them where I think 
the rat is—they are better at finding the rat than I am. It’s my job to 
praise my dogs when they find the rat, remove the rat and encour-
age them to continue searching. Lots and lots of praise. 

At this time Domino and Velvet are both in the Senior class with 
Jules right on their heels in Open. The token Akita did finally get 
her Novice title (her big issue was the climbing). I’m almost afraid 
to go on to the Masters class but I just can’t stay away. It’s so much 
fun and my dogs love it. Several of my Basenji friends have joined in 
the fun with their dogs too. We meet up at the trials and make it a 
social event. We video tape each other’s runs, volunteer at the trial 
and have a picnic to make a day of it.  B
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I was considering ScentWork with my 

girl Zuni and then saw Barn Hunt 

on the draft proposal for the Versatile 

Basenji Program. It sounded much 

more interesting and fun for Zuni. 

What Basenji wouldn’t rather sniff out 

a rat rather than a birch scented q-tip?

I go so I didn’t do very well on the test.) We then had rat training where one of the judges 
had a rat in a cage and had the dogs go up to it to see their reaction. I was sure Zuni would 
go crazy at the sight and smell of the rat since she has a very high prey drive, so I was a bit 
surprised when she didn’t show any interest. It didn’t take her long however to decide a rat 
was a rat, running or not. Many of the dogs needed some training time to get excited and 
some couldn’t be held back! After that it was on to hay bale training. 

While, Max, Miko and Echo, who do agility, had no problems jumping around the hay 
bales like monkeys, Zuni wasn’t impressed and couldn’t be coaxed up past the first layer of 
bales even with treats. 

We were given specific instructions on how to handle the rat tube and keep the rat safe 
along with the proper way to handle the dogs when in the secured area. Barn Hunt is very 
serious about the safety of the rats, the dogs, and all the people involved since the dogs can 
get pretty hyped up. 

The clinic showed us that some of our dogs are better at jumping around on the hay 
bales and others at finding the rat. This wasn’t as easy at it looked on paper. We left that day 
prepared and looking forward to the next day. 

The next day was the fun trial. We would 
do an Instinct and a Novice run. The secure 
area was approximately 20 x 20 feet with the 
hay bales set around the edges and in the 
middle along with a hay bale tunnel. The 
dogs run naked so you need to have a collar 
and leash that is quick and easy to get off 
and on. 

We went in for Instinct first. This level is 
just about finding the correct tube within a 
minute. There are three tubes laid out, one 
empty, one with rat litter and one with the 
rat. The dogs must find the tube with the 
rat and you must be able to read your dogs 
body language and yell out RAT! when you 
think they have found the correct tube. 
Some dogs are easy to read, others, not so 
much. This is a huge part of this sport. The 
judge had told us that she has one of her 
dogs still in Novice because she just can’t 
read him correctly when he finds the rat.  
We went in and I let Zuni go. She ran over 
to the tubes and started sniffing. She sniffed 
one of the tubes a little longer and stiffened 
up just a bit, so I yelled RAT! and I was right! 
Hopefully we do as well at our first real try 
at Instinct. 

We then went on to the Novice run. 
Your group is taken behind a blind so you 
don’t know where the rat is hidden. Once 
the three tubes are hidden you are called 
to the course one at a time. Once there, 
you must stay in the start box, hand the 
leash and collar to the person outside the 

A s luck would have it, one of the 
local clubs was sponsoring a clinic 
and fun trial as this is a relatively 

new sport down in Southern California. 
I signed us up and was joined by Alyce 
Sumita with Max and Miko and Connie 
Langford with Echo.

This was a two day event, with a clinic 
the first day and a fun trial the next. 

The clinic was a day of finding out 
just what Barn Hunt was all about and I 
suggest anyone starting out to take it, if it’s 
made available. We were broken up into 
three groups and rotated around. We got 
a quick test on the rules, so it’s a good idea 
to actually read them. (I tend to learn as 

Basenjis with Barn Hunt titles
compiled by Jane Johnson

Akuaba N Eldorado’s Speed Shot, RATI RATO
Domino
Jane Johnson

Akuaba N Eldorado’s Speedster, RATO
Velvet
Jane Johnson

Eldorado’s In Control at KISA, RATI
Pilot 
Lee Cranmer

Eldorado’s Made You Look, RATI RATN
Jules
Jane Johnson

Eldorado’s One Tough Cookie, RATI
Reo
Melody Henkel

Eldorado’s Y’s African Sinbaje, RATI RATN
Feigh
Linda Siekert, Rand Siekert

Jaroufa’s The Glamazon At Etowah, RATI
Diva
Kathryn D. Ladick

Sinbaje’s That’s Wavy Gravy, RATI RATN
V
Linda Siekert

Sinbaje’s Thyme2Rise, RATI RATN
Ph’nx 
Linda Siekert

Taji’s Alster Echo, RATI
Echo  

Mary Ellen Chaffin

Taji’s Alster Ego from Hodari, RATI
Zoe
Mary Ellen Chaffin
Katie Campbell

Teazer Khani’s Rock of Ages, RATI
Rufus
Kathryn R. Britton
John P. Gaidos & Ainsley K. Halemanu

On the scent 
of something 
fun

by Lynn Garel

ring and be ready to go. Once you release 
your dog, you have two minutes. The dog 
must go through the tunnel, jump onto a 
bale and find the rat, which you once again 
have to call.  Zuni ran through the tunnel 
and found the rat rather quickly, I called 
RAT! and held her back so the rat wrangler 
could get the rat out safely. For a second I 
thought we were done but I had forgotten 
she needed to jump up onto a bale! I got her 
attention back from the rat and luckily got 
her up onto a bale and made time.

With each new level of competition the 
number of hay bales, climbs, tunnels and 
hidden rats increase. 

Our dogs ranged in age from 3 years 
to 13 years old—this is a great sport to try 
no matter what the age of your dog. It is a 
little more challenging if you have a male. 
The dogs get a disqualifying score if they 
urinate on a hay bale and some do. It’s hard 
keeping the other males away from the spot 
even though they take as much wet hay off 
the bale as they can. It also consumes time 
when you are trying to maneuver your dog 
away from the corners of the bale and get 
them refocused on finding the rat. Bitches 
in heat can compete too. They are run last 
and must be wearing bitch britches.

All in all it was a fun two days and three 
out of our four Basenjis finished the Novice 
run in time.  I am looking forward to 
competing in future Barn Hunt trials with 
Zuni. B

Zuni shows her 
excitement at 
getting close to 
the rat.

Max has no 
problems with 
bales three high.

Echo, at 13-years 
old, is keen on the 
hunt

Alyce sends Miko 
through the 
tunnel
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So your club wants to host a lure trial? Fantastic! But 
what are some tips and/or advice to host a successful 
event?

It usually begins with a club wanting to put on a 
trial. There are two choices of organizations either 
ASFA (American Sighthound Field Association) or AKC 

(American Kennel Club). Is the club hosting the trial sanctioned 
for a particular organization or does the club have to hold a match/
practice trial prior to hosting a trial? 

The club needs to decide if AKC Coursing Ability Test (CAT) 
tests will be offered. If so, there are other necessary considerations 
such as whether to offer CAT tests the same day as the trial, putting 
a cap on the number of dogs that may enter (CAT tests, offered to 
non-sighthounds, tend to pull large numbers) or deciding to host 
CAT trials with their own dates. Whatever the type of trial, a club 
needs to plan well enough ahead so that paperwork can be submit-
ted to either organization (90 days for AKC 45 days for ASFA)  The 
host club should think about/consider whether or not other dog 
events will be offered the same time in the region or nationally the 
same time the proposed trial is to take place. Club members should 
take a look at the club’s budget for upfront costs.

One of the first things is to decide is where trial will be held, 
taking into consideration the actual lay of the land, course set-up 
and parking. “Set out courses for Greys (Greyhounds) and 
Whippet people will find it safe,” says Eddie Kominek of  the 
Mid-Atlantic Hound Association, adding that “half of your entries 
will be Whippets” at an all-breed trial.  Jerry Burrus, of the Indiana 

Lure Coursing Club, advises that  “the Field Trial Secretary (FTS) 
location, start finish area, judges, parking and toilets be in close 
proximity. When things get spread out too far it creates serious 
communication problems which slows down the efficiency of the 
event.”

Judge selection is usually handled by the chairperson of the trial 
and there are several questions to consider—local or out of region? 
Money allotted for gas/lodging? Kominek says, “Know your area 
and the people who run there. Hire judges that people will run 
under. Those judges tend to be the honest, knowledgeable, fair and 
uninfluenced ones who have a predictable, stable judging style.” 

An important component to planning a trial is figuring out the 
course plan and who will help out on field committee. Necessary at 
all trials is a chairman, field trial secretary, lure operator, hunt-
masters, helpers with inspection as well as paddock masters and 
field clerks. Every committee members’ job is important. Burrus 
recommends clubs “… find experienced people excited about the 
sport and who hold a stake on the outcome.” Sandy McArthur, an 
AKC judge and Basenji breeder says, Get “….a really good and mean 
paddock master to keep things rolling and have the next course 
blanketed and ready.”

Is shade and water available on the field? If not, it should be 
mentioned in premium so that exhibitors can be prepared. Will the 
club offer food at the trial? If not, are there restaurants close by? Are 
there hotel/motels nearby (that accept dogs) that are reasonably 
priced? These items should  be mentioned in the premium list. Is 
there a toilet nearby or does the club need to order a portable toilet?

Equipment is one of the most crucial elements of a well run lure 
trial. Does the club have the equipment necessary to hold a trial? 
Are the batteries charged, is there new line, well running motors? 
Is there back-up equipment? If not, is there another club that 
could help out with rental of all necessary equipment? Good lure 
operation and reliable equipment are essential. “Utilize good lure 
operators and train new ones constantly … people who understand 
the sport often care more about the lure operation than they do the 
judging,” says Kominek. 

Other concerns—Does the club have shelter (EZ ups or build-
ings) for the judges and field committee (especially important for 
the field trial secretary)? Does the club have an emergency plan in 
case of severe inclement weather or other emergencies? Has a local 
veterinarian been contacted as the possible emergency vet in case 
of injuries or illness? Are there clear directions in the premium list? 
Are there directional signs for the trial? 

Finally, it is a given that a club award ribbons for placements at 
lure trials and sometimes trophies are awarded as well. Club should 
consider in their budgets whether flat or rosette ribbons and/or 
trophies will be awarded. Some clubs give judges gifts as a thank 
you for judging their trials, although it is not necessary.

WHAT MAKES AN EVENT RUN SMOOTHLY?

Most exhibitors would agree that the key to making a lure coursing 
event run smoothly, aptly stated by Basenji exhibitor Kristine 
Dougherty, is “Have a great team of volunteers that work well 
together with no drama.”

Brenda Phillips, chair of the successful 2013 BCOA National 
suggests that the field chairman “walk through the whole day 
mentally, or with the committee, and make notes along the way of 
what’s needed that might not be obvious.” Other qualities of a good 
field trial chairman include organizational skills and knowledge of 
the rule book. Sandy McArthur advises that the chairman “…con-
firm key players a few days in advance. …[and ensure] people are 
trained on multiple duties in a case of illness or over taxed workers 
day of [the event].”

A well-organized FTS (Field Trial Secretary) is essential in the 
creation of well-run trial. Judy Lange of the Evergreen Basenji Club 
and long-time and experienced FTS, states that the key to a smooth-
ly run event is an FTS, who” …fills out paperwork as far as possible 
ahead of time. Fills out judges sheets before sending them to the 
field, … [and] uses two field clerks running back and forth on the 
field to pick up scores as soon as finished and the other at the desk 
to help record and post scores. Then the two clerks change position 
back and forth so scores come in after each stake or breed and are 
recorded ASAP.” Becky Blansett of Epic Basenjis, said at one of the 
worst run trials she attended, “The FTS did all the work and would 
not let the Field Clerk do anything other than hand the judges their 
sheets and then put them back in the folder. …no actual field clerk 
work was done. …the trial ran very slowly.” 

There are some Field Trial Secretaries who use a computer to 
assist with their duties. According to Kominek, “I use a program to 
automate the draw and print all my sheets. It helps a lot as I’m not 
slowed down by paperwork or the mental gymnastics of separat-
ing hounds. Group your running order to minimize personnel 
transitions (committee members) especially judges. Keep in mind 
the breeds they are running as well. ”

The jobs of huntmaster and paddock master are also key to a 
smoothly run trial. “Have a huntmaster/paddock master who keeps 
the pressure on and the trial moving. (They should) announce the 
current runs loudly so people know what’s up,” says Kominek. 

Terry Colbert, Basenji owner and coursing enthusiast, observes 
that a smooth event is comprised of  “Good working equipment, an 
organized work force, a secretary that is good and quick with the 
paperwork, [as well as] people willing to help each other out and 
ready when it is their turn.” 

Ultimately, the key to a well run event is one where all parties 
enjoy themselves, the dogs’ safety is considered and the weather is 
fantastic! There is no better feeling than attending a lure coursing 
trial, enjoying each other’s company and knowing that the dogs 
had a great time! B

PLANNING A LURE TRIAL?

By Holly Hamilton
Blue Note Basenjis, AKC and ASFA Lure Coursing Judge
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 MOTOR TIPS

1. Make sure the batteries are fully charged 
prior to the day of the lure trial.

2. Make sure all connections are tight 
and free from corrosion. Clean all 
connections with a wire brush and coat 
with  dielectric grease. 

3. Regularly during the day check to see 
that connections are tight (batteries, 
solenoid, ground, etc.)

4. Assure that you have an adequate power 
supply to run the battery charger.  
A 2000 watt generator or better is a good 
source.

WHAT’S IN YOUR COURSING BAG?

Sandy McArthur, Oregon—Safety whistle (especially with continu-
ous loop lure), tons of poop bags, extra special treats (mostly for recall 
when someone bolts), dog drugs, human drugs.

Terry Colbert, Illinois— Jackets (and extras), muzzle (and spare), 
quick release leads, dog snacks, vet wrap, sewing kit, scissors, leather 
sham to wet when it is hot, spray bottle, work gloves, knife, quick 
clamps, rule booklet.

Lisa Stewart, Missouri—slip leads, coursing blankets, chicken baby 
food for pre-course meal and canine first aid kit.

Eddie Kominek, North Carolina—Three to four slip leads, two 
to three sets of blankets, a buck knife I wear to cut the line in an 
emergency, a couple of muzzles, plenty of water, sardines in water for 
between runs, beef jerky, SPF 30+ lotion, dog coats for cold mornings, 
rain suits with waterproof boots, full medical/surgical kit with drugs, 
video camera, sunglasses and a cowboy hat with a lucky hare pin on 
the top!

Becky Blanset, Ohio— Blankets, slip lead, poop bags, treats, leashes, 
matches.

Terry Fiedler, Kentucky—Coursing blankets and leads, muzzle if 
needed, bowls plus food and water while traveling, poop bags are a 
must, camera to remember the event, something to record the dog’s 
scores (I use a camera to take a picture of the score sheets)

Kristine Dougherty, Florida—Coursing jackets and slip leads, first 
aid supplies for dogs and people, fans and cool coat or fleece coats 
depending on the weather, ASFA and AKC rule books and policies, my 
dogs’ ASFA and AKC records, knife if I’m going to huntmaster, clamps 
for putting up tarps or shade cloth, water and water pails, hot dog 
pieces or cheese to call my dog (Ozzie) back if he thinks of running 
another course at the end, rain gear, sun gear, warm clothing or all 
three depending on time of year.

Brenda Phillips, Washington—Good karma I hope, as I mostly rely 
on help from others.

Judy Lange, Washington—Set of coursing blankets, slip leads and 
muzzles (two sets if running more than one hound), scissors to cut 
line if needed, Benedryl and Pepto Bismol, towels, bottled water, and 
yogurt, which I feed between prelims and finals for extra energy boost.

5. Run battery charger at 35 amps when 
coursing is taking place.

6. Constantly monitor the motor 
temperatures. When the motors start 
getting on the hot side of warm it is time 
to switch motors. Usually after three to 
four runs. With CATs may need to do it 
sooner. Preventing overheating of the 
lure motor will increase the longevity of 
the motor.

7. Have some method to facilitate the 
cooling of the machines.  
(Ice or cooling fans)

8. Make sure the lure line is in good 
shape. Line failures due to breakage 
significantly slow down a trail.

LURE  
COURSING 
NUTS AND  
BOLTS

By Doug Bright

 PRE TRIAL CHECK LIST

1. Have well maintained equipment and make sure the lure line is 
in good shape. Poor quality equipment and line failures due to 
breakage significantly slows down a trail. 

2. Have people available to walk the course as soon as the layout is 
complete to find and fill in any holes.

3. Have a meeting with all contestants prior to the trial and spell 
out expectations: 
a. Be ready to go when it is your turn 
b. Promptly retrieve your dog on the completion of their run 
and don’t let your dog tear up the plastic bag.  If the dog tears off 
the bag it takes time to replace it with a new one.

4. Have a good paddock manager, someone that is pushing for 
people to be ready to go. People who have more than one dog 
running can be encouraged to get help.

5. Have someone designated to regularly retrieve the score sheets  
from the judge. 

6. Be organized so that the scores can be promptly recorded  and 
the draw for the next go around can be posted.

SETTING UP THE EQUIPMENT

The first thing I do is tentatively place the 
lure machines and battery charger in the 
configuration as shown in the following 
photo.

I set the machines side by side with the 
front machine slightly inside the rear ma-
chine so that the line going to and from the 
rear machine will not make contact with 
the front machines drive wheel (I would 
place the machine with the metal stand in 
front since the cables are longer and the 
pulley bolt is easier to get in an out). This 
set up makes it easy to shift string between 
machines and also works well for placing 
the fans. In this configuration the direction 
of line movement is off the bottom. Once 
the course is set I then  align the machines 
so their drive pulleys are parallel and have 
the best alignment with the direction of the 
course. It works best to have the blocks that 
are aligning the string with the machine 
to be located 20 to 30 feet in front of the 
machine (if the angle around the block is 
close to 90 degrees use two blocks).  It is 
good if you can set the machines in such a 
manner that dogs over-running the finish 
will not be running into the machines.

I then hook up the batteries. Make sure 
that the connections are free of corrosion, 
coated with dielectric grease and the nuts 
are firmly tightened. (Loose connections 
result in resistance to the flow of electricity 
resulting in motor heating problems). Con-
nect the battery charger to the last battery 
in the series. 

 TOOLS NEEDED FOR SETUP

1. One 9/16 wrench (nuts on batteries and 
nuts on solenoids)

2. Two 7/16 wrenches (bolt on drive wheel 
and take-up wheel)

3. One claw hammer
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FIGURE 5

A C

B D

A. Overlap ends of lines. 
B. Twist one around the other 
making 5 turns. 
C. Bring end back between the 
two lines and repeat with other 
line
D. Pull lines in opposite direc-
tions. Turns will wrap and gather. 
Clip ends close to the knot.
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DESIGN, LAYOUT, SET UP

I use Google Earth technology to design the courses from which I 
produce an aerial photograph showing the course with the length 
of each leg of the course shown on the photo. On the day of the 
trial using a GPS unit and the aerial photo I lay the course out of 
the ground sometimes making adjustments for unseen hazards or 
unknown hump and swales on the course. 

For someone who is interested in designing lure courses ASFA 
has a book with numerous examples showing various course de-
signs.  It is available  for $10 on the ASFA website> store > bookshelf. 
In addition each course shown is evaluated as to its quality.

There are several ways to go about setting up a course. The one I 
use is to flag out the course with the cones and once satisfied then 
pull the string and place the pulleys.

The corner pulleys should be installed by opening the hinge and 
driving two or three spikes into the ground through the holes in the 
hinge. The pulley is then closed over the hinge toward the inside 
of the corner. It is a good idea to pound a slight indentation into 
the ground with a hammer where the hinge is to be placed. This 
will cause the pulley to be tilted back away from the corner (Figure 
1). The pulley should also be oriented so that it equally divides the 
angle that the string will make when you proceed to the next pulley 
(Figure 2a). If the corner pulley is oriented as shown in Figure  2B, 
the force of the string will sometimes tilt and twist the pulley in 
such a way as to allow the lure to flip the string off the pulley as it 
goes around the pulley.

After you have set up the course and returned to the lure 
machine, you need to install the continuous loop sheave or S/S 

continuous loop wheel on the lure machine. If the take up wheel is 
installed on the lure machine, it must be removed prior to installing 
the continuous loop sheave or wheel.

Once you have installed the continuous loop wheel, you need 
to position the lure machine so that the string is in a straight line 
with the groove in the wheel and determine the amount of starting 
tension on the string before placing the string on the wheel. Again, 
there are several ways to accomplish this.

One way is to take the free end of the string and bring it together 
with the string coming off the spool or take up wheel (thus forming 
a “continuous loop”) and bring it back to the lure machine. Do not 
cut the string and tie the two ends together just yet. All you are 
attempting to do, at this point, is to gauge the amount of tension 
or force on the string. For the lure machine to be able to drive the 
string there must be some tension on the string. The amount of 
tension required varies with each course set up and the weather 
conditions. The continuous loop sheave requires from 15 to 25 lbs. 
of tension. The S/S continuous loop wheel usually requires from 
8 to 12 lbs. of tension. You can measure the string tension using a 
fisherman’s spring scale that will weigh up to 25 lbs.

When you have determined that the tension is about right, you 
can cut the string coming off the spool or take up wheel at the point 
where you are holding the string. Join the two ends by tying a knot 
to form the continuous loop. The Blood knot shown below is one 
that works very well. This knot is used by fly fishermen to construct 
the tapered leaders that they use to present their flies to the fish.          

Now, before operating the lure machine, the base needs to be 
spiked to the ground with the 8 inch  spikes provided using the 
holes in the base of the machine. All four holes in the back (away 
from the direction of the line) should be used and the two end holes 
in front.

After nailing the lure machine to the ground, place the string 
on the continuous loop wheel (Figure 3) and jog the switch to see 
if the continuous wheel drives the string. If the string slips when 
the wheel turns or the string doubles over on itself, there is not 
adequate tension on the line. To correct this condition you need to 
shorten the string in one of the following ways. The method most 
frequently used is to cut a length of string out of the loop which 
shortens the string and increases the tension. You can also move 
the machine back or move a pulley in such a way as to increase the 

length of the course which will have the same effect as shortening 
the string.

At this point you should walk the course you have just laid out 
to determine if any hold-down pulleys are required. A hold-down 
pulley should be used where the string is not resting on the ground 
due to variations in the terrain. It is very important for the safety 
of the hounds that the string not be allowed to travel more than 
an inch or two above the ground for any substantial distance. A 
substantial distance is defined as more than three or four feet. 
What you are trying to prevent is the opportunity for the hounds 
to pick up the string with their feet when they are running which 
could result in the dog becoming entangled in the string. To install 
a hold-down pulley (or use a box pulley as a hold-down) you simply 
place the pulley over the string and hold it in place by driving four 
spikes through the screw eyes and/or hinge into the ground. It is a 
good idea to cross the spikes as shown in Figure 4.

Also when walking the course identify holes that would present 
a hazard to the dogs. Assure that all the holes are filled prior to the 
start of the trial.

OPER ATING THE EQUIPMENT

To run the lure machine, you simply hold the button on the switch 
down to make the lure go and release the button to stop or slow 
down the lure. The process of jogging the switch is the normal way 
that a course is run.

The best method of pulsing or jogging the button on the switch 
is to push and release the button quickly. To run the lure fast, press 
and release the button quickly and frequently. To slow the machine 
down, press the button just as quickly but less frequently. There are 
times when you may need to press and hold the button down for 
one to three seconds. 

NOTE: Pressing and holding the button down for more than 
five seconds at a time is not recommended. Running the motor 
continuously for more than five seconds at a time causes excessive 
wear on the motor brushes, causes rapid heat buildup in the motor 
and, most importantly, runs down the battery more quickly than 
the short varied pulse method of operation. B

FIGURE 1 FIGURE 2 FIGURE 3 FIGURE 4
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AKC NEW TITLES
JAN 2014  THRU  MAR 2014

CHAMPIONS  
CH Akuaba N Eldorado Captains Courageous
Title Earned  1-5-14
CH Sternhimmels Generis Sui  X 
CH Eldorado’s Akuaba With One Look JC
Owner/Breeder: Sheila Lund & Pamela Geoffroy & Susan Coe

CH Alapocas Queen Of The Elves
Title Earned 1-19-14
CH Sonbar’s Seventh Son Of Djakomba  X 
CH Lots Of Laughter Alapocas
Owner/Breeder: Margaret Dugan & Edward Dugan & 
Julia Dugan

CH Bushwacker Chase The Ace      
Bred By Exhibitor
Title Earned  1-18-14
GCH CH Klassic’s The Power Of One  X 
Bushwacker Sirnotar By Horsleys
Owner/Breeder:  Chris R Frost

CH Eldorado N Akuaba Dreamcatcher
Title Earned  1-19-14
GCH CH Akuaba N Eldorado Bungle In The Jungle  X 
CH Eldorado’s Mirror Mirror On The Wall
Owner:  Pamela A Geoffroy & Sheila Lund & Susan Coe
Breeder:  Sheila Lund & Pamela A Geoffroy

CH Epic’s Magic Treat
Title Earned 1-5-14
GCH CH Epic Select Instant Replay  X 
DC Epic’s Accidental Magic SC
Owner:  Rebecca C Blansett
Breeder:  Ellen L Hawkins & Rebecca C Blansett

CH Jasiri-Sukari Earth Win And Fire
Title Earned  1-4-14
CH Skyhi’s Rock Your World  X 
CH Jasiri-Sukari Congo-Leezza Rice JC
Owner/Breeder:  Julie L Jones & Kathleen A Jones

CH Marjani Park Place Special Edition
Title Earned 1-18-14
GCH CH Akuaba N Eldorado Xtra Special Edition  X 
Wakan Iron Maiden To Marjani
Owner/Breeder:  Julie A Hartigan

CH Ab Once Frozen In Time
Bred By Exhibitor
Title Earned  2-22-14
CH Escapade’s High Five  X 
CH Ab Service While You Wait
Owner:  Wanda K Pooley & Gale N Whitehurst
Breeder:  Wanda K Pooley

CH Arubmec’s Black-Eyed Pea
Title Earned  2-21-14
CH Jasiri-Sukari HR Pup N’Stuff  X 
CH Arubmec’s Final Mission JC
Owner:  Jenifer Lynn Sealy
Breeder:  Patricia E Cembura & David L Davidson

CH Africanadian Pbj Of Ahmahrnahr
Title Earned  3-4-14
GCH CH Ahmahr Nahr’s The Lost Angel Gabriel  X 
CH Klassic’s In It To Win It
Owner:  Jennie Behles & Sanda Allen
Breeder:  Sanda Allen & Amy Whalen

CH Akuaba N Eldorado Cat Ballou
Title Earned  3-15-14
CH Sternhimmels Generis Sui  X 
CH Eldorado’s Akuaba With One Look JC
Owner/Breeder: Sheila Lund & Pamela Geoffroy & Susan Coe

CH Amore Africandian Svengali Tali
Title Earned  3-2-14
DC Zindika Svengali Determinator SC  X 
Africanadian Mia Of Ahmahrnahr
Owner:  Amy Whalen & Sanda Allen
Breeder:  Sanda Allen & Whitney Podhradsky

CH Kazor’s Amadorable
Title Earned 3-1-14
GCH CH Jasiri-Sukari Win Tin Tin  X 
CH Kazor-Jokuba’s Liberty Bell
Owner:  Katharine L Elliott & Carol A Webb
Breeder:  Carol A Webb

CH Mata Hauri Dreaming Out Loud
Title Earned  3-8-14
Mata Hauri Super Swag  X 
CH Eldorado’s In Your Dreams
Owner/Breeder:  Debbie Hauri

CH Signet ‘Tis-A Gone With The Wind
Bred By Exhibitor
Title Earned  3-22-14
GCH CH ‘Tis-A Arubmec’s Circle Of Life  X 
GCH CH Signet ‘Tis-A Wild Honeysuckle JC
Owner/Breeder:  Joyce A Hughes & Brenda J Cassell & 
Fred Hughes & Ciara Cassell

CH Taji Platinum Will.I.Am
Bred By Exhibitor
Title Earned  3-23-14
GCH CH Klassic’s Rivers Edge  X 
GCH CH Taji Goes Platinum JC
Owner:  Katie Campbell & MaryK Quinnett
Breeder:  Cynthia A Shattuck & Katie Campbell & 
Cali C Shattuck & MaryK Quinnett

CH Viento’s Delitefull N’ Delicious
Title Earned  3-29-14
DC Undercover Meisterhaus Valentino RN SC NA NAJ  X 
CH Viento’s Red White Delite
Owner/Breeder:  Betty Jo Bradshaw

GRAND CHAMPION
GCH CH C-Quest Jokuba Silent Storm
Title Earned  1-24-14
CH C-Quest’s Master Of Disguise  X 
CH Jokuba’s C-Quest Sneak-A-Peek
Owner:  Cindy Russell & Russella Bowen & Laurie Owen
Breeder:  Russella Bowen & Cindy Russell

GCH CH Fopaw’s Dlucks Moon Dance
Title Earned 1-11-14
CH Fopaws Designated Driver JC  X 
CH Fopaw’s Little Bit Of Luck
Owner:  Natalie Scherwin & Therese Leimback & 
Nancy Sherman
Breeder:  Therese Leimback & Kevin Leimback

GCH DC Fopaw’s Touch Of Evil At Saorsa RN SC
Title Earned 1-17-14
CH Fopaw’s Royal Flush  X 
CH Fopaws Emerant Mirandaza Charmer
Owner:  Andrea Stone & Kevin Leimback & 
Therese Leimback & Kip Allen
Breeder:  Robert Stamper & Kevin Leimback & 
Therese Leimback & Janna Stamper

GCH CH Khani’s Freeze Frame N’Focus SC
Title Earned 2-23-14
CH Khani’s Two Anda Half Men  X 
CH Khani’s Dp Poetry In Motion SC
Owner/Breeder:  Ellen M Bramble & Kathryn R Britton

GCH CH Starfyre’s Spiced It Up
Title Earned 2-28-14
DC Arubmec’s Hi-Jacked SC  X 
DC Starfyre-Jumanji Paprika SC
Owner/Breeder:  Denise Searcy & Kathy Grayson

GCH CH Jumoke’s Trifecta
Title Earned  3-23-14
CH Jumoke’s Arazi Re  X 
CH Jumokebaru Mischievous Sprite
Owner:  Bryan Gregory & Laurie Gregory
Breeder:  Bryan Gregory & Laurie Gregory & George Woodard

GCH CH Reveille Waltz Me Around
Title Earned 3-22-14
CH Mata Hauri Shall We Dance  X 
CH Reveille Solo Pilot
Owner/Breeder:   Jane Lodge & Damara Bolte’

GCH CH Teazer Kazor Ekundayo For Johari
Title Earned  3-13-14
CH Grandquest Kazor’s Motumbo Xequemate  X 
CH Kazor’s Saphira The Lady Dragon
Owner:  Craig Garcia & Dwight C Yeager & John P Gaidos
Breeder:  John P Gaidos & Ainsley K. Halemanu & 
Carol A Webb

OBEDIENCE
Beginner Novice

Itzyu Figaro BN RN JC
Title Earned  2-8-14
GCH CH Eldorado’s Akuaba One More Time  X 
Itzyu Good Golly Miss Molly
Owner:  Sandi Atkinson
Breeder:  Lisa C Auerbach

Lothlorien’s Jagermeister BN RN JC CA
Title Earned  3-9-14
CH Sundiata’s Pi R Squared JC  X 
CH Select Lothlorien Elentari
Owner:  Christine Joy Abbott
Breeder:  Christine Joy Abbott & Larry M Cooper

LURE COURSING
Junior Courser

No Ka Oi’s Ali’I Iao Koa JC
Title Earned  3-16-14
No Ka Oi’s Tri N Push Me Ali’I  X 
No Ka Oi’s Vintage Shiraz
Owner:  AAron & Sayaka Weslow & Rita L. Webb
Breeder:  Rita L Webb
Senior Courser

Starfyre’s Tri A Lil’ Pizzazz SC
Title Earned 1-12-14
CH Sugrshaq-Ankhu No Holds Barred  X 
DC Starfyre-Jumanji Paprika SC
Owner/Breeder:  Denise Searcy & Kathy Grayson

CH Emerant’s Heez Born To Be Wild SC
Title Earned  2-16-14
GCH CH Platinum’s Fearisnotafactor RN JC  X 
CH Emerant N Fopaws Sheza Seeker RN SC
Owner:  Sarah Smith-Falkner
Breeder:  Bryce L Hart & Lisa R Hart

CH Jasiri-Sukari Just My Style SC
Title Earned  3-16-14
GCH CH Jasiri-Sukari Bucking The Trind  X 
CH Jasiri-Sukari Just Sprite JC
Owner:  Eileen M Bailey & Kathy Jones & Julie L Jones
Breeder:  Kathleen A Jones & Julie L Jones

Starfyre’s Mr. Sinatra SC
Title Earned  3-23-14
CH Jamadari’s Saint Dominic  X 
GCH CH Starfyre’s Mega Million Jackpot
Owner:  Denise Searcy
Breeder:  Denise Searcy & Kathy Grayson

Master Courser

FC Kinetic-Tanza Soul Music MC
B/B
Title Earned  3-30-14
Avongara Cole Of Brushy Run JC  X 
DC Sherwood’s Shadow Of The Moon MC
Owner/Breeder: Lisa Voss & Pat Fragassi & Samuel H Stump

FC Maximillian RE MC MX MXJ
Title Earned  3-23-14
Owner:  Alyce Sumita & Glenn Fukuma

Field Champion

FC Avongara Naziki SC
Title Earned  2-16-14
Foundation Stock  X 
Foundation Stock
Owner:  Katie Campbell

FC Driving Miss Dasypus MC
Title Earned  3-15-14
Owner:  Wendy L. Hodges

DC Emerant’s Heez Born To Be Wild SC
Title Earned  3-15-14
GCH CH Platinum’s Fearisnotafactor RN JC  X 
CH Emerant N Fopaws Sheza Seeker RN SC
Owner:  Sarah Smith-Falkner
Breeder:  Bryce L Hart & Lisa R Hart

Lure Courser Excellent

DC Taji’s Alster Ego From Hodari SC LCX
Title Earned  3-16-14
CH Khamsin Imani In A Great Spot  X 
GCH CH Taji’s Hodari On The Wings Of A Dove
Owner: Mary Ellen Chaffin & Katie Campbell
Breeder:  Sherry Heath & Katie Campbell & Kevin Black
 

Coursing Ability

GCH DC Ab Tanza Life In The Fast Lane SC CA
Title Earned  2-22-14
GCH CH Reveille Push The Limit To Mv JC  X 
CH Ab-Ss Follow The Money
Owner:  Pat Fragassi & Ted Judd & Wanda K Pooley
Breeder:  Wanda K Pooley

GCH CH Klassic-Tanza Color Me Tri SC CA
Title Earned 2-22-14
CH Klassic’s Tri-Riffic Tuff Stuff  X 
CH Stallian Tanza Tri The Obvious
Owner:  Pat Fragassi & Ted Judd
Breeder:  Jeffrey J Gillespie & Sue Gruber-Kite

Tanza-Jamaa Tri-Light Princess CA
Title Earned 2-23-14
CH Meisterhaus No Nonsense  X 
GCH CH Klassic-Tanza Color Me Tri SC CA

Owner:  Ann Patterson-Hine & Pat Fragassi & Jeff Sheldon
Breeder:  Pat Fragassi & Ted Judd & Jeff Sheldon

CH Jamaa-Tanza Makindu RN SC NA CA
Title Earned  3-16-14
DC Tanza’s Tego SC  X 
CH Zuri’s Joka Of Jamaa JC
Owner:  Brenda Phillips & Jeff S Sheldon
Breeder:  Jeff S Sheldon & Patricia Fragassi & 
Kenneth Leighton & Marilyn Leighton

Coursing Ability Advanced

DC Zuri’s Ultimately Kia MC CAA
Title Earned  3-1-14
Zuri’s Abubakar Madu  X 
CH Zuri’s Okolo
Owner:  Lori J Baxter & Marilyn A Leighton
Breeder:  Kenneth Leighton & Marilyn Leighton

Coursing Ability Excellent 3

FC Zuri’s Trii Me MC LCX3 CAX3
Title Earned 3-1-14
CH Arubmec’s Titus JC  X 
CH Zuri’s Mugabe
Owner:  Della Sehm & Donna Troyna
Breeder:  Kenneth S Leighton & Marilyn Leighton &
Donna M Troyna

AGILITY
Excellent Agility Jumper

Sinbaje’s Thyme2Rise BN RN AX AXJ NAP NJP NFP
Title Earned 1-25-14
TC Sinbaje’s Picture Perfect CDX RE SC OA OAJ MXP6 MXPS 

MJP6 MJPS PAX X 
CH Sinbaje’s That’s Wavy Gravy CDX RE SC MX MXJ OAP OJP 

RATN
Owner:  Linda Daves Siekert
Breeder:  Linda Daves Siekert & Katherine Scott

Master Agility Excellent Preferred 

CH Sinbaje’s That’s Wavy Gravy 
CDX RE SC MX MXJ MXP OJP RATN
Title Earned  3-9-14
CH Furaha’s Joy-Us Nafasi  X 
FC MACH Eldorado’s Y’s African Sinbaje CDX RAE SC MXS 

MJS RATN
Owner/Breeder:  Linda Daves Siekert

Master Excellent Jumper

CH Apu Painted Sand RN SC MX MXB MXJ XF THD
Title Earned  3-16-14
CH Sundiata’s Pi R Squared JC  X 
FC Apu Sand Thru The Hourglass RA MC THD
Owner/Breeder:  Susan Marsicano

Master Bronze Agility

CH Apu Painted Sand RN SC MX MXB AXJ XF THD
Title Earned  2-15-14
CH Sundiata’s Pi R Squared JC  X 
FC Apu Sand Thru The Hourglass RA MC THD
Owner/Breeder:  Susan Marsicano

Open Agility

FC Skyhi’s Native Infinite Hope SC OA OAJ
Title Earned  1-18-14
CH Skyhi’s Daredevil  X 
Avongara Ziki
Owner: Ms. Alyce Sumita Esq. & Mr. Glenn Fukuma

Breeder:  Laurie A Stargell

Agility Excellent

Sinbaje’s Thyme2Rise BN RN AX OAJ NAP NJP NFP
Title Earned 1-18-14
TC Sinbaje’s Picture Perfect CDX RE SC OA OAJ MXP6 MXPS 

MJP6 MJPS PAX  X 
CH Sinbaje’s That’s Wavy Gravy CDX RE SC MX MXJ OAP OJP 

RATN
Owner:  Linda Daves Siekert
Breeder:  Linda Daves Siekert & Katherine Scott

Agility FAST Novice

Possum Creek’s The Mentalist NA NF
Title Earned 3-13-14
GCH CH Cumback’s Pimlico  X 
Eldorado’s Rhiannon
Owner:  Helen Cronenberger & Carole L Kirk
Breeder:  Carole L Kirk & Sheila Lund

Tracking Dog

Hatikvah The Wild Dulcimer RE TD
Title Earned 1-22-14
Asil Da Qi Diamonds In The Ruff RE  X 
CH Illusion Tikvah Tikvah
Owner/Breeder:  Laura Stadtmore

Open Barn Hunt

GCH DC Akuaba N Eldorado’s Speedster MC CA RATO
B/B
Title Earned  1-11-14
GCH CH Eldorado’s Akuaba One More Time  X 
CH Eldorado’s Akuaba With One Look JC
Owner:  Jane Johnson
Breeder:  Sheila Lund & Pamela Geoffroy & Susan Coe
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1 Winter
 FC New World Baridi Ngano,LCM,SC
 Owner: J.Brader, Region 8
 Top20pts:103; BOB:10; BIF:0

2 Zuri
 GCh,DC Jerlin’s Our Zuri Pupin,LCM,VLCM3,MC,SGRC2,LCX
 Owner: T.Colbert, Region 6
 Top20pts:102; BOB:20; BIF:0

3 Searsha
 GCh,DC N’Focus Santa Baby,LCM3,MC,GRC,CGC,VB
 Owner: K.Sanders, Region 8
 Top20pts:96; BOB:21; BIF:1

4 Aqune
 Thor’s Song For A Winter’s Night,FCh 
 Owner: J.Brader, Region 8
 Top20pts:65; BOB:30; BIF:0

5 Merlin
 FC Thor’s Kikozi,LCM3,SC
 Owner: J.Brader, Region 8
 Top20pts:61; BOB:4; BIF:0

6 Eagle
 DC Suddanly Essence of Eaglewood,FCh,SC
 Owner: J.& F.Hinck/S.Campeau, Region 7
 Top20pts:45; BOB:3; BIF:0

7 Echo
 FC Taji’s Alster Echo,FCh,SC,LCX
 Owner: M.E.Chaffin, Region1
 Top20pts:44; BOB:2; BIF:0

8 Zoe
 Ch Taji’s Alster Ego From Hodari,FCh
 Owners: M.E.Chaffin/K.Campbell, Region 1
 Top20pts:43; BOB:2; BIF:0

9 Tank!
 FC Tank!,FCh,SC
 Owner: W.Hodges/S.Messec, Region 4
 Top20pts:40; BOB:9; BIF:0

10 Sammy
 Baraka Jumoke Salish Samish
 Owner: Root/Bowlus/Gregory/Saban, Region 1
 Top20pts:29; BOB:1; BIF:0

11 Wrinkle
 Suddanly Infra Red,FCh,SC
 Owner: Dr.S.Campeau, Region 7 
 Top20pts:28; BOB:0; BIF:0

12 Ari
 DC Jadaka’s Independent Spirit,FCh,SC,SGRC2,SORC2,VB
 Owner: T.Colbert, Region 6
 Top20pts:27; BOB:0; BIF:0

ASFA TOP 20
LURE COURSING 
JAN 01  THROUGH DEC 2013

AKC TOP TOPDOGS 
LURE COURSING : JAN 01 
THROUGH DEC 2013
BOWEN SYSTEM

1  FC Tank! MC LCX 
 Points 100

2  DC Taji’s Alster Ego From Hodari SC 
 Points 87

3  FC Taji’s Alster Echo RN MC LCX3
 Points 76

4  GCH DC Emerant’s Heez Reminiscent MC LCX 
 Points 51

5  DC Suddanly Essence Of Eaglewood SC 
 Points 44

6  FC Thor’s Song For A Winter’s Night SC 
 Points 42

7  GCH DC Songwe’s Rock Star Legend SC 
 Points 41

8  DC Fopaw’s Touch Of Evil At Saorsa RN SC 
 Points 38

8  GCH DC Emerant’s Sheez Gotcha MC LCX 
 Points 38

8  GCH DC Meisterhaus Neon Nights SC
 Points 38

8  Avongara Naziki SC 
 Points 38

8  Driving Miss Dasypus MC 
 Points 38

13  DC Platinum Nelson Blue Diamond MC 
 Points 36

14  FC Select Ww A Bonnie Boo SC 
 Points 34

14  FC Baraka How The Wind Blows SC 
 Points 34

16  FC Epic Select In Your Face SC 
 Points 33

17  GCH DC Baraka Jumoke Salish Samish SC 
 Points 32

18  FC Thor’s Kikozi SC 
 Points 31

19  Suddanly Apex Fresh Air SC 
 Points 30

19  FC Fopaw’s Black Pearl MC 
 Points 30

21  DC Emerant Makindu Heez Got Game BN RN SC 
 Points 27

21  GCH DC Akuaba N Eldorado’s Speedster 

 MC CA RATN
 Points 27

23  Suddanly Boot Scootin’ Boogie SC 
 Points 26

23  FC Congaro’s O Ku’u’ Aina Aloha SC CA 
 Points 26

23  FC Epic Select Bright Colors Shining SC 
 Points 26

13 Tempest
 GCh,DC Meisterhaus Neon Nights,FCh,SC,VB,GCR
 Owner: J.Stewart & T.Brooks, Region 5
 Top20pts:26; BOB:3; BIF:0

14 Ginger
 SuddanlyMaggie’sMoopunaEhuGinger
 Owner: W.Sullivan/S.Campeau, Region 7
 Top20pts:23; BOB:1; BIF:0

15 Remi
 FC Emerant’s Heez Reminiscent,FCh,SC
 Owner: S.Smith-Falkner/L.Hart, Region 1
 Top20pts:21; BOB:1; BIF:0

16 Banh Mi
 FC Taji’sBanhMiOntheRunwaytoBlueno,FCh,SC
 Owner: Hamilton/Campbell/Kim/Farnsworth, Region 6
 Top20pts:20; BOB:3; BIF:0

16 Sparkle
 Thor’s Winter Wonderland
 Owner: J.Brader, Region 8
 Top20pts:20; BOB:0; BIF:0

16 Flare
 Suddanly Incandescent,SC
 Owner: S.Campeau, Region 7
 Top20pts:20; BOB:0; BIF:0

19 Xanthus
 Ch Berimo N Taji’s Sunday Silence
 Owner: T.McQuigg/P.Marshall/K.Campbell, Region 3
 Top20pts:16; BOB:8; BIF:2

19 Sheila
 Driving Miss Dasypus,SC
 Owner: W.Hodges, Region 4
 Top20pts:16; BOB:1; BIF:0

19 Bama
 Baraka Bama
 Owner: P.Root/W.Bowlus, Region 1
 Top20pts:16; BOB:0; BIF:0

19 Breeze
 Suddanly Apex Fresh Air,FCh,SC
 Owner: Dr.S.Campeau, Region 7
 Top20pts:16; BOB:0; BIF:0

1  Ari 
 GCH DC Jadaka’s Independent Spirit SC SGRC4 SORC4 

LCM TCP TT CGC VB
 NRC 120.00; YTD 38.50
 Owner: Colbert

2 Rocky 
 Kiroja Chicago Hood At Jaroufa SGRC7 
 NRC 227.00 YTD 24.00
 Owner: Ladick

3  Tempest 
 CH Meisterhaus Neon Nights SGRC 
 NRC 30.50 YTD 19.00
 Owner: Stewart/Brooks

4  Kyo 
 Kinetic-Tanza Reaper Man GRC 
 NRC 13.00 YTD 13.00
 Owner: Voss/Stump/Fragassi

5  Tutu 
 Apu Pi De Deux SGRC3 
 NRC 104.75 YTD 11.00
 Owner: Christensen

6  Harley
 CH Sam’s I’ll Tri Anything GRC
 NRC 14.42 YTD 10.42
 Owner: Haggard

7  Liner 
 Ch Apu I Liner ORC JOR VB 
 NRC 9.50 YTD 9.50
 Owner: Marsicano

8  Zuri 
 GCh DC Jerlin’s Our Zuri Pupin 
 MC LCX SGRC2 SORC LCM VLCM3 TT VB 
 NRC 81.92 YTD 6.17
 Owner: Colbert

9  Zuni 
 Astarte’s Zuni Breeze at Sun River CGC, SGRC, JOR 
 NRC 31.50 YTD 6.00
 Owner: Garel/Sapios

10  Scarlet 
 FC Apu PiNache  

RN NA NAJ NF SC SGRC2 SORC THD FCH 
 NRC 72.00 YTD 5.00
 Owner: Marsicano

LGRA TOP TEN
STRAIGHT LINE RACING 
JAN O1 THROUGH DEC 2013

1 Ari
 Jadaka’s Independent Spirit SORC4
 Colbert
 39.00

2 Tempest
 Meisterhaus Neon Nights ORC
 Stewart/Brooks
 17.00

3 TuTu
 Apu Pi De Deux SORC2
 Christensen
 13.50

4 Remi
 Emerant’s Heez Reminiscent ORC SOR
 Smith/Hart
 13.25

5 Zuri
 Jerlin’s Our Zuri Pupin SORC
 Colbert
 8.08

6 Scarlet
 Apu Pinache SORC
 Marsicano
 8.00

7 Velvet
 Akuaba N Eldorado’s Speedster ORC
 Johnson
 7.00

8 Domino
 Akuaba N Eldorado’s Speed Shot ORC
 Johnson
 6.00

9 Daximillian
 5Star Dax De Fax SOR ORC
 Sauceda
 5.00

9 Searsha
 N’Focus Santa Baby JOR
 Sanders
 5.00

11 Moose
 Emerant’s Heez Born to be Wild JOR
 Smith
 4.75

12 Gus
 Emerant’s Heez Got Gusto
 Hart
 4.00

13 Liner
 Apu I Liner ORC
 Marsicano
 3.00

14 Rocky
 Kiroja Chicago Hood at Jaroufa SORC
 Ladick
 2.80

NOTRA TOP 20
OVAL TRACK RACING 
JAN O1 THROUGH DEC 2013

15 Banh Mi
 Tajis Banh Mi On the Runway to Blue Note JOR
 Hamilton/Campbell/Kim/Farnsworth
 1.83

16 Duffy
 5Star Stepping Stone Ode to Kazor JOR
 Sauceda
 1.50

17 Zoe
 Taji’s Alster Egofrom Hodari JOR
 Chaffin/Campbell
 1.50

17 Jada
 Kiroja’s Loving Every Minute SORC3
 Cook/Hayek/Harmon
 1.42

19 Bama
 Baraka Bama JOR
 Bowlus
 1.00

19 Dax
 Sundiata Curzon Dax SOR
 Gamble
 1.00

19 Fern
 Apu Painted Sand SORC
 Marsicano
 1.00

19 Kyo
 Kinetic-Tanza Reaper Man
 Voss/Stump/Fragassi
 1.00

19 Miko
 Skyhi’s Native Infinite Hope
 Sumita/Fukuma
 1.00

19 Tank!
 Tank!
 Hodges/Messec
 1.00

19 Trii Me
 Zuri’s Trii Me SOR ORC
 Sehm/Troyna
 1.00
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AKC TOPDOGS AGILITY
MACH COMPETITION 
JAN 01, 2013 – DEC 31, 2013

1 Feigh
 FC MACH Eldorado’s Y’s African Sinbaje  

CDX RAE SC MXS

2 Fern
 CH Apu Painted Sand  

RN SC MX AXJ XF 

3 Max
 FC Maximillian  

RE SC MX MXJ

4 Zuri 
 Fly’N Hi’s Pretty Amazing 

 JC AX AXJ

5 Jada
 Kiroja Loving Every Minute  

RN JC MX AXJ

6 V
 CH Sinbaje’s That’s Wavy Gravy  

CDX RE SC MX MXJ OAP OJP RAT

7 Zest!
 CH Makalika-Jerlin Cherry Pop  

SC AX AXJ NAP OF

8 Clay
 Sinbaje’s Perfect Contender  

CD RA JC MX MXJ OAP OJP

PACH COMPETITION 
JAN 01, 2013 – DEC 31, 2013

1 Clay
 Sinbaje’s Perfect Contender  

CD RA JC MX MXJ OAP O

2 Oakley
 Jasiri-Sukari Bronco Busting Annie  

RN SC AXP AJP CA

© 2014 American Kennel Club 

2013 AKC AGILITY STATS
JANUARY 1, 2013 - DECEMBER 31, 2013

Linda Siekert compiled the following statistics in recognition of all the hard working Basenji 
agility participants in 2013.  Any errors or omissions are not intentional. 

NOVICE through EXCELLENT  
For the purpose of these statistics two criteria were tab-
ulated and averaged: time and score. In an AKC agility 
trial, class placements are determined by the highest 
score (out of 100); a tie goes to the fastest time.  Below 
are the results based on that same formulation; highest 
score, then fastest time.

NOVICE 

NOVICE A STD TIME SCORE RANK

Gabby 59.26 95 1

Thabo 66.97 95 2

NOVICE B STD TIME SCORE RANK

Ph’nx 44.09 97 1

Jules 68.26 97 2

 Miko 65.81 93 3

Fiddle 51.88 92 4

NOVICE B JWW TIME SCORE RANK

Ph’nx 22.55 100 1

 Miko 38.73 93 2

Fiddle 43.42 93 3

Jules 46.27 92 4

Ki-Ju 45 90 5

NOVICE PREF STD TIME SCORE RANK

Mara 77.06 92 1

NOVICE PREF JWW TIME SCORE RANK

Mara 37.36 99 1

OPEN

OPEN STANDARD TIME SCORE RANK

Miko 65 98 1

Ph’nx 60.03 92 2

Ki-Ju 67.84 91 3

OPEN JWW TIME SCORE RANK

Ph’nx 35.49 100 1

Miko 36 100 2

Miranda 43.87 95 3

Ruby 44.18 85 4

Arrow 45.99 92 5

OPEN PREF STD TIME SCORE RANK

Oakley 67.97 95 1

Sam 60.66 93 2

OPEN PREF JWW TIME SCORE RANK

Sam 33.91 100 1

Guy Noir 48.33 93 2

Oakley 48.76 91 3

EXCELLENT 

EXCELLENT STD TIME SCORE RANK

Ph’nx 59.17 100 1

Zuri 62.49 100 2

Miranda 68.37 97 3

EXC JWW TIME SCORE

Ph’nx 43.19 100 1

Zuri 46.49 92 2

EXC PREF STD TIME SCORE RANK

Oakley 67.71 100 1

Sonar 70.91 94 2

EXC PREF JWW TIME SCORE RANK

Sonar 52.35 93 1

Oakley 53.17 92 2

MASTER CLASS
The same formula for the AKC Agility Invitational has 
been used; (QQ’s (if applicable) x 10) + speed points 
earned from the Master class.  For reporting purposes 
and class rankings, classes have been divided.
 

MASTER  

STD TIME

RANK BY 

TIME SPEED PTS

RANK BY 

SPEED PTS 

Feigh 47.55 1 193 1

Max 56.23 2 64 3

Zuri 57.93 3 47 4

Zest! 60.02 4 25 6

Fern 61.50 5 70 2

V 61.88 6 33 5

Jada 62.58 7 20 7

Clay 64.17 8 4 8

MASTER 

JWW TIME

RANK BY 

TIME SPEED PTS

RANK BY 

SPEED PTS 

Feigh 30.62 1 94 1

Zuri 37.24 2 9 4

Max 38.50 4 23 2

Jada 39.36 5 11 3

Zest! 40.76 3 2 8

V 40.98 6 3 7

Clay 41.64 7 5 6

Fern 42.36 8 6 5
MASTER 

QQ X SPEED 

PTS QQ SPEED PTS YTD TOTAL RANK

Feigh 2 287 307 1

Max 1 87 97 2

Fern 2 76 96 3

Zuri 0 56 56 4

Jada 2 31 51 5

V 0 35 35 6

Zest! 0 28 28 7

Clay 1 9 19 8

MASTER 

PREF STD TIME

RANK BY 

TIME SPEED PTS

RANK BY 

SPEED PTS 

Clay 60.59 1 24 2

Oakley 61.52 2 31 1

MASTER 

PREF JWW TIME

RANK BY 

TIME SPEED PTS

RANK BY 

SPEED PTS 

Clay 38.74 1 8 1

Oakley 46.72 2 0 2

MASTER 

PREF QQ X 

SPEED PTS QQ SPEED PTS YTD TOTAL RANK

Clay 1 32 42 1

Oakley 0 31 31 2

FAST CLASSES
For the purpose of these statistics two criteria were 
tabulated and averaged: time and points earned. In an 
AKC agility trial, class placements are determined by the 
highest number of points earned; a tie goes to the fastest 
time.  Below are the results based on that same formula-
tion; highest number of points earned, then fastest time.

NOVICE A FAST TIME PTS RANK

Thabo 27.68 54 1

NOVICE B FAST TIME PTS RANK

Zuri 36.13 64 1

Scarlet 32.24 61 2

Fiddle 25.28 60 3

Miranda 32.31 59 4

OPEN FAST TIME PTS RANK

Zest! 35.54 68 1

OPEN PREF FAST TIME PTS RANK

Guy Noir 23.24 61 1

PARTICIPANTS

Arrow 
DC Tammen’s Can’T Touch This BN RE SC OA OAJ

Clay 
Sinbaje’s Perfect Contender CD RA JC MX MXJ OAP OJP

Feigh 
FC MACH Eldorado’s Y’s African Sinbaje CDX RAE SC MXS MJS RATN

Fern 
CH Apu Painted Sand RN SC MX AXJ XF THD

Fiddle 
Apu Sweet Baby James NA, NAJ, NF

Gabby 
Sonbar’s Tabloid Talk RN

Guy Noir 
Apu Guy Noir RA NAJ OJP NFP THD

Jada 
Kiroja Loving Every Minute RN JC MX AXJ

Jules 
DC Eldorado’s Made You Look CD BN RE LCX2 NA NAJ RATN

Ki-Ju 
FC Zyuri’s Ki-Ju At Amun CD BN RE MC NA NAJ

Mara 
Fly’N Hi N Kazor’s Maasai Mara NJP

Max 
FC Maximillian RE SC MX MXJ

Miko
 FC Skyhi’s Native Infinite Hope SC OA OAJ

Miranda 
CH Arendahls Carnival Night RA JC OA OAJ NF

Oakley 
Jasiri-Sukari Bronco Busting Annie RN SC AXP AJP CA

Ph’nx 
Sinbaje’s Thyme2Rise BN RN AX AXJ NAP NJP NFP RATN

Ruby 
Fly’N Hi Kazor Ruby Lisanne VCD2 RN AX AXJ

Sam 
Dharian’s Lone Star SC AX AXJ OAP OJP

Scarlet 
FC Apu Pinache RN SC NA NAJ NF THD

Sonar 
GCH CH Sonbar’s Sonic Shockwave CD RAE OA OAJ AJP

Thabo 
Possum Creek’s The Mentalist NA

V 
CH Sinbaje’s That’s Wavy Gravy CDX RE SC MX MXJ OAP OJP

Zest! 
CH Makalika-Jerlin Cherry Pop SC AX AXJ NAP NF

Zuri 
Fly’N Hi’s Pretty Amazing JC AX AXJ



Order the 2012 BCOA African Stock Project CD
This special CD contains the Original Foundation Stock, the 1990 Foundation Stock,  
and the 1990 Foundation Stock Direct Descendants.

Two easy ways to order

1 Mail your order  
 BCOA African Stock Project 
 c/o Linda Siekert 
 6800 N Montezuma Dr 
 Tucson, AZ 85718-2432

2 Purchase online at www.Basenji.org  
 Click on the BCOA Online Store

Price covers postage and handling. Make checks or 

money orders payable to the BCOA in U.S. funds only. 

Foreign orders please mail or email Linda Siekert 

(sinbaje@comcast.net) for prices.

$11 for the Compact Disc, which contains the same style/format found on the 
African Stock Project website in better quality video.The CD is Windows and 
Macintosh compatible with MS Internet Explorer or Netscape Browser version 4  
or higher installed. Quicktime installer is included to view the video.  
Please be sure to send information on current (and past) litters that involve  
at least one full African parent to Linda Siekert.
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OFA BASENJI HEALTH REPORTS (Q4 2013)

Provided by the Orthopedic Foundation for Animals—OFFA.ORG 

DENTITION

HP34532101 KIBUSHI THE ORACLE FULL 

HP36160002 POSSUM CREEK’S NGOMA FULL

ELBOWS

HP39713504 AKUABA N ELDORADO XTRA BASE HIT NORMAL

HP41993103 ANKHU ACROSS THE UNIVERSE NORMAL

HP41993102 ANKHU FIRST TO FIRE NORMAL

HP41993101 ANKHU SILLY HEART NORMAL

HP41993105 ANKHU SOME KIND OF WONDERFUL NORMAL

HP41754804 EPIC SELECT NEVER SAY GOODBYE NORMAL

HP39869202 FOPAW’S TOUCH OF EVIL AT SAORSA NORMAL

HP41431604 SALISH SEA’S KAKALA NORMAL

HP41431605 SALISH SEA’S KEKAN NORMAL

HP41431603 SALISH SEA’S LAMINDU NORMAL

HP36061303 SELECT H-CREST INSISTENCE NORMAL

HP39903403 SELECT IC INFODOTCOM NORMAL

HP39903401 SELECT IC INFORMATION NORMAL

HP41754704 SELECT TOMAR’S INCHANTING EPIC NORMAL

EYES

P421862 AVUVI ENAGNON NORMAL

HP07888302 BERIMO ROCKY RACCOON NORMAL*

HM92980004 DHARIAN’S OBSIDIAN NORMAL

HP03151001 DHARIAN’S SWEETNESS NORMAL

HM92980104 DHARIAN’S WOZ UP NORMAL

NOREG1628925 DORA NORMAL*

HP28775903 JERLIN’S MYSTIC WARRIOR NORMAL*

HP42082203 KHANI’S BUST A MOVE NORMAL

NOREG1628927 KNICKERS NORMAL*

HM98826902 SELECT RUGOSA ROSE BOUQET NORMAL*

HP42349008 SIROBE EGO-TRIP FOR ROSEWOOD NORMAL*

HP42349007 SIROBE EGOCENTRIC ROSEWOOD NORMAL*

FANCONI SYNDROME

NOREG-1378681  #1 (ELMO) CARRIER

NOREG-1377381  #1 (PIC 1) CARRIER

NOREG-1392951  #1 (RG) NORMAL

NOREG-1376641  #1 (RING3) NORMAL

HP467663  #1 (SXW B1) CARRIER

NOREG-1392952  #2 (BG) CARRIER

NOREG-1378622  #2 (BRINDLEBOY) CARRIER

NOREG-1377382  #2 (PIC BOLT) NORMAL

NOREG-1405912  #2 (PLAYER) CARRIER

HP467663  #2 (SXW B2) NORMAL

NOREG-1405913  #3 (MINDI) CARRIER

NOREG-1377383  #3 (PIC LUKE) NORMAL

NOREG-1376643  #3 (RING2) NORMAL

HP467663  #3 (SXW B3) CARRIER

NOREG-1377384  #4 (PIC TRI) CARRIER

HP467663  #4 (SXW G1) CARRIER

HP467663  #5 (SXW G2) CARRIER

NOREG-1376646  #6 (RING1) CARRIER

HP467663  #6 (SXW G3) NORMAL

2905733 ABOTERE’S AJENY NORMAL

HP46431103 ADIKA CARRIER

NSHB2908641 AFRICAN MYSTERY’S ENYI KITOTO NORMAL

2908640 AFRICAN MYSTERY’S ENZI KIRA NORMAL

NHSB2908642 AFRICAN MYSTERY’S EPESI VIZURI NORMAL

NHSB2908639 AFRICAN MYSTERY’S EREVU EWANSIHA NORMAL

FI1337413 AJIBU KING OF HEARTS CARRIER

FI1304413 AJIBU LIFE AND SOUL CARRIER

FI1304513 AJIBU LIKE A DREAM NORMAL

NOREG-1381032 ALL SQUARE ALWAYS IN AWE #2 NORMAL

NOREG-1381031 ALL SQUARE AVANTE-GARDE #1 NORMAL

HP46636705 AMORE AFRICANADIAN HEART STOPPER CARRIER

NOREG-1380781 AMORE’S CROSS MY HEART CARRIER

NOREG-1381182 AMORE’S HEART AND SOUL #2 (SEBASTIAN) NORMAL

NOREG-1380783 AMORE’S HEART OF GOLD CARRIER

NOREG-1381181 AMORE’S HEART OF GYPSY #1 (GYPSY) CARRIER

HP46602205 AMORE’S LASTING IMPRESSIONS NORMAL

HP46602201 AMORE’S LASTING LOVE #1 NORMAL

HP46602201 AMORE’S MY LAST WISH #2 (MOUSE) NORMAL

HP46602203 AMORE’S ONE LAST CHANCE NORMAL

HP46602204 AMORE’S ONE LAST TRI NORMAL

HP46431106 ANDERSON AFFECTED

RKF3482170 ANGAVU MAISHA DARA NYOTA NORMAL

HP41993102 ANKHU FIRST TO FIRE NORMAL

HP41993101 ANKHU SILLY HEART CARRIER

HP41993105 ANKHU SOME KIND OF WONDERFUL CARRIER

HP46546801 ARUBMEC’S CAPT’N JACK CARRIER

HP46546702 ARUBMEC’S I’LL HAVE ANOTHER NORMAL

HP46546704 ARUBMEC’S TEDDY CARRIER

CLPBSN506 ASHLEE ADENIKE BELONGO NORMAL

HP46078802 AVONGARA AFRICAN BELLE NORMAL

HP24592302 AVONGARA BOLD AS BRASS ITZYU HICOTN NORMAL

NOREG-1392911 AYAME NORMAL

VDHZULU1318600025 AYANNA MOSWEN LEOTO NORMAL

NOREG-1378053 BAHITI GIRL PUP 1 #3 CARRIER

NOREG-1378054 BAHITI GIRL PUP 2 #4 NORMAL

NOREG-1393843 BAMBOU GIRL 1 #3 (RED) NORMAL

NOREG-1393844 BAMBOU GIRL 2 #4 (SPOT) CARRIER

NOREG-1393845 BAMBOU GIRL 3 #5 (WHITE) NORMAL

NOREG-1393841 BAMBOU MALE 1 #1 (1/2COLLAR) CARRIER

NOREG-1393842 BAMBOU MALE 2 #2 CARRIER

PKR.V..... BASTET PRINCESS OF BURUDIKA #4 CARRIER

Is your website up to date?
Does it have old news? 
Information that’s not current?

UPDATE your web site so you can be the resource for Basenji breed information.

REMEMBER for-profit breeder web sites are always up to date.  
It’s their goal to get the public’s attention so that they can be the resource for Basenjis.

UPDATE your data-tags so that when people search they can find you.

BRAG about your puppies & accomplishments.

DISPLAY your imports. 

ANNOUNCE your future plans! 

HIGHLIGHT Basenjis who need a new home and link to rescue sites.

REMOVE old information.

PROVIDE referrals on your site if you are not breeding or expecting a litter. 

PROMOTE your history in the breed.

P H OTO G R A P H Y  G E O R G E  W O O D A R D
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2100386829 BAYENZI AGNES B NORMAL

2100342942 BAYENZI PIPPI LONGSTOCKING NORMAL

PKR.V..... BENZAITEN PRINCESS OF BURUDIKA #7 CARRIER

PKR.V..... BEYLA PRINCESS OF BURUDIKA #6 NORMAL

HP46474605 BLACK CARRIER

NOREG-1382093 BLACK FOREST GOBLINS ABBY #3 (ABBY) CARRIER

NOREG-1382094 BLACK FOREST GOBLINS AMANI #4 (AKANI) NORMAL

NOREG-1382092 BLACK FOREST GOBLINS AMBER #2 (AMBER) CARRIER

NOREG-1382091 BLACK FOREST GOBLINS ARAGORN #1 (MANNI) CARRIER

HP46474601 BLUE NORMAL

PKR.V..... BOBBI-BOBBI PRINCE OF BURUDIKA #1 CARRIER

HP46431104 BONNIE NORMAL

PKR.V..... BRIGHID PRINCESS OF BURUDIKA #3 NORMAL

BS0003013 BROCCOLI OF FIGHTING MARKER JP CARRIER

NOREG-1392871 BUCK GEMIGNANI NORMAL

PKR.V..... BUKU PRINCESS OF BURUDIKA #5 CARRIER

FI1339714 BULLDOBAS BAROOS IN THE NIGHT NORMAL

FI1339414 BULLDOBAS BELLE BUBBBLING UNDER CARRIER

FI1339514 BULLDOBAS BORN TO BE CUTE CARRIER

FI1339614 BULLDOBAS BUBBLER TO BUSHONGO CARRIER

NOREG-1394501 CATINGA SUNNY FELLOW NORMAL

ZW500903 CH AFRICANADIAN KIMIA ANGO ANGARI NORMAL

HP46431101 CLEARY AFFECTED

HP44326401 CYRUS BOOSAJAH NAVARRO NORMAL

HP46664002 DANICA’S TRI BOY CARRIER

HP46664001 DANICA’S TRI GIRL CARRIER

HP36318404 DHARIAN’S DREAMCATCHER OF WOZ NORMAL

NOREG-1378661 DOBERGUARD’S BLACK DIAMOND NORMAL

12166021 DOLLI AMBER SUN NORMAL

NOREG-1393846 DONOSTIA #6 (BRINDLE) CARRIER

NOREG-1393847 DONOSTIA GIRL 1 #7 (ARROW) NORMAL

NOREG-1393848 DONOSTIA GIRL 2 #8 NORMAL

RKF3644226 DREAM OF CONGO MBAKI AFFECTED

HP46566005 EPIC SELECT SOMETHING WICKED THIS WAY COMES NORMAL

HP4656603 EPIC SELECT THE COURSE OF TRUE LOVE CARRIER

NOREG-1095321 EVONTY RANESHA HABIBA NORMAL

NOREG-1378443 FADED ROSE ME CATCH’N BUTTERFLIES NORMAL

NOREG-1378713 FADHAA SALASIRIAN #3 NORMAL

NOREG-1378712 FALSAFA SALASIRIAN #2 CARRIER

1458326 FANTA OF SWALA PALA NORMAL

SE122742012 FARAOLAND CHRISTMAS SYLLABUB NORMAL

SE137292012 FARAOLAND MADE IN SWEDEN NORMAL

NOREG-1381107 FARLANDERS CAN YOU SEE IT NOW (PRINCE) NORMAL

NOREG-1377231 FAROXBIBA’S BOY #1 CARRIER

NOREG-1377232 FAROXBIBA’S GIRL 1 #2 NORMAL

NOREG-1377233 FAROXBIBA’S GIRL 2 #3 CARRIER

NOREG-1377234 FAROXBIBA’S GIRL 3 #4 CARRIER

1457327 FETI OF SWALA PALA NORMAL

HP46378301 FLYN HI AB DARK MISTRESS CARRIER

NOREG-1213571 FOX NORMAL

HP46531305 FRMA NORMAL

NOREG-1378711 FUNANYA SALASIRIAN #1 CARRIER

LOF156600337 GWEN-DO-LINE DES TERRES OCEANES CARRIER

NOREG-1229277 HARROWSUN EL SUENO DEL AMIGO #7 NORMAL

AQ0901778 HI-LITE BULLDOBAS WILD CHILD OF MEMETUKA NORMAL

NOREG-1394405 IFE DU BOIS MELUSINE #5 (IFE) NORMAL

NOREG-1394404 IGAI DU BOIS MELUSINE #4 (IGAI) NORMAL

HP46769606 ILLUSION’S BALADI #5 (CLEO) NORMAL

HP46769605 ILLUSION’S RUMBA AT ASGARD #4 (RUMBA) NORMAL

HP46769603 ILLUSION’S SALSA #2 (SALSA) NORMAL

HP46769602 ILLUSION’S TANGO #1 (TANGO) NORMAL

NOREG-1394402 ILO DU BOIS MELUSINE #2 (ILO) NORMAL

NOREG-1378907 INDY GIRL RED 1 #7 (SPOT) NORMAL

NOREG-1378908 INDY GIRL RED 2 #8 NORMAL

NOREG-1378904 INDY MALE 1 #4 (SPOT) NORMAL

NOREG-1378905 INDY MALE 2 #5 CARRIER

NOREG-1378906 INDY TRI GIRL #6 (TRI) NORMAL

1647 IRIS NORMAL

NOREG-1394403 IRTO DU BOIS MELUSINE #3 (IRTO) NORMAL

NOREG-1394401 ISIS DU BOIS MELUSINE #1 (ISIS) NORMAL

2909256 ITIBARI FROM THE HEADWATERS NORMAL

NOREG-1378903 IVY FROUFROU GIRL #3 (IVY) NORMAL

HP44407805 JEN’S DREAM COME TRUE CARRIER

18434391 JODI HNILICA NORMAL

HP42272001 JOKER’S ROCKET FLYING HIGH CARRIER

AA492838 JOSABRY BIBI AYO #3 (AYO) NORMAL

AA492838 JOSABRY BIBI AZA #4 (AZA) NORMAL

AA492839 JOSABRY BWANA ALITIGER #2 (ALI) NORMAL

AW535126 JOSABRY BWANA GUIBO #1 (GUIBO) CARRIER

RKF3417186 KARAMEL BON-BON IZ NEVSKOY IMPERII NORMAL

HP45689503 KARNAK’S DEUX THE HUSTLE CARRIER

HP45968601 KENSET LUKURU TYED TO THE PAST NORMAL

SE106142011 KINDUBEAMS GLORIOUS LUCIA OF LIGHT NORMAL

HP46431105 KING CARRIER

NOREG-1381109 KINGWANAS LOVEBUG (JUBEL) NORMAL

NOREG-1381101 KINGWANAS M LITTER BOY 1 “NEO” #1 CARRIER

NOREG-1381102 KINGWANAS M LITTER BOY 2 “FROST” #2 NORMAL

NOREG-1381105 KINGWANAS MILLIEONAIR (MELIS) NORMAL

HP33486601 KISA CLEAR N PRESENT DANGER NORMAL

HP08226405 KLASSIC HOT TICKET TO BERIMO NORMAL

HP44008801 KLASSIC’S JEAN-LOUIS NORMAL

HM98884902 KLASSIC’S SKYS THE LIMIT NORMAL

NHSB2785883 KOKOJAMBO’S GHALI GHANIMA NORMAL

LOI1054681 LADY ML FOAL BOY NORMAL

1107588 LADYBABY VAN ‘T MANUHOF NORMAL

HP46348003 LAUREL FORCE BE WITH CARSON’S CAUSE NORMAL

HP46348001 LAUREL FORCE BE WITH DARWIN’S SURVIVIOR NORMAL

HP46348002 LAUREL FORCE BE WITH LEOPOLD’S WILD THING CARRIER

HP46348004 LAUREL FORCE BE WITH THOREAU’S DISOBEDIENCE NORMAL

HP46348005 LAUREL FORCE MUIR’S SIERRA NORMAL

HP46531304 LAUREL FRMA CARRIER

HP46531302 LAUREL FRMA NORMAL

HP46531301 LAUREL FRMA ... NORMAL

HP46531303 LAUREL FRMA... CARRIER

NOREG-1375701 LAYLA SHIMON NORMAL

NOREG-1381531 LILY NORMAL

HP46498601 LXP BOY CARRIER

HP46498602 LXP GIRL NORMAL

LOFENCOURS M’RY DE CASSANDRA NORMAL

NOREG-1378901 MALE 1 FROUFROU #1 (SPOT) NORMAL

NOREG-1378902 MALE 2 FROUFROU #2 NORMAL

NOREG-1377902 MANZI TAMI’S EKIBONDO #2 NORMAL

HP44542001 MEISTERHAUS VICTORY UP UP ‘N AWAY CARRIER

NOREG-1377905 MIMI TAMI’S EKIBONDO #5 NORMAL

HP46385804 MOJO DEAN BEAN NORMAL

NOREG-1377903 MOSI TAMI’S EKIBONDO #3 NORMAL

NOREG-1377904 MUNA TAMI’S EKIBONDO #4 NORMAL

NOREG-1377901 MUNGU TAMI’S EKIBONDO #1 NORMAL

HP46514504 NELSON’S MAGNIFICENT 7 IN FLIGHT AURORA NORMAL

NOREG-1376171 NGANGA’S IT S ONE HECK OF A STORM #1 (ZAPA) NORMAL

NOREG-1376172 NGANGA’S PERFECT STORM #2 (RUT) CARRIER

HP44486506 NOCTURNALS ADELE #2 (ADELE) NORMAL

HP46541101 NOWATA’S PARTY OF ONE NORMAL

NOREG-1393611 PENNY CARRIER

RKF3495624 PEYSCHENS PRITTY KITTY AFFECTED

NOREG-1378682 PRINCESS CERVANTEZ #2 (PRINCESS) NORMAL

HP36452902 PROUDLAAN DREAM MIA DREAM NORMAL

HP46474602 RED CARRIER

FI5529213 ROSONE’S VINO VERDUZZO NORMAL

FI5529313 ROSONE’S VINO VERMENTINO CARRIER

FI5529413 ROSONE’S VIOLA VERDECA NORMAL

FI5529513 ROSONE’S VIOLA VERNACCIA CARRIER

RKF3258970 RUS DOG’MA SCOOBY DOO NORMAL

4007 SAAVIK NORMAL

RKF3232858 SANLIT VIKTORI GORDON SAMMER NORMAL

RKF3232861 SANLIT VIKTORI GRATSIYA GILEYA NORMAL

HP36061303 SELECT H-CREST INSISTENCE CARRIER

HP46586102 SHORTY THE GNOMES TX SHYLOW JO NORMAL

HP29483501 SIGNET SECRET RENDEZVOUS NORMAL

NOREG-1346113 SPARROW BOY RED 1 #3 (LIGHT) NORMAL

NOREG-1375541 SPENCER NORMAL

RKF2936671 STAR KARUNA PIXY OF JUNGLE CARRIER

NOREG-1374701 STAR TALISMAN BRAINY CHEERFUL MARSEL NORMAL

HP36176904 STARFYRE’S ROCK’N WITH DANICA CARRIER

AQ02716907 SWANWITE AZEERA NORMAL

HP24471403 TAJI BERIMO DEVIL WEARS PRADA NORMAL

HP08021802 TAJI’S MARGARITA WITH SALT NORMAL

NOREG-1381881 TAMMIE’S GIGGI OF TOPDOG NORMAL

HP32559001 TAMMIE’S MALCOM OF TOP DOG #1 (MALCOM) CARRIER

HP41081803 TARSHA’S ACE IN THE POCKET OF NOWATA NORMAL

NOREG-1378401 TAY NORMAL

HP42184601 TEAGAN PENELOPE NAVARRO NORMAL

HP46451502 THOR’S AFFAIR ON 8TH AVENUE NORMAL

HP46451503 THOR’S GOODTIME CHARLIE GOT THE BLUES CARRIER

2430810 TIM SPIRIT BORN TO WIN CARRIER

RKF3248855 TIM SPIRIT GALAXY NORMAL

2213791 TIM SPIRIT SAYONARA NORMAL

HP46431107 VONN AFFECTED

1129642 WANYIKA MAALIK NORMAL

1129644 WANYIKA MALIKA NORMAL

HP46474604 WHITE CARRIER

4100225636 WULIANGO DRAGON LILY NORMAL

HP46474603 YELLOW CARRIER

HP46431102 ZOEY CARRIER

UKU0113778 ZUKA VEASNA ALISINA ZVEZDOCHKA NORMAL

3410 NOT GIVEN NORMAL

HIPS

HP42364103 ‘TIS-A SIGNET KISS ME ONCE FAIR

HP39713504 AKUABA N ELDORADO XTRA BASE HIT GOOD

HP41993103 ANKHU ACROSS THE UNIVERSE EXCELLENT

HP41993102 ANKHU FIRST TO FIRE EXCELLENT

HP41993101 ANKHU SILLY HEART EXCELLENT

HP41993105 ANKHU SOME KIND OF WONDERFUL EXCELLENT

HP41754804 EPIC SELECT NEVER SAY GOODBYE GOOD

HP39869202 FOPAW’S TOUCH OF EVIL AT SAORSA GOOD

HP19422103 HACKER’S HOT ‘N’ SPICY DE RWANDA GOOD

HP42085601 ILLUSION’S HEAVEN SENT PAR AVION EXCELLENT

HP42532802 REVEILLE TRIP THE LIGHT FANTASTIC EXCELLENT

HP41431604 SALISH SEA’S KAKALA EXCELLENT

HP41431605 SALISH SEA’S KEKAN EXCELLENT

HP41431603 SALISH SEA’S LAMINDU EXCELLENT

HP36061303 SELECT H-CREST INSISTENCE GOOD

HP39903403 SELECT IC INFODOTCOM GOOD

HP39903401 SELECT IC INFORMATION GOOD

HP41754704 SELECT TOMAR’S INCHANTING EPIC GOOD

HP42406701 SKYHI’S ALWAYS IN FASHION EXCELLENT

PATELLAS

HP41993102 ANKHU FIRST TO FIRE NORMAL 

HP41993101 ANKHU SILLY HEART NORMAL

HP41993105 ANKHU SOME KIND OF WONDERFUL NORMAL

HP41754804 EPIC SELECT NEVER SAY GOODBYE NORMAL

HP39869202 FOPAW’S TOUCH OF EVIL AT SAORSA NORMAL

HP41431604 SALISH SEA’S KAKALA NORMAL

HP41431605 SALISH SEA’S KEKAN NORMAL

HP41431603 SALISH SEA’S LAMINDU NORMAL

HP36061303 SELECT H-CREST INSISTENCE NORMAL

HP39903403 SELECT IC INFODOTCOM NORMAL

HP39903401 SELECT IC INFORMATION NORMAL

HP41754704 SELECT TOMAR’S INCHANTING EPIC NORMAL

PYRUVATE KINASE DEFICIENCY

HP46771001 KANDEM SUMMIT NO REGRETS NORMAL

 PRA/BASENJI NIGHT BLINDNESS

NOREG-1376642  #2 (RING3) CARRIER

NOREG-1376644  #4 (RING2) CARRIER

NOREG-1376645  #5 (RING1) NORMAL

HP03068301 AB-SS FOLLOW THE MONEY NORMAL

3100187272 AFRIKENJI FIFTH ELEMENT CARRIER

3100135336 AFRIKENJI HOT SUMAKNIGHT NORMAL

3100273206 AFRIKENJI HUNTING HIGH AND LOW NORMAL

HP23900201 AHMAHR NAHR’S BLUE CHIP #4 (CHIP) NORMAL

HP29085003 AH. NAHR’S HARLEQUIN CASSANOVA JACK OF WHITE WATER NORMAL

AL00116606 AKMAR QUEEN ANKHESENAMUN NORMAL

HP44513402 AMORE’S PROMISE I’LL TRI NORMAL

RKF3482170 ANGAVU MAISHA DARA NYOTA NORMAL

HP16165001 APU GUY NOIR NORMAL

HP42120302 APU I LINER NORMAL

HP36404306 ARUBMEC’S BLACK-EYED PEA CARRIER

PKR.V18172 ASHTI PRINCESS OF BURUDIKA #8 CARRIER

HP46078802 AVONGARA AFRICAN BELLE NORMAL

HP29160801 AVONGARA BLANCO NORMAL

HP24592302 AVONGARA BOLD AS BRASS ITZYU HICOTN NORMAL

HP28821502 AVONGARA PLEASANT SURPRISE NORMAL

NOREG1449121 AVUVI AKOUEDEKON NORMAL

NOREG-1373951 AVUVI APOLLO OF CALYPSO #1 (APOLLO) NORMAL
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CANINE HEALTH INFORMATION CENTER (CHIC) 
NUMBERS ISSUED/UPDATED FOR BASENJIS Q1 2014

2014 CONTRIBUTORS THROUGH MAY 05, 2014

Julia Alpert

Tatiana Bailey

Victor B & Roberta K. R. Bradford 

Jo York Bradshaw

Gloria Castillo

Linda M. Coker

Joan Doyle

Glenway Dymock

Gloria L. Fellers

Lynn Garel 

Oki Gazehound Org

Midge Greenlee Estate

Laura Mae Hesse

In Memory Of Two Fanconi Victims: 

Littermates Ch. Laurel B’ki Sierra 

Amunibi “Sierra” and Ch. Laurel B’ki 

Diggity Doo Dah “Digby” 

Shirley N. Hoffman

Sharron Ann Hurlbut

Karen Hutchison

Jane C. Johnson

Debra Johnson

Kerry Krisher

Lynn Lane

Diane Laue

Dixon Lee & Kim Noel

Faye & Dean Makishima

Kimberley McNeill & Miles B. Tihansky

Tammy & Timothy McQuigg

Cecily Rappé

Nancy Roisum

Carol M Sander 

Peggy Shifflet

Andrew Spero & Jill Taylor

Peggy Pick & Eric Sutton 

William H. Told Jr. 

Rodney Thatcher

Donna Troyna

Anita White 

Joanne Wilds

Georgiann Wilmot

Allan wM. & Florence Wilson 

Thank you for your contributions! 

NOREG1118331 AVUVI CINNAMON OF AKWE NORMAL

NOREG1449122 AVUVI DJODOUGBE NORMAL

NOREG1449124 AVUVI EKANYE II NORMAL

NOREG1449123 AVUVI MIFLISSOR NORMAL

NOREG1449125 AVUVI MINHOUDO NORMAL

NOREG-1373952 AVUVI YELOYISSE #2 (FUZZY) NORMAL

2100386829 BAYENZI AGNES B NORMAL

2100342942 BAYENZI PIPPI LONGSTOCKING CARRIER

PKR.V..... BOBBI-BOBBI PRINCE OF BURUDIKA #2 NORMAL

HP46493704 BRIDEN’S BOUGARBOU NORMAL

HP46493705 BRIDEN’S KURUKA ROH A NORMAL

HP46493701 BRIDEN’S MANGU CARRIER

ZW500903 CH AFRICANADIAN KIMIA ANGO ANGARI NORMAL

HP41267705 DAKAR’S WIZARD’S APPRENTICE  AT  KABAR NORMAL

HP36318404 DHARIAN’S DREAMCATCHER OF WOZ NORMAL

HP44863501 FADED ROSE ME CATCH’N BUTTERFLIES NORMAL

NOREG-1381107 FARLANDERS CAN YOU SEE IT NOW (PRINCE) NORMAL

HP46531305 FRMA NORMAL

AQ0901778 HI-LITE BULLDOBAS WILD CHILD OF MEMETUKA NORMAL

NOREG-1407359 ILLUSION’S BALADI #9 (CLEO) CARRIER

NOREG-14073510 ILLUSION’S CHACHA #10 (CHACHA) CARRIER

HP46769603 ILLUSION’S FOXTROT #11 (FOX) AFFECTED

HP46769601 ILLUSION’S JIVE #8 (JIVE) CARRIER

HP46769605 ILLUSION’S RUMBA AT ASGARD #14 (RUMBA) CARRIER

HP46769603 ILLUSION’S SALSA #13 (SALSA) CARRIER

HP46769602 ILLUSION’S TANGO #12 (TANGO) AFFECTED

HP29172502 ITZYU MIDNIGHT FROLIC AT KHANI’S CARRIER

HP03894803 JASIRI-SUKARI JOHN TRI-VOLTA NORMAL

HM74116501 JASIRI-SUKARI JURI MAGUIRE NORMAL

HM81274101 JASIRI-SUKARI JURI SEINFELD NORMAL

HM87397403 JASIRI-SUKARI THE ILLUSTRATED MAN NORMAL

HP45689503 KARNAK’S DEUX THE HUSTLE NORMAL

HP39846101 KAZOR’S TRY’N TOP ME NORMAL

HP41768402 KHANI’S TEAZER LAST FRIDAY NIGHT CARRIER

HP43670601 KHANI’S WILD THING CARRIER

HP46493703 KIBUSHI GUGU DIOSPYROS NORMAL

NOREG-1381109 KINGWANAS LOVEBUG (JUBEL) NORMAL

NOREG-1381105 KINGWANAS MILLIEONAIR (MELIS) NORMAL

HP08226405 KLASSIC HOT TICKET TO BERIMO NORMAL

HP45130905 KLASSIC’S SAM I AM NORMAL

HP18848912 KLASSIC’S YUARA HOOT NORMAL

HP42070001 KOIRA’S GINGER SNAP NORMAL

HP42070003 KOIRA’S WILD SAGE NORMAL

LOI1052911 LADY ML FIRE FORCE KID NORMAL

LOI1054681 LADY ML FOAL BOY NORMAL

HP46531304 LAUREL FRMA CARRIER

HP46531302 LAUREL FRMA NORMAL

HP46531301 LAUREL FRMA ... NORMAL

HP46531303 LAUREL FRMA... NORMAL

HP46498601 LXP BOY NORMAL

HP46498602 LXP GIRL CARRIER

NOREG-1224384 MEISTERHAUS PUZZLE ‘N’PLAY (PIM) NORMAL

HP44542001 MEISTERHAUS VICTORY UP UP ‘N AWAY NORMAL

VDHBKD080527 MUTABARUGA’S JUMP NYABINGHI NORMAL

HP46514504 NELSON’S MAGNIFICENT 7 IN FLIGHT AURORA NORMAL

HP39533808 NOCTURNALS ACHILLES THE SECOND NORMAL

HM82388501 NYANGA SIGNET SWEET WILLIAM NORMAL

PKR.V16271 OFI CHILD OF THE STARS ASIACZEK FCI CARRIER

HP46493702 POSSUM CREEK’S ATUMPAN CARRIER

HP46493706 POSSUM CREEK’S SANGBANI NORMAL

HP38535405 PRAIRIELANDS EVERLASTING LOVE NORMAL

FI5529213 ROSONE’S VINO VERDUZZO NORMAL

FI5529313 ROSONE’S VINO VERMENTINO NORMAL

FI5529413 ROSONE’S VIOLA VERDECA NORMAL

FI5529513 ROSONE’S VIOLA VERNACCIA NORMAL

HP28495803 STARFYRE’S LINE OF DISTINCTION CARRIER

AQ02716907 SWANWITE AZEERA NORMAL

HP24471403 TAJI BERIMO DEVIL WEARS PRADA NORMAL

4100225636 WULIANGO DRAGON LILY NORMAL

HP46498501 ZXP BOY NORMAL

HP46498502 ZXP GIRL NORMAL

THYROID

HP36381203 AB DAY TRIP TO TANZA-JAMAA NORMAL

HP41993103 ANKHU ACROSS THE UNIVERSE NORMAL

HP41993104 ANKHU OTTARAY BENJIMEN BONES NORMAL

HP16947801 AZIZIS TIME OUT NORMAL

HP36996703 C-QUEST JOKUBA   STORM NORMAL

HP39869202 FOPAW’S TOUCH OF EVIL AT SAORSA EQUIVOCAL

HP41431604 SALISH SEA’S KAKALA NORMAL

HP41431605 SALISH SEA’S KEKAN NORMAL

HP41431603 SALISH SEA’S LAMINDU NORMAL

OFA WEB SITE TIP
On the OFA web site if you do a seach on, let’s say PRA results, and 
when the list comes up, click on ‘download file’ at the top of the page. 
You can save this file as a spreadsheet. Utilizing the spreadsheet 
functions you can then delete any information that is redundate or 
not necessary to the information you are looking for. From there 
you can sort the data into lists which make the information you are 
looking for easier to see or find.
Carole Kirk

DATE STATUS CHIC # REG # OWNER

SELECT RUGOSA ROSE BOUQET 2/6/14 UPDATE 17696 HM98826902 LINDA LIPFORD, TRACY LEONARD, DVM

JASIRI-SUKARI JOHN TRI-VOLTA 3/6/14 UPDATE 20365 HP03894803 JULIE & KATHY JONES

JASIRI-SUKARI THE ILLUSTRATED MAN 3/6/14 UPDATE 21007 HM87397403 JULIE & KATHY JONES

JASIRI-SUKARI JURI MAGUIRE 3/6/14 UPDATE 21994 HM74116501 JULIE & KATHY JONES

JASIRI-SUKARI JURI SEINFELD 3/6/14 UPDATE 24294 HM81274101 JULIE & KATHY JONES

AZIZIS TIME OUT 2/6/14 UPDATE 38853 HP16947801 CAROL KUNA

DHARIAN’S OBSIDIAN 3/6/14 UPDATE 44231 HM92980004 S ANNE HUMPHREYS

DHARIAN’S WOZ UP 2/28/14 UPDATE 44232 HM92980104 S. ANNE HUMPHREYS, CECELIA WOZNIAK

DHARIAN’S SWEETNESS 2/28/14 UPDATE 44245 HP03151001 S. ANN & BILL HUMPHREYS

BERIMO ROCKY RACCOON 2/6/14 UPDATE 44246 HP07888302 CHARLES B. BRUTON

APEX TYVOLA 1/7/14 UPDATE 56035 HP23367801 GARY R PICKLER

JERLIN’S MYSTIC WARRIOR 2/6/14 UPDATE 63934 HP28775903 CHARLES B. BRUTON

AVUVI DJODOUGBE 3/26/14 UPDATE 77097 NOREG1449122 ROSE M. HOLT    

AVUVI MIFLISSOR 3/26/14 UPDATE 77098 NOREG1449123 ROSE M. HOLT    

DAKAR’S WIZARD’S APPRENTICE  AT  KABAR 2/13/14 UPDATE 91352 HP41267705 CAROLENE ROSE

ANKHU OTTARAY BENJIMEN BONES 1/28/14 NEW 95237 HP41993104 TERRY FIEDLER

FOPAW’S TOUCH OF EVIL AT SAORSA 3/20/14 NEW 96226 HP39869202 ANDREA STONE KEVIN  & THERESE LEIMBACK KIP ALLEN

AB DAY TRIP TO TANZA-JAMAA 3/26/14 NEW 96330 HP36381203 JEFF SHELDON, PAT FRAGASSI, TY ROLLINS
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BASENJI HEALTH ENDOWMENT FINANCIALS  
Q1 2014

 
Balance Sheet as of Mar 31, 2014

Profit & Loss Ordinary Income/Expense–
through Mar 31, 2014

BCOA FINANCIALS  
Q1 2014

 
Balance Sheet as of Mar 31, 2014

ASSETS 
 CURRENT ASSETS
  Checking/Savings  0.00
   CHASE - Checking 7,442.97
   CHASE - Savings 99,998.77
  Total Checking/Savings 107,441.74
 Total Current Assets 107,441.74

TOTAL ASSETS 107,441.74

LIABILITIES & EQUITY

 EQUITY
  Opening Bal Equity 150,615.81
  Unrestrict (retained earnings) -45,014.63
  Net Income 1,840.56
 Total Equity 107,441.74

TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY 107,441.74 

INCOME
 CONTRIBUTED SUPPORT
  Indiv/business contribution 2,207.00
 Total Contributed support 2,207.00
 EARNED REVENUES
  Interest-savings/short-term inv 24.56
Total Earned revenues 24.56
TOTAL INCOME 2,231.56

EXPENSE
 GRANT & CONTRACT EXPENSE 
  Awards & grants - individuals 345.00
  Total Grant & contract expense 345.00
 MISC EXPENSES
  Treasurer Expenses 46.00
 Total Misc expenses 46.00
TOTAL EXPENSE 391.00

NET ORDINARY INCOME 1,840.56

NET INCOME 1,840.56

ASSETS
 CURRENT ASSETS
  Checking/Savings
   Chase Bank-Checking 8,755.66
   Chase Bank-Savings
    National Specialty AGILITY 1,001.59
    African Stock Project 1,773.80
    Archive Maintenance 111.84
    Contingency Fund 59,676.63
    Public Education Program 464.58
    National Specialty Reserve 585.71
    Rescue Fund 10,644.86
    Chase Bank-Savings - Other 18.65
   Total Chase Bank-Savings 74,259.01
  Total Checking/Savings 83,014.67

  OTHER CURRENT ASSETS
   Petty Cash - Bulletin Board -0.13
   PayPal Account 9.10 
  Total Other Current Assets 8.97
 Total Current Assets 83,023.64

 FIXED ASSETS
  Equipment
   Club Projector 472.49
  Total Equipment 472.49
 Total Fixed Assets 472.49

 OTHER ASSETS
  National Specialty Advance
   National Specialty Advance-2016 1,500.00
   National Specialty Advance-2014 6,000.00
  Total National Specialty Advance 7,500.00
 Total Other Assets 7,500.00
TOTAL ASSETS 90,996.13

LIABILITIES & EQUITY
 EQUITY
  Opening Bal Equity 22,259.76
  Retained Earnings 56,708.56
  Net Income 12,027.81
 TOTAL EQUITY 90,996.13

TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY 90,996.13

BCOA FINANCIALS 
Q1 2014 

Profit & Loss Ordinary Income/Expense  
Jan 01 through Mar 31, 2014

INCOME
 MEMBERSHIP (INCOME)
  Affiliated Club Dues 425.00
  Membership Dues 13,283.00
  Membership Application Fee/Dues 180.00
  Total Membership (Income) 13,888.00

  NATIONAL SPECIALTY INCOME
  National Specialty Income 2013
   NS-2013 DVD Shipping Income 8.00
   NS-2013 DVD Sales 160.00
   Total NSI 2013 168.00
 Total National Specialty Income 168.00

 PUBLICATIONS (INCOME)
  Illustrated Standard 10.00
  Bulletin Income
   BCOA Bulletin Ads 2,091.00
   BCOA Bulletin Extra Copies 45.00
   BCOA Bulletin Subscriptions 120.00
  Total Bulletin Income 2,256.00
  Roster Income
   Roster Advertising 1,680.00
  Total Roster Income 1,680.00
 Total Publications (Income) 3,946.00

 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME
  Breeders’ Webpage Income 2,000.00  
 Total Miscellaneous Income 2,002.00

TOTAL INCOME 20,002.00

GROSS PROFIT 20,002.00

PUBLICATIONS (EXPENSE)
  ROSTER EXPENSE
   Roster Postage 258.74
  Total Roster Expense 258.74  
BULLETIN BOARD EXPENSE
   Bulletin Board Printing 50.00
   Bulletin Board Postage 44.81
  Total Bulletin Board Expense 94.81
BULLETIN EXPENSE
   BCOA Bulletin Print 3,213.41
   BCOA Bulletin Postage 395.78
  Total Bulletin Expense 3,609.19
 Total Publications (Expense) 3962.74

TOTAL EXPENSE 7,992.43

Net Ordinary Income 12,009.57 
Other Income/Expense
  Other Income
   Interest Income 18.24
  Total Other Income 18.24
 Net Other Income 18.24

NET INCOME 12,027.81

Donate today by visiting NetworkforGood.org
search for Basenji

MissionFish.org
search for Basenji

Future Basenjis thank you!
Visit the online BHE pages at Basenji.org  
for more information

EXPENSE

 COMMITTEES
  Education
   Public Education
     Meet The Breeds 2,194.26
    Public Education - Other 16.83
   Total Public Education 2,211.09
  Total Education 2,211.09
 Total Committees 2,211.09

 CONFERENCES
  AKC Delegate 90.00
  Total Conferences 90.00

 DUES AND SUBSCRIPTIONS
  ASFA Annual Dues 60.00
  Total Dues and Subscriptions 60.00

 INSURANCE
  D&O Liability Insurance 262.50
  Surety/Fidelity Bond -85.00
 Total Insurance 177.50

 MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSE
  Bank Fees
   Checks, Deposit Slips, etc 39.00
  Total Bank Fees 39.00
  Total Miscellaneous Expense 39.00

 NATIONAL SPECIALTY EXPENSE
  National Specialty Expns - 2014 28.36
  National Specialty Expns  - Other 53.04
  Total National Specialty Expns - 2016 81.40

 OFFICERS’ EXPENSES
  Secretary 129.73
  Treasurer 46.00
  Total Officers’ Expenses 175.73

 PAYPAL FEES 456.42

 POSTAGE AND DELIVERY 238.55

 PROFESSIONAL FEES
  Accounting 500.00
 Total Professional Fees 500.00
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MOVING? 

CHANGE OF ADDRESS NOTICE 

IF YOU MOVE, please notify the BCOA Treasurer of your new address. 

Unless specifically requested, the USPS will not forward periodicals, such 

as the Bulletin, to your new address. Send all address changes to the 

Editor. It is suggested to send address changes also to the Bulletin Board 

Newsletter Editor, the Secretary & Treasurer to ensure the Club knows 

where you are in case of a move.

 To avoid missing your magazines, you must inform the Club of your 

address change. If we do not receive a Change of Address notice, the cost 

of a replacement issue is $9.00.

 The USPS charges $ .75 for each incorrect mailing address, returns only 

the cover with a label affixed showing the new address, and destroys the 

remainder of the magazine. However, in the course of any mailing, if the 

USPS damages your magazine beyond use, you may receive a replace-

ment copy at no charge.

PUBLICATION POLICY

ARTICLES & OTHER MATERIAL

BCOA members are encouraged to send to the Editor anything they feel 

will be of interest. All materials, whether used or not, will be treated with 

consideration. Articles, letters or advertisements attacking or slandering 

individuals or organizations can easily be misconstrued as official Club 

Policy and are therefore not appropriate for printing. The Editor has the 

right to refuse to print or reasonably edit any article.

COPY DEADLINES

January 25  1st Quarter issue : Jan/Feb/March

April 25   2nd Quarter issue : April/May/June

July 25   3rd Quarter issue : July/Aug/Sept

October 25  4th Quarter issue : Oct/Nov/Dec

AD DEADLINES

January 1   1st Quarter issue : Jan/Feb/March

April 1   2nd Quarter issue : April/May/June

July 1   3rd Quarter issue : July/Aug/Sept

October 1   4th Quarter issue : Oct/Nov/Dec

Rates Members Commercial

(All Rates include up to four photos per page) Color B/W Ads

Front Cover $225 N/A N/A
Inside Front Cover $140 N/A N/A
Inside Back Cover $140 N/A N/A
Back Cover $175 N/A N/A
Full Page $110 $90 $140
Center Spread (2 facing pages) $140/pg N/A N/A
Half Page $65 $40 $70
Spot ads $35 N/A $60
Affiliated Club Specialty Free* N/A N/A
2 page spread, win photos & text $50* N/A N/A
National Specialty Results Free* N/A N/A

*With submission of marked electronic file

Submission of advertising layouts before the appropriate deadline is the responsibility of 
the advertiser. If the BULLETIN is providing design and layout services, there is a limit of 
four photos per page unless otherwise negotiated. All fees must accompany submissions or 
paid online at the BCOA website. The costs may fluctuate due to an advertiser’s request or 
suitability of material submitted. If an initial payment is insufficient to cover the final cost, 
you are responsible for and expected to pay any additional balance due. Additional funds 
required are due upon notification of such by the BULLETIN. Please consult the fee list to 
determine final cost, or contact the BULLETIN prior to publication if there is any question 
concerning payment for display or commercial advertising. The BULLETIN is required to 
have a commitment from all advertisers, insuring that they know they are responsible for 
payment of the full cost of their ads as published, based on the prices stated in the BULLE-
TIN, when ads are prearranged before any actual work on the ad commences.

All funds to be paid in U.S. currency, please. Make checks payable to BCOA. All copy and 
photos should be sent to the Editor, along with any necessary payment and return post-
age arrangements. Slides and color photocopies cannot be used. Electronic files may be 
sent via internet. Digital images must be 300 dpi and in high quality .jpg or .tif format. 
Identify all people and animals in your photo. Send a rough idea of your desired layout 
and mark all photographs with name and return address. Photographs may be enlarged, 
reduced or cropped within reason; please specify preferences. Camera-ready ads must 
be approved by the Editor. All photographs will be returned. Reservations for placements 
can be made by contacting:

EDITOR
Eunice Ockerman 
8510 Emperor Drive, Fair Oaks, CA 95628 • bulletineditor@Basenji.org 

USE OF MATERIAL

Written material in this newsletter may be reprinted for

nonprofit use provided credit is given to the author and the

BCOA Bulletin; however, articles, photographs,

cartoons and original artwork bearing the copyright symbol

(©) may only be reprinted with author/photographer/artist’s

written permission.

SUBMIT TING IMAGES FOR PRINT

IMAGE  SPECIFICATIONS

Send the original image purchased without any modifications or resizing. 

The image degrades each time it is re-saved as a jpg.  Include the photog-

rapher’s name—they must be credited. If you  are sending an image that 

you took consult the chart below. Note that while image sizes vary, pixel 

sizes remain constant (the jpg file size is set at maximum quality).

Resolution Image size File size JPG Pixel size

Full Page

72 ppi 36.5 x 46.9 in 33.8Mb 8.8Mb 2625 x 3375

300 ppi 8.75 x 11.25 in 33.8Mb 8.8Mb 2625 x 3375

Half Page Vertical

72 ppi 18.25 x 46.875 in 16.9Mb 4.5Mb 1313 x 3375

300 ppi 4.377 x 11.25 in 16.9Mb 4.5Mb 1313 x 3375

SIRE MBISS GCH DC Atarasi’s D’Lucks Edition, SC

DAM  NBOS GCH Proudlaan Dream Mia Dream, AOMMEET THE PUPS

PROUDLAAN BASENJIS 
Laura & Bill Pond, Seattle, WA 
proudlaan@msn.com 

TWYLA—Proudlaan Get Up! Stand Up!

LOLA—Proudlaan Wake-Up Call IRIDA—Proudlaan Up-Dated Edition

PEPPI—Proudlaan Up in Arms



CHATEAU VAN-MERIAU
X

Renee Meriaux
meriaux1@earthlink.net

Thousand Oaks, Calif.

Janet Ketz, Secretary

34025 West River Road

Wilmington, IL 60481

Oakley makes 
history! 
Jasiri-Sukari Bronco Busting Annie rn jc oap ojp  ndd

FIRST EVER NOVICE DRAFT DOG
Oakley completed her Novice Draft Dog, Jan 2014, 
carving her way into history books and earning her 
VB (Versitile Basenji) title.
 Thank you Julie and Kathy Jones for letting 
Oakley come live at Chateau Van-Meriaux, home 
 to multi-skilled Berners and Basenjis. 
See page 46 for more on Oakley’s thrilling win.


